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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

St. Lucie Nuclear Plant, Units 1 8 2
NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-335/99-99, 50-389/99-99

This special inspection report included a review of the licensee's actions and root cause
analysis associated with the high failure rate on the NRC's written examination administered to
the Hot License Class (HLC) 14 in December 1998.

r

~Oerations

The licensee's training program assessment identified a number of implementation weaknesses
in the Systems Approach to Training (SAT) for the operator licensing training program. These .

weaknesses along with additional NRC identified examples, directly contributed to the poor
pass rate on the December 1998 initial operator licensing examination. The following SAT
weaknesses were identified:

SAT Element 1 (Analysis): The licensee failed to conduct an adequate analysis of the
changes to the program schedule (Section 05.1.b).

SAT Element 3 (Program Implementation): The licensee lost lesson material
configuration control (Sections 05.1.b). Off Normal Operating Procedures (ONOPs),
training on low mode ONOPs were neither taught in the classroom nor the simulator
(Section 05.3.b).

SAT Element 4 (Trainee Evaluation): The licensee had an ineffective examination
validation process (Section 05.1.b and 05.2.b), the licensee's conduct of Hot License
Class (HLC) remediation was inadequate (Section 05.1.b), the licensee failed to assess
the effectiveness of on shift training activities (Section 05.1.b), and the licensee's
assessment of the HLC 14 candidate prepardness was based on inaccurate audit exam
grading (Section 05.2.b).

SAT Element 5 (Training Program Evaluation): The licensee inadequately processed
trainee critiques (Section 05.1.b) and the licensee inadequately reflected job changes in
the lesson materials (Section 05.1.b).





Summa of Plant Status

Both units operated at 100% power during the inspection week with no significant transients.

05.0 Licensed Operator Training and Qualification Effectiveness

05.1 S stem A roach to Trainin SA Evaluation

a. Ins ection Sco e 41500

The inspectors used the criteria in NUREG-1220, Training Review Criteria and
Procedures, to evaluate the licensee's implementation of the SAT. The evaluation
consisted of a records review and interviews related to four of the five SAT elements
with a total of ten criteria evaluated. Element 2, Learning Objectives, was not evaluated
in depth because a basic review of objectives did not identify any significant issues.
Within Element 1, Systematic Analysis, the focus was analysis of changes. Within
Element 3, Design and Implementation, the focus was lesson plan quality, sequence of
content and training, and presentation adequacy. Within Element 4, Trainee Evaluation,
the focus was the methods used for trainee testing, trainee remediation, and trainee
mastery of job performance requirements. Within Element 5, Program Evaluation, the
focus was the use of feedback from trainees and training staff and incorporation of job
performance changes into the training program. Additionally, a review of the licensee's
root cause evaluation was conducted.

b. Observations and Findin s

The evaluation of SAT Element 1, Systematic Analysis, was focused on the review of
changes made to determine if the analyses considered the potential impact on overall
training program effectiveness. The review included changes made to the schedule of
initial Hot License Class (HLC) 14, changes made to the schedule of licensed operator
requalification training, and changes made to the grading of the HLC 14 company audit
examinations. The licensee's root cause analysis accurately assessed the cumulative
effect of the schedule changes on HLC 14. The schedule changes resulted in
sequencing errors in the presentation of materials and contributed to the failure of seven
of the nine candidates. The licensee's corrective actions were being tracked using Plant
Management Action Items (PMAls) 99-01-070, 99-02-174, 99-02-205, and 99-03-026.
The corrective actions were being implemented and appear to be appropriate.

In addition, changes had been made to the program schedule for licensed operator
requalification training based on the'business argument to reduce overtime. The
changes included returning crews to the plant for one day of on-shift duty during the
middle of the training week, eliminating a special training week for staff licenses, and
eliminating time between cycles. The analysis to support the changes was not
documented. However, information collected during interviews suggested that



consideration was given to the effects of the changes on the administrative issues, but
not on'the effectiveness of the licensed operator's requalification training program. The
licensee has subsequently issued PMAI 99-03-220 to conduct an assessment of the
impacts of schedule changes to the effectiveness of the requalification training program.

The inspectors evaluated the changes made to the examination grading for HLC 14
audit examinations 07201 45 and 07201 45A. The grading changes were made as a
result of having to accept two answers for some questions or deleting other questions
because they did not have a correct answer. The licensee's root cause evaluation
identified that the changes were made without a structured review and without
consideration of how the need to make the changes might reflect weaknesses in the
examination validation process. The licensee's corrective actions related to examination
quality were being tracked using PMAls 99-01-074 and 99-02-203 and included a
revision to TG-004, Written Examination Administration and Control, to incorporate
improvements to the examination development, validation and approval processes.

Based on the reviews, changes were not adequately analyzed in accordance with SAT
Element 1. The licensee's root cause and corrective actions appear to be adequate to
address the known weaknesses. The failure to reassess the effects of schedule
changes on the quality and effectiveness of requalification training was considered a
weakness in the implementation of the SAT Element 1.

The evaluation of SAT Element 3, Design and Implementation, was focused on the

o r
quality of lesson plans, presentation adequacy, and the sequence of training. A revie

f revision dates for lesson plans indicated that many lesson plans had not been revised
in the last several years. However, the licensee's SAT procedures required instructors
to update materials prior to use. The current master version of lesson materials was
available in hard copy through the records vault and on-line through the computer

t e
system in the training building. The inspectors identified that the instructors did not uno use
he master lesson plan of record for presentation of Off-Normal Operating Procedures

(ONOP's) to HLC 14 in August 1998. Although the instructors made changes to the
lesson materials and had them approved prior to use, the materials were not entered
into the master file as of March 15, 1999. individual instructor presentation notes for the
Chemical and Volume Control System (CYCS) were also reviewed and out of date
materials were found. Failure to follow the SAT guidelines for the update of instructional
materials indicated a configuration control problem for lesson material and resulted in
out-of-date materials in the master file. The issue was NRC identified. Condition report
99-0377 was opened by the licensee to track the issue of out-of-date materials. The
loss of configuration control of the lesson materials was considered a weakness in the
implementation of SAT Element 3 which was not initiallyaddressed in the root cause
evaluation conducted by the licensee.

Interview results indicated that the lesson materials contain inaccurate technical
information and instructors had presented out of date information. The trainees noted
that instructors were sometimes unprepared for class or were not technically competent
in the system being presented. Both of these issues were considered to be a result of



the changes to the HLC program schedule. The trainees also noted that almost half of
their training time was devoted to self-study which they did not consider effective in
ensuring their understanding of the technical topics related to plant systems. The
training schedule was changed to complete the on-shift time all at once. This change
resulted in a degradation in the level of system knowledge of the trainees. The less
effective presentation sequence was also the result of the failure to analyze the effects
of the changes on the overall effectiveness of the initial license program as described in
Element 1. Review of lesson materials and attendance records indicated that the
ONOPs for low mode operations were not covered. in classroom or simulator
presentations despite the fact that the material was in the lesson plan. Licensee
management was unaware of this omission but stated that it would be addressed in
corrective action PMAI 99-01-072, which was related to the integration of ONOPs into
less'on materials. The ineffective self-study time and the ineffective program sequence
were considered weaknesses in the implementation of SAT Element 3 and were not
addressed in the root cause evaluation conducted by the licencee.

The evaluation of SAT Element 4, Trainee Evaluation, was focused on the areas of
trainee testing, trainee remediation, and trainee mastery of job performance
requirements. An ineffective examination validation process was indicated by the
number of changes that had to be made to the three audit examinations (0720145,
0720145A, 0720145B) administered to HLC 14 in November and December of 1998. A
review of the grading for 0720145 and 0720145A indicated that credit was given for
wrong answers, that some questions had more than one correct answer and that some
questions had no correct answer. Details of the grading issues are contained in
Section 05.2 of this report.. Trainees characterized some test questions as tricky versus
hard because the detailed knowledge required to correctly answer the question was not
reflected in the associated objectives. This was an indication of inadequate examination
validation. The ineffective examination validation process was identified by the licensee
as a root cause of the HLC 14 failures and the corrective actions to improve the
validation process were being tracked with PMAI 99-02-203.

Issues related to trainee remediation were also identified. Several trainees identified
instances where self-study was used as the primary remediation method after they
failed an examination. Although instructors were available to answer questions, the use
of self-study may not be the most effective method for ensuring that trainee knowledge
has been acquired. In addition, several trainees indicated that they had been unable to
review missed examination questions on the three audit examinations. The
inadequacies of student remediation was considered a weakness in SAT element 4 and
was identified by the licensee in their root cause evaluation and the corrective actions
were being tracked with PMAI 99-02-17?.

The conduct of on-the-job training and evaluation was also identified by the licensee as
a contributor to the license examination failures. The licensee's corrective action was
focused on the ineffectiveness of the plant-assigned mentors. Operations management
was assigned PMAI 99-03-028 to track the corrective actions related to im'proving the
mentoring process for trainees on-shift. Interview results indicated that candidates have
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been routinely expected to use on-shift time to complete on-the-job training (OJT) and
qualification requirements. However, the schedule changes challenged the

trainees'bilities

to complete all the activities in a meaningful way. The amount of training-
related work not associated with control room activities to be completed while on-shift
reduced the effectiveness of the OJT process and diluted the on-shift experience. The
failure to evaluate the impact of completing training related work while on. shift was
considered a weakness in SAT element 4. This was identifiedby the NRC. The
licensee has subsequently opened PMAI 99-03-221 to require the evaluation of the
effectiveness of licensed operator candidate on-shift time.

The evaluation of SAT Element 5, Training Program Evaluation, was focused on
feedback from trainees and training staff and the incorporation of job performance
changes into the training program. The licensee's root cause evaluation correctly
identified that training staff feedback to management on the likely success of the HLC
14 candidates was ignored and discouraged instructors from providing feedback in the
future. PMAI 99-03-024 was being used to track action to reinforce the expectation that
instructors should continue to provide feedback. Interview results also indicated that
trainee feedback was frequently discounted by the training staff because the trainees
were viewed as being inexperienced and therefore not able to understand the overall
training process. The licensee's root cause evaluation did not identify this facet of the
feedback problem.'his is considered a weakness in SAT element 5. The licensee
opened PMAI 99-03-218 to expand the corrective action related to feedback to address
the disposition of student feedback.

The inspectors also noted poor incorporation of job performance changes into the
training program. A review of audit examination 0720145 indicated that questions 55
and 58 had to be deleted after the test was administered because they contained
outdated information. In one case, the question did not reflect changes that had been
made to a procedure. In the second case, plant equipment had been modified but the
changes were not reflected in the question. In both cases the changes had been made
in a time frame that was adequate for making the updates to the training materials and
examination questions. This failure to update the training material was considered a
weakness in SAT Element 5. The licensee had identified the need to revalidate the
technical content of the lesson materials, including exam questions but did not address
the inadequacies of the program evaluation processes. The revalidation effort was
being tracked using PMAI 99-02-202.

Conclusion

The licensee's training program assessment identified a number of implementation
weaknesses in the SAT process. These weaknesses along with the additional NRC
identified examples were a direct contributor to the poor pass rate on the December
1998 initial licensing examination. In addition to the licensee identified weaknesses,
SAT weaknesses were identified with the changes to the program schedule for the
licensed operator's requalification program; the loss of lesson material configuration





control; the adverse effect of the schedule change to on-shift time; and the effect of
discounting trainee feedback. The weakness mention above will be tracked as IFI
50-335, 389/99-09-01, Follow up to SAT weakness.

Licensee's Final Audit Examination Review

Ins ection Sco e 41500

The inspectors reviewed comprehensive examinations 0720145 and 07201 45A that
were administered to licensed candidates as final audit exams in preparation for taking
the NRC license examination. The tests and results of the tests were reviewed to
determine the objectivity and validity of the grading. The first examination had eight
questions deleted as a result of post-examination review. Post examination review of
the second examination resulted in changes to fifteen questions, seven of which were
question deletions. The inspectors reviewed the specific changes made to each
examination and the effects of these changes on each of the candidates'inal grades.

Observations and Findin s

The inspectors noted that the licensee did not have any written explanation to support
the changes made to the examinations other than answer key changes such as,
"Change answer to b," or, "Question deleted." No supporting documentation existed to
support the licensee's exam analyses. Consequently, the validity of the analyses used
to support the corrections could not be determined without an extensive review of each
individual question that had been changed.

The inspector's independent review found that, on the 0720145 examination, two
questions were deleted which contained inaccurate information as a result of procedure
changes or equipment modifications which were not reflected in the testing items. One
question was deleted because there was no correct answer. One other item was
deleted because it lacked operational validity. The inspectors found that the other four
deleted questions were valid, did not suffer from technical inaccuracies or psychometric
problems and therefore should not have been deleted from the examination. A regrade
of final scores, lowered the scores of the five individuals who passed the exam, but did
not result in any additional failures that had not already been identified by the licensee.

Independent review of the 0720145A examination resulted in only six of the fifteen
question alterations being accepted by the NRC reviewer. Of these, three questions
contained two correct answers, two questions were deleted because they contained no
correct answer and one question had the answer changed. Regarding the nine other
questions that were regraded by the licensee, four questions had additional answers
accepted that were not valid, and five questions were deleted that were valid with no
serious technical inaccuracies or psychometric problems noted. Regrade of final scores
revealed that only two of four individuals who passed the second exam actually
achieved a passing score of greater than or equal to 80%. Two individuals who had
received scores of 80.65 percent received failing grades of 79.38 and 75.25 respectively





by the NRC inspectors. This was a weakness in Element 4, "Trainee Evaluation," as
mentioned above in paragraph 05.1.b, in that one of the performance evaluation tools
(company final examination) was inadequate and was used to assess and justify the
candidate's readiness for the NRC examination.

In addition, no checks and balances were incorporated into the final grading process to
ensure the final exam analysis and grading was objective and fair, and accurately
reflected a measurement of a candidate's preparedness for the NRC examination. This
was a weakness in SAT Element 4, "Trainee Evaluation," in that changes to the grading
were not adequately supported or properly analyzed and resulted in the

candidates'reparedness

being improperly assessed.

Administrative Instruction 0005721, Reactor Control Operator Training and Qualification,
Rev 17, Section 8.3.D. stated a score of 80 percent on the written exam must be
obtained by each student. The licensee had certified two candidates to sit for the NRC
licensing examination based upon a flawed analysis and grading of the FPL Company
examination. This was evidenced by the fact that these two candidates received scores
of 69.4 and 72A respectively on the NRC written licensing examination. The licensee

~ has implemented corrective actions to prevent recurrence as tracked by PMAI 99-02-
203.

C. Conclusion

The examination validation process was ineffective in that an excessive amount of post
examination comments existed after each examination which resulted in significant
changes to the examination results. The audit examinations were not a reliable
predictor of a candidate's chances for success as evidenced by the fact that only two of
nine candidates passed the NRC written licensing examination.

05.3 ONOP and Simulator Accountin Pa erwork Review

Ins ection Sco e 41500

The inspectors conducted a record review and interviews to verify that the instructors
were appropriately delivering information during requalification training, the operators
were being appropriately trained, and to determine if adequate time was spent on
ONOP training. The inspectors also reviewed the simulator accounting paperwork to
verify time signed for in the simulator was equal to training administered. Lastly, the
inspectors reviewed the facility's SRO selection process.

Observations and Findin s

The inspectors reviewed approximately 40 ONOPs that were taught during HLC-14.
The time allowed in accordance with lesson plan 0702812, ONOPs and Annunciator
Response Procedures (ARPs), Revisions 12 and 13, was 12 hours. The students were
required to determine the plant conditions which required implementation of the ONOPs



and incorporate mitigation steps and processes. The inspectors reviewed the
classroom training records. The inspectors noted that training reports were filled out on
August 7, 11 and 12, 1998. The total time spent on ONOP training was 14 classroom
hours. This was 2 hours more than required by the lesson plan. However, as discussed
in Section 05.1, there were no records that any low mode ONOPs were taught either in
the classroom or the simulator.

The inspectors also reviewed a portion of the initial licensing simulator accounting
paperwork to verify time signed for in the simulator was equal to training administered.
The inspectors identified that approximately 60 of the 125 simulator training attendance
sheets were less than 4 hours in duration. The inspectors reviewed AP 0005721,
Revision 17, Reactor Control Operator Training and Qualification. AP 0005721,
paragraph 8.1.3.A stated, in part, that simulator training is conducted throughout the
program to support all phases of training. Demonstrations are used extensively during
the theory and systems phases of the program. During the integrated operations phase
the simulator is the primary means of training and evaluation of the students. A series
of simulator exercises and evaluation scenarios are used to ensure each candidate is
competent to safely operate the plant during normal, off-normal, and emergency
situations. Students are required, in accordance with AP 0005721, Attachment 3,
paragraph 4, to complete reactor startup certification on the simulator and five
significant changes in reactivity or power level control manipulations. The startup
certification consist of three parts: Calculating an estimated critical condition and
performing an inverse count rate ratio, oral questioning evaluation, and a simulator
reactor startup. The inspectors reviewed the Hot License Class (HLC) 14 supporting
documentation and found no discrepancies.

The inspectors identified approximately 20 incidences where there were six students in
the simulator at the same time. There was no procedure requirement that limited the
student to instructor ratio. Interview results revealed that simulator training sessions did
not provide trainees with adequate opportunity to practice job related skills. Therefore,
the effectiveness of the sessions was considered low by the trainee. The facility had
also identified this ratio as a concern. This was being tracked as PMAI 99-03-026.

The inspectors reviewed several Part "B"weekly requalification examinations and
conducted interviews with several students that took examination 0820991b that was
administered on 1/20/99. The inspectors reviewed examination 0820991b in detail. The
scores from that examination ranged from 66.7 to 100.

The inspectors reviewed three months of requalification simulator training attendance
sheets dated from January through March 1999. The inspectors identified that several
critical areas were left blank with no explanation. This was identified as a lack of
attention to detail. The inspectors reviewed AP-0005720, Licensed Operator
Requalification Program, Revision 45 and TG-006, Revision 3, Systematic Training
Development. TG-006 stated, in part, "Training should be documented by "completing"
a Training Report form for each class or block of=-instruction. This inconsistency in filling





out the simulator training attendance sheets was NRC identified. Condition report
99-0460 was opened by the licensee to track this issue.

The inspectors also reviewed AP 0005718, Revision 8, Nuclear Plant Supervisor
Selection,,Training and Qualification, Appendix 8, Evaluation Worksheet, the SRO
Upgrade Questionnaire, and the training department's input. The inspectors interviewed
personnel that were selected and some that weren'. The matrix and additional rating
tools were, if used properly, identified to be a fair method for determining the best
qualified SRO candidate.

Conclusion

ONOP training on low mode ONOPs were neither taught in the classroom nor the
simulator. No simulator usage deficiencies were identified. However, several
incidences were identified where the student to instructor ratio was high and that the
quality and effectiveness of simulator training may have been diminished. The facility
had also identified this as a concern.

08 Miscellaneous Operations issues

08.1 Closed IFI-50335 389/98-302-01: Standard Post Trip Actions (SPTAs)
Implementation. The inspectors reviewed AP-0010120, Conduct of Operations,
Revision 112, dated 2/21/99. This revision, in part, incorporated operator input as to the
structure and assignment of operators during implementation of EOP-01. Specifically,
RCO's perform immediate actions for reactor and turbine trip. The board RCO performs
SPTA's, and inform the ANPS of contingencies or safety functions not being met. The
desk RCO and the ANPS perform SPTA's together as a formal 3-part reader-doer if
contingencies are required. Finally, the NPS, ANPS and the STA confer on the
diagnostic floe chart, followed by a crew brief on the results. The inspectors determined
that these procedure changes encompassed adequate control board coverage following
a reactor trip. This item is closed.

V. Mana ement Meetin s

X1. Exit Meeting Summary

The inspectors presented the inspection results to members of licensee management at the
conclusion of the inspection on March 19, 1999. No dissenting comments were received from
the licensee.

None of the material provided to the inspectors was identified by the licensee as proprietary.





PARTIALLIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee
M. Allen, Operations Manager
W. Bladow, Quality Manager

*J. Carpenter, Requal Training Supervisor
*D. Fadden, Training Manager
K. Frehafer, Compliance Engineering

*C. Ladd, Operations Supervisor
*L. Rich, Operations Training Supervisor
*G. Schnebli, Quality Assurance
*A. Stall, Vice President
'R. West, Plant General Manager
*E. Weinkam, Licensing Manager

Other licensee employees contacted included office, operations, training, and corporate
personnel.

NRC
*R. Aiello, NRC Rll OLBHPB
*M.Ashley, Training and Assessment Specialist, HOHB
*H. Christensen, Chief, NRC Rll OL8HPB
*G. Hopper, NRC Rll OL&HPB
*T. Ross, Senior Resident Inspector
*G. Warnick, Resident Inspector

Attended Exit Interview
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INSPECTION PROCEDURES (IP) USED

IP 41500: Training and Qualification Effectiveness

~Oened

ITEMS OPENED, CLOSED, AND DISCUSSED

50-335, 389/99-09-01 IFI Follow up to SAT weakness (Section 05.1).

Closed

50-335, 389/98-302-01 IFI

Discussed

Standard Post Trip Action Implementation.
(Section 08.1).

None
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January 31, 2000

Florida Power and Light Company
ATTN: Mr. T. F. Plunkett

President - Nuclear Division
P. O. Box 14000
Juno Beach, FL

SUBJECT: NRC INTEGRATED INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 50-335/99-08, 50-389/99-08

Dear Mr. Plunkett:

On January 1, 2000, the NRC completed an inspection at your St. Lucie 1 and 2 reactor
facilities. The enclosed report presents the results of that inspection.

During the inspection period, your conduct of activities at the St. Lucie facilitywas generally
characterized by safety conscious operations. However, several significant problems were
identified with the maintenance and upgrading of the Emergency Operating Procedures.

Based on the results of this inspection, the NRC has determined that four violations of NRC
requirements occurred. These violations are being treated as a Non-Cited Violations, consistent
with Section VII.B.1.a of the Enforcement Policy. These'NCVs are described in the subject
inspection report. Ifyou contest the violations or the severity of these NCVs, you should provide
a response within 30 days of the date of this inspection report, with the basis for your denial, to
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555-
0001, with copies to the Regional Administrator, Region II, the Resident Inspector at your facility,
and the Director, Office of Enforcement, USNRC, Washington, D.C. 20555-0001.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter and its
enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room (PDR).

Sincerely,

/RA by Son Ninh Acting For/

Leonard D. Wert, Chief
Reactor Projects Branch 3
Division of Reactor Projects

Docket Nos. 50-335, 50-389
License Nos. DPR-67, NPF-16

Enclosure: Inspection Report Nos. 50-335/99-08, 50-389/99-08

cc w/encl: (See page 2)
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Vice President
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Douglas Anderson
County Administrator
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R. G. West
Plant General Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
Electronic Mail Distribution

E. J. Weinkam
Licensing Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
Electronic Mail Distribution

John Gianfrancesco, Manager
Administrative Support 8 Special Projects
Florida Power 8 Light Company
Electronic Mail Distribution

Mark Dryden
Administrative. Support 8 Special Projects
Florida Power 8 Light Company
Electronic Mail Distribution

Rajiv S. Kundalkar
Vice President - Nuclear Engineering
Florida Power & Light Company
Electronic Mail Distribution

M. S. Ross, Attorney
Florida Power 8 Light Company
Electronic Mail Distribution

William A. Passetti
Bureau of Radiation Control
Department of Health
Electronic Mail Distribution

Joe Myers, Director
Division of Emergency Preparedness
Department of Community Affairs
Electronic Mail Distribution
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Radiological Emergency

Planning Administrator
Department of Public Safety
Electronic Mail Distribution
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION II

. Docket Nos: 50-335, 50-389
License Nos: DPR-67, NPF-16

Report Nos: 50-335/99-08, 50-389/99-08

Licensee: Florida Power 8 Light Co.

Facility: St. Lucie Nuclear Plant, Units 1 8 2

Location: 6351 South Ocean Drive
Jensen Beach, FL 34957
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

St. Lucie Nuclear Plant, Units 1 8 2
NRC Inspection Report 50-335/99-08, 50-389/99-08

This integrated inspection included aspects of licensee operations, engineering, maintenance,
and plant support. The report covers a 6-week period of resident inspection; in addition, it
includes the results of inspections by several regional engineering inspectors, two licensing
examiners, and a safeguards inspector.

~Oerations

Significant problems were identified with maintenance of the Emergency Operating
Procedures. Licensee reviews concluded that Operations supervision was not
sufficiently involved in the Emergency Operating Procedure revision process and
personnel did not follow administrative requirements. The licensee and NRC inspectors
identified instances where Emergency Operating Procedure revisions were issued that
contained errors. A Non-Cited Violation was identified for inadequate implementation of
the program requirements for revising Emergency Operating Procedures. The licensee
concluded that the Emergency Operating Procedures could adequately mitigate
accidents, and has initiated comprehensive measures to identify and correct all
Emergency Operating Procedure discrepancies. These efforts include an Emergency
Operating Procedure recovery action plan which will reprocess Emergency Operating
Procedure revisions in accordance with governing procedures, establish proper
documentation, and reverify the adequacy of the Emergency Operating Procedures
(Section 03.1).

The conduct of the annual requaiification examination met regulatory requirements.
Remedial training packages were satisfactory and re-evaluation testing appropriately
addressed identified operator deficiencies. The inspector concluded that these portions
of the licensee's operator requalification training program met the requirements of 10
CFR 55.59 (Section 05.1).

One instance of poor Job Performance Measure administration and one instance of poor
exam security practices were observed (Section 05.1).

The licensee was making progress towards the resolution of the deficiencies noted in
inspection report 50-335,389/99-09. Six of sixteen identified items still have pending
resolutions. Inspector Followup Item (IFI) 50-335,389/99-09-01 remains open pending
the results of future inspection(s) (Section 05.2).
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~ A Non-Cited-Violation was identified in the area of Appendix R cable separation
problems inside containment (Section F8.4).

~ An unresolved item was identified in the area of Appendix R electric circuit analysis
(Section F8.8).

A Non-Cited-Violation was identified for having an incorrect Appendix R cable tray fire
stop assembly (Section F8.12).

A Non-Cited Violation was identified for the licensee's failure to obtain a negative drug
test result for one individual prior to granting unescorted access (Section S1.2).



Unit 1 vital areas were devitalized per procedure at the beginning of the outage.
Although allowed by the Physical Security Plan and security procedures, it was not
necessary to devitalize all of the a'reas. Management was not involved in the decision.
(Section S2.1).
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Summa of Plant Status

Re ort Details

Unit 1 power was reduced to 98% on November 18 due to turbine valve position
fluctuations. Power was restored to 100% on November 22 following adjustments to the
digital electro-hydraulic control system, and remained at full power for the rest of the
report period.

Unit 2 operated at essentially full power for the entire report period.
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01.1

Conduct of Operations

Routine Observations of the Conduct of 0 erations (71707)

The resident inspectors observed control room activities, examined plant parameters,
reviewed logs and clearance orders, and attended regular briefings and meetings. The
inspectors also accompanied Auxiliary Building and Turbine Building operators on daily
rounds. Non-licensed operators performed thorough tours, were familiar with the status
of equipment in their areas, and took accurate logs. 'They were knowledgeable of the,
systems and component operation in their areas of responsibility.

Control room operators continued to closely monitor plant parameters and communicate
effectively. They were attentive to changes in plant conditions and promptly responded
to annunciator alarms. Operators effectively used their equipment knowledge to detect
and assess abnormalities or changes in equipment operation. When equipment
deficiencies were identified, appropriate actions were taken to address the problem in a
conservative manner.

Numerous personnel errors occurred during the report period that the licensee attributed
to a lack of attention and focus to the task at hand by licensed operators. A condition
report (CR) was initiated for each personnel error event. Other significant personnel
errors have been made by Operations since June 1999 (see NRC Inspection Reports
50-335,389/99-04, 05, 06, and 07). Operations management recognized that these
recent personnel error events constituted a continuing negative trend regarding operator
performance. Consequently, Operations management, with full support of senior site
management, has undertaken several initiatives to improve the human performance of
plant operators. The Operations Manager initiated CR 00-0046 to formally request a
comprehensive evaluation of all the personnel error events that have occurred since
June 1999. This evaluation will try to identify any additional contributing cross-cutting
causes that previous root cause analyses have not identified. The inspectors concluded
that licensee management has initiated appropriate actions to address this issue.

The inspectors noted that the operator work around (OWA) process was not being
actively applied. Although control board deficiencies and other equipment problems that
impacted the operator's abilities to operate the plant were entered in the work control
process, they were not routinely addressed from an OWA perspective. Delays and
shifting priorities have delayed development and implementation of a new OWA policy
Operations management has indicated that an OWA program would be beneficial and
has recently renewed efforts to issue the new policy. No significant concerns were
identified regarding existing OWAs.
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02.1

Operational Status of Facilities and Equipment

Routine Tours and S stem Walkdowns (71707)

Inspectors toured safety-related areas to observe the condition of plant equipment and
structures and verify the alignment of selected, risk significant safety systems. The
inspectors also performed specific walkdowns of accessible portions of the following
systems:

Containment Isolation Valves - Unit 1

Unit 2 Boration Flow Path
Unit 1 High Pressure Safety Injection Systems
Unit 1 Vital AC Distribution System
Unit 2 Auxiliary Feedwater System

Equipment alignment, material condition, and housekeeping were acceptable in all
cases. Several minor discrepancies were brought to the licensee's attention and were
corrected. The inspectors identified no significant concerns as a result of these
walkdowns or during routine tours.

03 Operations Procedures and Documentation

03.1 Emer enc 0 eratin Procedures

Ins ection Sco e (71707)

The resident inspectors met several times with licensee management regarding the large
number of Condition Reports (CRs) related to Emergency Operating Procedures
(EOPs). Resident and regional inspectors also conducted a limited scope inspection of
the licensee's program for maintaining, revising, and upgrading EOPs. Specific areas of
this inspection involved reviewing numerous Condition Reports related to EOP issues, a
Quality Assurance self-assessment of the EOP Program, an interim operability
assessment of current EOPs by Operations, and the root cause analysis report of EOP
program deficiencies. Additionally, the inspectors independently ver fied a number of
selected EOPs and Off-Normal Operating Procedures, and examined various EOP
process documents.

b. Observations and Findin s

On November 17, 1999, a resident inspector met with the Operations Manager to
discuss several recent CRs related to EOPs, and the large number of CRs written
through the year. During this meeting, the Operations Manager indicated that he had
also recognized the frequent and persistent issuance of EOP related CRs. He informed
the inspector that the Site Quality Department had been requested during the previous
week to conduct a quality review of EOP Program implementation.

In parallel with the ongoing quality review, the inspector reviewed a list of all EOP related
CRs written in 1999. This list identified about 45 CRs, some of which were indicative of
programmatic deficiencies, while others appeared to call into question the adequacy of
existing EOPs and the operators'bilities to use them. On November 24, the inspector
met with the site Vice President to discuss the current state of the program, and the
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apparent adverse impact upon the quality of EOPs. On November 29, 1999, CR 99-
2369 was initiated to conduct an in-depth, broad-scope root cause evaluation of the EOP
program, and verify operability of the existing EOPs. The inspector also met with the
corrective action program supervisor and management to discuss the observation that
the trending process had not identified the EOP issue earlier. (See NRC Inspection
Report 335,389/2000-03 for additional NRC review of CR trending issues).

On December 2, 1999, the Quality Assurance group completed its assessment of the
licensee's implementation of the EOP program and issued Nuclear Assurance Quality
Report 99-5077. In summary, this report documented the following significant issues,
most of which were the subject of previously initiated CRs:

Changes to the EOP source document (i.e., CEN-152, Emergency Procedure
Guidelines) were not properly controlled, nor adequately incorporated into the
EOPs;

Plant Specific Technical Guidelines (PSTGs) were not updated concurrently with
EOP revisions, and the Facility Review Group (FRG) was unaware of this
requirement when they approved changes to the EOPs;

~ Verification and validation records were improperly stored and some were
incomplete. Some records lacked adequate review by Operations;

Pre-implementation training of EOP changes was not always performed, and
communication of some EOP changes to support licensed operator
requalification training was untimely;

~ Several deficiencies and discrepancies in existing EOPs have been identified;

~ Corrective actions were not effective and did not prevent recurrence of EOP
problems. Also the biennial Quality Assurance audit requirement of the EOP
program was deleted in 1996; and;

~ Operations supervision responsible for implementing the EOP program exhibited
a lack of involvement, ownership, and oversight of the revision process.

On December 3, 1999, the Operations department completed their three-day operability
determination which concluded current the EOPs could be employed to mitigate the
scope of accidents for which they were designed and no operability concern existed. As
part of their initial assessment, the Operations department also acknowledged that basic
procedural processes for governing changes to the EOPs had not been followed for
recently issued EOPs. Therefore, EOP revisions needed to be re-processed to establish
compliance with governing program requirements and to confirm there were no unknown
operability concerns.

The resident inspectors independently reviewed several of the condition reports
regarding EOP issues. Twenty-seven condition reports described instances where the
licensee had not followed EOP developmental program requirements, or had issued.
procedures with inaccurate or inadequate technical content. These findings were
consistent with the conclusions made in Quality Report 99-5077.



In addition, regional and resident inspectors independently reviewed several EOPs to
determine ifany significant usage problems existed with the current procedures. The
only finding identified by the inspectors involved certain EOP changes made as a part of
a recent NP-9000 reactor coolant pump seal replacement modification. In particular, the
changes made to some sections of EOP-3, Loss of Coolant Accident, lacked clarity and
detail. The inspectors also noted several human factors problems within the procedure.
These deficiencies were discussed with the licensee, who indicated that operator training
could have compensated for the lack of clarity within EOP-3. However, the licensee
agreed that training was not a suitable long-term substitute for clear written guidance and
issued CR 99-2407 to address the NRC findings. To resolve CR 99-2407, the licensee
assembled a dedicated group of Operations, Training, and Procedure Group personnel
to immediately address the specific EOP deficiencies identified by the inspectors and to
make the necessary changes. Correcting these specific EOP deficiencies was given a
high priority and resulted in an EOP revision issued a couple of weeks after the report
period. The inspectors subsequently verified that these specific deficiencies were
corrected.

Regional and resident inspectors also interviewed licensed operators regarding EOP
usage, and observed several simulator scenarios (see report Section 05.1). Based on
these interviews, observations, and the above findings, the inspectors concluded that it
was unlikely the identified EOP problems would have prevented the safe mitigation of
any design basis accident. However, the identified problems could have caused some
confusion or delayed actions during an actual emergency.

With regard to compliance with EOP program requirements, the following is a list of the
significant procedural violations that were identified:

Quality Instruction (Ql) 5-PR/PSL-6, Requirements for Development and Revision
of Emergency Operating Procedures (Procedure Generation Package (PGP)), as

'ugmentedby ADM-09.02, Plant Specific Technical Guidelines, required the
PSTGs to be updated, and approved by the FRG, prior to issuing the associated
EOP revision. Since 1997, the licensee had not maintained the PSTGs up to
date, and the FRG failed to ensure the PSTGs were updated prior to approving
changes to the EOPs. Although the PSTGs were not being formally updated
concurrently with applicable changes to the EOPs, a contract EOP writer was
maintaining an informal electronic file system of PSTG updates for each change
to each EOP. This system included a justification for any deviation from
CEN-152. However, the updates being made to the file system did not receive
peer and supervisory review, nor were they approved by responsible authorities
(FRG). As part of the EOP Recovery Plan, the licensee willverify and update as
required, the entire PSTGs by doing a page by page comparison between the
EOPs, CEN-152, and the PSTGs.

Ql-5-PR/PSL-4, Validation Guide for EOPs, requires validation documentation to
be maintained in accordance with QI-17-PR/PSL-1, Quality Assurance Records.
Ql-5-PR/PSL-3, Verification Guide for EOPs, requires verification documentation
to be maintained in accordance with Ql-17-PR/PSL-1. Since mid-1996, the
licensee did not properly store and maintain these documents as required.
Almost no validation and verification documentation for EOPs had been
transmitted or stored as QA records for the past several years. Subsequent
search efforts by,the licensee were able to locate almost all of the missing
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~ validation and verification documents in and around the desk areas of the EOP
writers. An examination of these documents indicated that most of them were
incomplete. They were primarily missing the required review and sign-off by the
Operations Support Supervisor.

~ Ql-5-PR/PSL-6 and Ql-5-PR/PSL-3 required all licensed operators to be trained
on EOP changes prior to issuance. There were several instances where this
training did not occur. For example, on March 6, 1999, a change to EOPs was
issued due to an equipment change on the Emergency Diesel Generator.
Although the changes were minor in nature (instructions on using a new watt
meter), the operators were not trained prior to issuing the change (CR 99-335).
On November 16, 1999, the standard post trip actions of Appendix X to EOP-99,
Appendixes/ Figures/ Tables, were issued with changes prior to any training
(CR 99-2315). The inspectors noted that the changes were minor enough that
the operators would have been able to follow the procedures as written without
confusion. By March 11 and November 19, 1999, respectively, training briefs
were prepared and distributed to address these two instances.

~ Ql-5-PR/PSL-6 required that all EOP changes be verified for technical accuracy.
On November 3, 1999, revisions to 2-EOP-3, Loss of Coolant Accident, and
2-EOP-4, Steam Generator Tube Rupture, were issued with references to
appendices in 2-EOP-99, Appendixes/Figures/Tables, that did not yet exist (CRs
99-2215 and 2315). Although the revised appendices of 2-EOP-99 were not
issued in a timely manner, the previous revision was still available to the
operators had they been needed. The revised appendices of 2-EOP-99 were
promptly issued on November 5, only two days later.

Ql-2-PR/PSL-2, Indoctrination and Training of St. Lucie Plant Personnel, required
that personnel performing activities affecting quality receive training
commensurate with the work being performed. According to training records,
Information Services personnel were not adequately trained on the requirements
of ADM 09.02 or in some cases Ql-5-PR/PSL-6. This resulted in the personnel
responsible for changing the EOPs having inadequate knowledge to successfully
complete their task. A new "Operations Support Departmental Training Program"
was being developed by the licensee to ensure EOP writers and supervision are
well versed regarding program requirements for EOP development and revision.

Criterion V of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50, Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings requires
that "Activities affecting quality shall be prescribed by documented instructions ... and
shall be accomplished according to these instructions ...." Maintenance of the EOPs is
an activity affecting quality. The licensee did not accomplish EOP maintenance
according to their procedures, specifically the Quality Instructions addressing EOPs.
The incidents described above constituted examples of a violation of Criterion V. None
of the examples caused the EOPs to become ineffective in implementing accident
mitigation strategies. This violation is being treated as a Non-Cited Violation (NCV) in
accordance with Section VII.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy and is identified as NCV
50-335,389/99-08-01, Inadequate Program Implementation For Revising Emergency
Operating Procedures. The violation was addressed in the licensee's corrective action
program by condition reports as described in the specific above paragraphs.
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By December 20, 1999, the licensee had completed their root cause analysis for
CR 99-2369, and had developed a comprehensive EOP Recovery Action Plan. The root
cause analysis report concluded that the multiple EOP Program deficiencies described
above were the consequence of two principal underlying causes: Inadequate
management and supervisory oversight of EOP maintenance and upgrade process, and;
ineffective change management.

Conclusion

05

05.1

Significant problems were identified with maintenance of the Emergency Operating
Procedures. Licensee reviews concluded that Operations supervision was not
sufficiently involved in the Emergency Operating Procedure revision process and
personnel did not follow administrative requirements. The licensee and NRC inspectors
identified instances where Emergency Operating Procedure revisions were issued that
contained errors. A Non-Cited Violation was identified for inadequate implementation of
the program requirements for revising Emergency Operating Procedures. The licensee
concluded that the Emergency Operating Procedures could adequately mitigate
accidents, and has initiated comprehensive measures to identify and correct all
Emergency Operating Procedure discrepancies. These efforts include an Emergency
Operating Procedure recovery action plan which will reprocess Emergency Operating
Procedure revisions in accordance with governing procedures, establish proper
documentation, and reverify the adequacy of the Emergency Operating Procedures.

Operator Training and Qualification

Licensed 0 erator Re uglification Pro ram Evaluation

The inspectors conducted a routine, announced inspection of the licensed operator
requalification program during the period December 6-10, 1999. Specific areas of review
included assessment of the licensee's requaiification annual operating examination,
remedial training program, feedback system, and observations of simUlator and in-plant
exercises. The inspectors observed the licensee's conduct of annual simulator
exercises, and simulator and in-plant job performance measures (JPMs). The inspection
served to measure the licensee's compliance and effectiveness in conducting operator
requalification training and testing in accordance with 10 CFR 55.59, Requaiification.

Observations and Findin s

Re uglification Examinations

The inspectors observed two crews perform simulator scenarios, and numerous JPMs
that were administered by licensee evaluators to individuals on both crews. The
examination materials that were administered met the guidelines of the licensee's
examination development procedures.

The inspectors found that the licensee evaluators adequately identified operator
performance issues., Specific individual and crew strengths and weaknesses were
discussed in detail during the post scenario critiques.- The inspector noted operations
management support during the administration of the simulator scenarios. During the



administration of simulator JPMs, the inspector noted, on one occasion, that the
instructors were instantaneously silencing annunciators prior to the operator
acknowledging or recognizirig that the alarms were due to his own manipulations. This
practice reinforced the operator to be inattentive to annunciator alarms because the
alarm noises were conveniently eliminated without any operator effort. The inspector
discussed this practice immediately following the JPM with the evaluators to ensure it
would not be repeated.

On another occasion, the inspector walked into the simulator while an administrative
JPM was in progress. The simulator door was open and four individuals, who were not
on the security agreement, were conducting a rather loud briefing with the exam in
progress. In addition to being a distraction for the operator taking the test, this practice
did not conform to the requirements of Training Guideline 22, Security Provisions for
licensed Operator Examinations. The simulator door should have been closed, locked
and posted. Everyone inside the simulator during exam administration was required to
be on the security agreement. Although the licensee's procedures for administration of
training w'ere not being properly implemented, this issue was not a violation of regulatory
requirements. The potential for compromise of examination material did not exist since
this particular JPM was only being administered to this one operator. However, the
apparent lack of attention to detail in following written procedural guidelines could have
resulted in a compromise of examination material ifadditional operators were to receive
the same JPM. A Condition Report was initiated to address this issue.

Remedial Trainin Pro ram

The inspectors reviewed results of examinations including remediation and re-evaluation
material for examination failures. Overall examination failures were appropriately
remediated and re-evaluated in accordance with licensee training program procedures..

Feedback S stem

The inspectors reviewed observation/evaluation feedback documentation. The
inspectors concluded that the comments were reviewed and screened by the licensee
for both necessary corrective actions and for program enhancements that were
implemented into the requalification training program.

Conclusion

The inspector determined that the conduct of the annual requaiification examination met
re'gulatory requirements. Remedial training packages were satisfactory and re-
evaluation testing appropriately addressed identified operator deficiencies. The
inspector concluded that these portions of the licensee's operator requalification training
program met the requirements of 10 CFR 55.59. One instance of poor JPM
administration and one instance of poor exam security practices were observed.

Trainin And uglification Effectiveness Follow-u

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's corrective actions which resulted from a licensee
self assessment and from NRC identified weaknesses documented in Inspection Report
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50-335,389/99-09. The report identified implementation weaknesses in the systems
approach to training process. In addition to the licensee identiTied weaknesses,
additional systems approach to training weaknesses were identified with the changes to
the program schedule for the licensed operator's requalification program; the loss of
lesson material configuration control; the adverse effect of the schedule change to on-
shift time; and the effect of discounting trainee feedback. These weaknesses were
tracked as Inspector Followup Item (IFI) 50-335,389/99-09-01.

Observations and Findin s

The inspectors reviewed numerous licensee Condition Reports and Plant Management
Action Items to determine ifcorrective actions were sufficient to preclude repetition of the
noted weaknesses. The inspectors found that the licensee had satisfactorily resolved
ten of sixteen issues. Corrective actions dealing with the loss of configuration control;
inadequate exam development, validation and grading; the evaluation process used to
assess program changes; and on-shift training and mentoring are still pending and will
be reviewed at a later date.

Conclusion

08.1

The inspectors determined that the licensee was making progress towards the resolution
of the weaknesses noted in Inspection Report 50-335,389/99-09. Six of sixteen
identified items still have pending resolutions. IFI 50-335,389/99-09-01 remains open
pending the results of future inspection(s).

Miscellaneous Operations Issues (92901)

Closed LER 50-335/99-07: Manual Reactor Trip Due to Low Steam Generator Levels
During Start Up. This event and associated corrective actions were discussed in detail in
Inspection Report 50-335,389/99-07. Allshort term corrective actions have been
completed. The licensee continued to address long term corrective actions. This LER is
closed.

08.2 Closed LER 50-389/99-06 and 99-06-01: Subcritical Reactor Trip Due To Inadvertent
MSIVOpening. This event and associated corrective actions were discussed in detail in
Inspection Report 50-335,389/99-04. The original LER was subsequently revised to
include additional information the licensee did not identify during their initial investigation.
Inspectors veriTied implementation of corrective actions. This LER, as supplemented, is

. closed.

08.3 Closed LER 50-335/99-06:Turbine/Reactor Trip Due To Ruptured Turbine Low Bearing
Oil Trip Diaphragm. This event and associated corrective actions were discussed in
detail in Inspection Report 50-335,389/99-07. No new issues were revealed by the LER.
This LER is closed.



II. Maintenance

M1 Conduct of Maintenance

M1.1 Routine Observations (61726, 62707)

The inspectors observed various portions of several corrective maintenance tasks and
surveillance tests, evaluated the scheduling and coordination of the work, and reviewed
associated documentation. Maintenance tasks continued to be well controlled, accurately
scheduled, and closely supervised. The following Operations Procedures (OPs),
Operations Surveillance Procedures (OSPs), Instrumentation and Controls Maintenance
Procedures (IMP), and Work Orders (WOs) were observed by the inspectors:

2-OP-0410021
WO 99009011

WO 99014187
Various WOs

OP 2-0700050
1-OSP-66.01
WO 99019103
OP 3200051

WO 29025224
2-IMP-26.35

Filling 2A2 Safety Injection Tank
Charging Pump 2B - Replace Suction and Discharge
Valves
Charging Pump 2B - Replace Crosshead Seals/Gaskets
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 2C - Critical Maintenance
Management Outage
Auxiliary Feedwater Periodic Test
Control Element Assembly (CEA) Quarterly Exercise
CEA ¹33 Bad Trace Upper Gripper Coil
At Power Determination of Moderator Temperature
Coefficient and Power Coefficient
Analog Display System Failure
Spent Fuel Pool Radiation Monitor Functional Test

Work was performed consistent with the established work control processes.
Maintenance supervision was closely involved in the work activities. The tasks were
competently performed by knowledgeable workers actively using the work packages and
procedures. The inspectors also observed that work activities were properly
documented. Additionally, problems encountered during the performance of the work
activities were appropriately resolved and/or condition reports were written. No
significant findings or noncompliances were identified.

M2 Maintenance and Material Condition of Facilities and Equipment

M2.1 Cold Weather Pre arations (62707)

The inspector verified that the licensee had completed appropriate portions of procedure
ADM-04.03, Cold Weather Preparations. The inspector walked down all sensitive
equipment areas and verified pertinent preparations had been completed. All required
materials were properly staged or identified for cold weather. The inspector discussed
the cold weather procedures with various department supervisors and determined that
all organizations were cognizant of their responsibilities iffreezing weather threatened
the site.
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III. En ineerin

ES Miscellaneous Engineering Issues

E8.1 Closed Tem ora Instruction Tl 2515/142 Draindown Durin Shutdown And
Common -Mode Failure NRC Generic Letter 98-02

The inspector reviewed the subject Tl and the licensee's response to Generic Letter (GL)
98-02, Loss of Reactor Coolant Inventory and Associated Potential for Loss of
Emergency Mitigation Functions While in a Shutdown Condition. The inspector
determined that corrective actions implemented to address the reactor coolant system
drain down vulnerabilities identified were adequate. This assessment was discussed in
detail in NRC Inspection Report 50-335,389/99-07. The TI is closed.

IV. Plant Su ort

FS Miscellaneous Fire Protection Issues (92904)

F8.1

F8.2

Closed VIO 335 389/98-14-01: Failure to Follow Combustible Control Procedures to
Manage the Use and Temporary Storage of Transient Combustibles in Safety-Related
Areas. This issue involved an instance in which'plant personnel failed to follow
combustible control procedures to manage the use and temporary storage of transient .

combustibles in safety-related Unit 1
"B" train Electrical Penetration Room of Fire Area

C, Zone 78. The inspectors reviewed the corrective actions identified by the licensee in
Condition Report (CR) 98-0442 initiated to address the issue. The Health Physics
Department's evaluation determined that the cabinet had been located in the area for
several years and had not been identified in violation of the Fire Protection Program
during numerous previous walkdowns and inspections. The inspectors verified that
training on control of combustibles for all the workers in the Health Physics Department
had been satisfactorily completed. This violation is closed.

Closed VIO 335 389/98-14-02: Failure to Maintain the Fire Fighting Strategies to
Reflect the Requirements of the Approved Fire Protection Program and 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix R. This issue involved the failure of the fire fighting strategies to reflect the
requirements of the approved Fire Protection Program and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R
for identification of vital heat sensitive system components and procedural directions for
ventilation system operations, smoke clearing operations, or fire protection water
drainage.

The inspectors reviewed the corrective actions identified by the licensee in Plant
Management Action Items (PMAI) 98-04-008 and 98-10-104. The actions included
revision of Administrative Procedure 1-18000023. The inspectors reviewed procedure 1-
18000023, Fire Fighting Strategies, and confirmed that Sections 3.0 and 4.0 of the fire
strategies had been updated to identify to the fire brigade any heat sensitive equipment
that need cooling and fire water drainage precautions while fighting a local fire. Also
Section 6.0 was added to the fire strategies to provide procedural directions to the fire
brigade for ventilation system operations and smoke clearing operations. The inspectors
concluded that the corrective actions associated with this item have been satisfactorily
completed. This violation is closed.
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F8.3 0 en EEI 335 389/98-14-07: Failure to Implement and Maintain in Effect Provisions of
the NRC Approved Fire Protection Program as Described in the UFSAR and 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix R, Sections III.G.1.a and III.L.7. This EEI was discussed at an open
predecisional enforcement conference on January 7, 1999. The EEI included three
issues:

Failure to evaluate for and design against the possibility that more than one
spurious equipment actuation could occur (i.e. multiple concurrent) as a result of
fire damage to electric cables.

Licensee identified problem where fire induced cable to cable "hot-shorts" could
cause intersystem LOCA at high/Iow pressure interface boundaries.

Inadequate analysis for the problem described in NRC Information Notice 92-18,
Potential for Loss of Remote Shutdown Capability During a Control Room Fire.
The analysis was inadequate in that the licensee only considered hot-shorts that
could bypass the thermal overloads occurring in the control room, not in other fire
areas.

The first two issues were determined to be violations, however, enforcement discretion
was exercised and no violation was issued for reasons stated in a letter from the NRC to
Florida Power 8 Light Company, dated March 31, 1999. The third issue was left
unresolved.

During this inspection, the inspectors reviewed the licensee's analysis for spurious
equipment actuation (i.e. multiple concurrent) as a result of fire damage to electric
cables. The analysis was contained in PSL-ENG-SEMS-98-035, Rbv 0, Appendix R
Validation Effort Safe Shutdown Analysis, dated June 30, 1998. The corresponding
analysis for Unit 2 was dated October 31, 1998. The inspectors observed that multiple
spurious actuations were considered. The inspectors reviewed an example of the
auxiliary feedwater system and a fire in Fire Area A, which includes battery room 1A,
switchgear room 1A, electrical penetration room (east) and other zones. The new
analysis indicated that Train B equipment would be used to achieve and maintain safe
shutdown conditions in case of fire, but Train A must be isolated since spurious actuation
of Train A equipment could defeat the strategy. The inspectors then reviewed Off-
Normal Operating Procedure, 1-ONP-100.01, Response to Fire, dated November 5,
1999, Appendix 44A. Step 4H directed the operator to lock closed valve V09120 to
isolate Train A of auxiliary feedwater. The inspectors walked down the route from the
control room to the valve, observed that the valve was readily accessible, and there was
fixed emergency lighting in place at the valve. The route crossed the turbine building
where there was no emergency lighting, but the licensee demonstrated that eight-hour
portable emergency lighting was available. Thus the inspectors verified that the
corrective action associated with the first issue was implemented.

With regard to the second issue, the inspectors reviewed the licensee's corrective
actions. Specific inspection activities are discussed in Section F8;8. Issue 3, involving
analysis of Information Notice 92-18, remains open pending additional NRC review of the
issue.
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F8.4 Closed URI 335 389/98-201-07: Failure of the Fire Protection Program and the
Post-Fire Safe-Shutdown Analysis to Demonstrate Compliance with Appendix R to
10 CFR Part 50.

Closed LER 335 99-05: Pressurizer Pressure Instrumentation Cable Separation
Outside Appendix R Design Bases.

Closed LER 335 99-09: Appendix R Exemption Request K1 Not Met Resulting in Plant
Outside Design Bases.

These items involve the failure to provide adequate spatial separation between
redundant Appendix R train cables or provide for radiant energy shields.

The licensee performed a Safe Shutdown Analysis (SSA) review and re-validation effort
in preparation for the NRC Fire Protection Functional Inspection in 1998. During this
effort, the basis for Exemption K1 for the Unit 1 containment was reviewed. The licensee
was granted Exemption K1 from Section III.G.2.d of Appendix R to the extent that it
requires the separation of redundant safe shutdown trains by a non-combustible radiant
energy shield or by a horizontal separation of greater than 20 feet with no intervening
combustibles. The NRC evaluation and approval of the exemption was documented in
Safety Evaluation Reports (SERs) dated February 21, 1985, and March 5, 1987. The
SER dated February 21, 1985, stated that" Redundant cable trays are separated from
each other by horizontal distance of more than 7 feet. They are installed on separate
elevations separated'by +proximately 25 feet." The SER dated March 5, 1987, stated
that "separation of redundant cables was by more than 7 feet horizontally and 25 feet
vertically."

While validating the SSA for the containment fire area (Fire Area K), the licensee
identified a potential concern that certain essential cables within the Unit 1 containment
may not meet the separation requirements of 10 CFR50 Appendix R III.G.2 or approved
Exemption K1. A review of the cable raceway drawings for inside containment showed
that contrary to correspondence submitted for the exemption, cable trays located
between column line 7 and 8 at elevation 23 feet, are located within 3 feet of each other
with no radiant energy shield. Additionally, between column line 6 and 7 at elevation 45

'eet,redundant cable trays pass directly over penetrations of the opposite train with less
than 25 feet of vertical separation and no radiant energy shield. As a result of these
findings, the licensee initiated Condition Report (CR) 98-0552 to evaluate and disposition
the concern.

The licensee evaluated the cable deficiencies using the guidance of GL 91-18 and
concluded that the cables were degraded, but operable. An open action item was
assigned to engineering for CR 98-0552 to walkdown containment during the next Unit 1
refueling outage to determine the actual separation requirements for redundant cables
inside containment and propose modifications ifnecessary.

Engineering performed the containment walkdown during the Unit 1 fall 1999 outage
(SL1-15). The assessment results showed that pressurizer pressure instrumentation did
not meet the required 10 CFR 50 Appendix R cable separation criteria inside
containment at the penetration area where the cables for pressurizer pressure
transmitters PT-1.102B and D pass over the penetrations for PT-1102A and C. The
licensee documented the problem in CR 99-1963 and reported it to NRC in LER 99-005,
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Pressurizer Pressure Instrumentation Cable Separation Outside Appendix R Design
Bases. The licensee justified plant restart with the condition partially on the basis that
alternate means of reactor coolant system pressure indication was available. A
temporary change to procedure 1-ONP-100.01, Response to Fire, was issued to provide
additional means of obtaining pressurizer pressure in the event of an in-containment fire.
The licensee concluded that this event was caused by the fact that the original design
basis was not adequately documented when the information was submitted to the NRC
The licensee plans to implement modifications for the pressurizer pressure
instrumentation cabling during the next scheduled refueling outage for St. Lucie Unit 1.

Operating License Condition 2.C(3) requires that FP&L implement the fire protection
program as described in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR). The
UFSAR, Volume 9.5, Section 4K.2, Exemption K1 states the method of spatial
separation between redundant Appendix R train cables and the requirements to provide
for radiant energy shields. The inspectors concluded that the failure to maintain proper
cable separation inside containment for the pressurizer pressure instrumentation is a
violation of the St. Lucie Unit 1 approved fire protection program. In accordance with
Section VII.B.1.a of the NRC Enforcement Policy, this Severity Level IVviolation is being
treated as a Non-Cited Violation, and is identified as one example of NCV 50-335/
99-08-02, Appendix R Cable Separation Problems Inside Containment.

The inspectors reviewed CRs 98-0552 and 99-1963, and LER 99-005, and concluded,
that the walkdown criteria used by engineering did not verify that there was 25 feet of
vertical separation maintained between redundant train cables as specified in the NRC
SERs that approved Exemption K1. The inspectors found, based on a review of plant
drawings, that contrary to Exemption K1, the vertical separation was approximately 10 to
13 feet in the containment annular area between redundant Appendix R cables. The
inspectors concluded that this was a second example of a violation for failure to maintain
proper cable separation for redundant Appendix R cables inside containment or provide
for radiant energy shields. The licensee initiated CR 99-2513 (dated December 15,
1999), made a 10 CFR 50.72 report to NRC on December 16, 1999, (Event ¹ 36519)
regarding the fact that the current separation of redundant circuits for fire protection in
containment does not meet design basis as delineated in the NRC SERs and
exemptions, and reported it to NRC in LER 99-009. This Severity Level IVviolation is
being treated as a Non-Cited Violation, consistent with Section VII.B.1.a of the NRC
Enforcement Policy, and is identified as the second example of NCV 50-335/99-08-02.
As stated above, this violation was addressed in the licensee's corrective action program
as CR 99-2513.

Based on the above, the three items are closed.

Closed URI 335 389/98-201-08: Fire Barriers not Qualified to Meet Plant Licensing
Basis Requirements. This issue concerned the adequacy of Thermo-Lag 330 fire barrier
wall separating the Unit 1 cable spreading room and the "B" switchgear room. The
licensee addressed the corrective actions for the issue through their commitment to
replace the cable spreading room barrier wall with a rated 3-hour fire barrier wall material
as described in the NRC Confirmatory Order dated July 13, 1998. This NRC
Confirmatory Order clarified and confirmed the required actions to complete final
implementation of Thermo-lag 330-1 fire barrier corrective action in response to NRC
Bulletin 92-01.
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The inspectors reviewed the corrective actions identified in Plant Change/Modification
(PCM) package 99029, which replaced the Thermo-Lag 330 fire barrier wall with one
constructed of a sheet metal and ceramic fibre barrier. The installation consisted of
stainless steel sheet metal cladding attached to the steel frame with a thermal ceramic
blanket material insulation. The inspectors conducted a walkdown of the barrier wall and
observed that the installed sheet metal and ceramic fibre fire barrier wall was continuous
with no gaps, cracks, or holes in the barrier material that would indicate the wall was
inoperable. The inspectors verified that the licensee's corrective actions were
implemented in accordance with the NRC Confirmatory Order. This item is closed.

0 en URI 335 389/98-201-09: Fire Mitigation System Does not Meet Plant Licensing
Basis Requirements/Commitments or Minimum Industry Codes and Standards for
Systems Design and Testing. This item addressed the design of the Halon 1301 fire
suppression system installed in the Unit 1 Cable Spreading Room (CSR). Region II
requested the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation's (NRR) assistance in Task Interface
Agreement (TIA) 99-001, dated January 26, 1999, in evaluating the licensing basis and
the design of the Halon system. The NRR technical evaluation was transmitted to
Region II and the licensee in a memorandum dated November 17, 1998. The evaluation
expressed concerns regarding adequacy of the Halon design parameters (hold time and
gas concentration) to provide reasonable assurance that the system could suppress a
deep-seated cable fire.

During this inspection and in telephone conference calls on January 6 and 21, 2000,
FP8L indicated their intent to provide the NRC with additional information related to the
CSR smoke and thermal detection systems and the vendor's performance tests of the
Halon system. Pending receipt and review of this information, this item remains open.

Closed LER 335 389/98-04: Emergency Lighting Outside Appendix R Design Basis.
This issue involved the lack of emergency lighting to support post-fire safe shutdown
procedural operator manual actions in certain alternate safe shutdown areas. This issue
was previously dispositioned through NRC enforcement and documented as NCV
50-335,389/98-14-04.

The inspectors reviewed documentation associated with the licensee's corrective actions
for the issue. The inspectors reviewed the Unit 1 Engineering Evaluation PSL-ENG-
SEES-98-039, Evaluation of the St. Lucie 10CFR Part 50 Appendix R, 8-Hour Battery-
Pack Emergency Lighting Requirements, that described the emergency lighting
upgrades to accomplish compliance with Appendix R. Based on the evaluation,
additional lighting units were provided and existing units were redirected to accomplish
compliance with Appendix R, Section III.J. The inspectors concluded that the scope of
the evaluation was appropriate and sufficiently documented the required lighting
upgrades.

The inspectors also reviewed the corrective actions identified by the licensee's
evaluation in Plant Change/Modification (PCM) package 98023, Supplement 2, which
added twelve new fixed emergency lighting units in the Unit 1 and sixteen new fixed
emergency lighting units in the Unit 2 plant areas. The PC/M also added a number of
eight-hour portable emergency lighting lanterns to supplement the fixed lighting units in
outside plant areas and relocated and re-aimed ten existing light units. The inspectors
walked down several post-fire safe shutdown operator routes and observed that there
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was sufficient fixed emergency lighting installed to support post-fire safe shutdown
procedural operator manual actions. The LER is closed.

Closed LER 335/98-05: Conditions Identified Outside Appendix R Design Basis. This
LER reported that the Unit 1 Power Operated Relief Valve (PORV) V1402 and V1404
and charging pump 1A circuits were not completely in accordance with Appendix R,
Section III.G and III.L.

With regard to the PORV circuits, the inspectors verified by inspection of the plant
equipment that conduits 13466 and 11256G had been modified at the

containment'enetrations

in the Reactor Auxiliary Building. The corresponding conduits at Unit 2
were also inspected. With regard to charging pump 1A, the inspectors verified by
inspection of plant'equipment that conduits 10177A, 11318 and 11319 had been
enclosed with fire barrier material at the Charging Pump Access Hallway and at the
cubical for charging pump 1C. The inspectors reviewed the PC/M package for ampacity
considerations given the fact that the charging pump feeder cable was now enclosed in a
Thermal-lag barrier. The licensee applied a 0.89 derate factor to account for the fire
barrier. The derate factor was supported by testing, and was about the same as used at
other sites. The corrective actions for the specific problem were verified complete, and
the LER was closed.

As an additional inspection activity, the inspectors reviewed the entire PORV circuits for
compliance with Appendix R, Section III.G requirements. The PORV circuits are
significant because spurious opening of a PORV creates a loss of coolant accident
(LOCA) and there are Appendix R related scenarios where a PORV must be operated.
The inspectors identified two problems during this review. First, the cables containing
125 VDC power to the PORV solenoid were routed inside the containment in a cable tray
together with cables from other circuits. The inspectors questioned how the PORV was
protected from spurious opening due to fire induced hot shorts. In response, the
licensee referenced a statement within the Unit 1 UFSAR Section 9.5A, paragraph 6.0,
Primary Coolant System Interfaces. This statement is repeated below.

For all of the above systems [includes PORVs], an analysis of the
cables located inside containment demonstrates that no credible
fire damage (shorts, grounds or hot shorts, etc.) Is capable of
causing a LOCA. For a valve to open, a single exposed conductor
of a multi-conductor power cable (exposed by a fire) would have to
contact an exposed energized conductor from another cable, also
exposed by fire. Thus, a fire induced LOCA is not considered
credible.

The above concept is not in accordance with NRC guidance as explained in Generic
Letter 83-28. Furthermore, the licensee had not been granted any exemption on the
Section III.G requirements as determined by a review of the exemptions listed in UFSAR
Section 9.5A. The licensee could not locate the referenced "analysis" nor any
correspondence from the NRC granting an exemption. The licensee requested time to
locate such documents. Therefore, the inspectors established Unresolved Item
335,389/99-08-03, PORV Cabling May Not be Protected from Hot-Shorts Inside
Containment. The licensee initiated CR 99-2521 for this problem.
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The second problem with the PORV circuits is that the two trains of cables are not
separated by the required distance inside the containment. Separation would be
required to protect the redundant equipment for the case where a PORV must operate
during certain Appendix R related scenarios. An exemption was granted to St. Lucie
with regard to the 20-foot horizontal separation specified in Appendix R, Section III.G
inside containment. The exemption allows 7-foot horizontal and 25-foot vertical
separation of redundant trains. However, the original Fire Hazards Analysis submitted to
the NRC by letter dated September 16, 1983, states that: "The associated cables are
routed in separate trays on the 45.00-foot elevation, and the trays are run in parallel,
approximately 7 to 11 feet apart horizontally." This separation problem is identified as
third example of NCV 50-335/99-08-02 discussed in Section F8.4. This LER is closed.

Closed LER 389/98-07: Fire Protection SSA Re-Verification Identified Potential PORV
and 2A EDG Cable Failure Modes. This LER reported a problem discovered on
September 1998 where the cabling for the Unit 2 PORVs V1474 and V1475 and a
portion of the 2A emergency diesel generator did not meet the requirements of
Appendix R, Section III.G and III.L.

The problem with the PORV cables was that fire induced damage occurring within the
reactor-turbine-generator control board in the control room could affect operation of the
PORVs and an isolation switch was not provided to isolate the faulted portions to allow
control from the Hot Shutdown Control Panel. The corrective action to be implemented
in the spring 2000 refuel outage is to install the requisite isolation switch. The inspectors
confirmed this information through reference to PC/M 99104, "Appendix R SSA Circuit
Modifications", including the marked-up drawing. The corrective action for the 2A
emergency diesel generator problem was to install an isolation fuse, and it was
implemented. The inspectors confirmed this through reference to PC/M 98078,
Emergency Diesel Generator 2A Appendix R Modification and PWO 98018372.
Corrective action for both the problems stated in the LER was being tracked by
CR 98-1407.

F8.10

The inspectors determined that a violation or NCV was not warranted for the problem
reported in LER 389/98-07 because the licensee identified the problems and took prompt
corrective action as part of the corrective action for the problem described in EEI
335,389/98-14-07 (refer to Section F8.3). This LER is closed.

Closed IFI 389/97-06-14: UFSAR to be Revised to Provide Justification for the
Unsprinkled Enclosures in the Cable Spreading Room. This issue involved the
identification by an NRC inspector that the UFSAR did not address the basis for not
including automatic fire suppression within enclosures in the Unit 2 cable spreading
room. The inspectors reviewed the corrective actions identified by the licensee in
Condition Report 97-1482.

The licensee's corrective actions included revision of the Unit 2 UFSAR Section 9.5A,
Fire Hazards Analysis, (FHA). The inspectors reviewed the Unit 2 UFSAR, Section 9.5A
for the cable spreading room and safety evaluation PSL-SEMS-97-070, Revision 0.
They also confirmed that the FHA, Section 4.B.1.5 had been updated to identify the
current fire loading in the area due to Thermo-Lag fire barrier material and fire protection
and detection features to assure the availability of redundant safe shutdown equipment
and components. The inspectors concluded that the corrective actions associated with
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this item have been satisfactorily completed. No violation of regulatory requirements
was identified. This IFI is closed.

Closed VIO 335 389/97-06-15: Failure to Correct Mechanical Fire Barrier Penetration
Seal Discrepancies in a Timely Manner.

Closed LER 335 389/97-08: Inoperable Mechanical Fire Penetrations Outside
Appendix R Design Basis.

The issue involved the identification of degraded and inoperable mechanical fire barrier
penetration seals that lacked design documentation to verify that they were bounded by
tested configurations. The untimely correction of these licensee identified seal
discrepancies was previously dispositioned through NRC enforcement and documented
in NRC Inspection Report 50-335,389/97-07. CR 97-1474 was issued on July 23, 1997,
to review the mechanical fire barrier penetration seals and to determine the appropriate
corrective actions. The LER reported that 15 of the mechanical fire barrier penetration
seals had been declared inoperable (outside the design basis) and that 218 penetration
seals were not directly bounded by test data.

The inspectors verified that the seal problems were documented in CR 97-1474,
Supplement 1, which included evaluations of the causes of the mechanical penetration
seal problems and corrective actions to repair the seals. The inspectors'eview of the
CR, a summary of the fire testing results for fire barrier mechanical penetration seals
completed in September 1999, and PC/Ms 96081 and 99031, and visual inspection of
seal installations found that the seals were either modified to required design
configurations or included in the licensee's fire barrier penetration seal engineering
evaluation program for those seals not directly bounded by qualified test data. The
inspectors concluded that the corrective actions associated with this item have been
satisfactorily completed. Also, the licensee's fire barrier penetration seal engineering
evaluation program satisfied the guidance of NRC GL 86-10 and there were no through-
barrier openings or gaps identified in the inspection that would have degraded the
effectiveness of the fire barrier features.

This violation and LER are closed.

F8.12 Closed LER 389/97-04: Incorrect Original Cable Tray Fire Stop Assembly Outside
Appendix R Design Basis. The licensee determined that since original construction two
sided cable tray fire stop assemblies on Unit 2 lacked the installation of ceramic fiber
between cables within the fire barrier which was contrary to the qualified tested
configuration and these deviations had not been previously evaluated as being
acceptable. The licensee conducted testing of the as-built configurations and
determined that they would not provide a qualified 3-hour barrier as required by the
approved fire protection program. The licensee put appropriate compensatory measures
in place with hourly fire watch patrols as required by plant administrative procedures.
The licensee has since completed testing of the proposed different fire barrier repair
design configurations and is now completing the evaluations required by GL 86-10 to
ensure that deviations in the installed configuration will remain bounded by the qualiTied
tested configuration. The inspectors found that the cable tray fire stop repair redesigns
have been tested in accordance with the licensee's approved fire protection program
requirements. The inspectors also verified that the tested repair redesign configurations
met all required acceptance criteria. The inspectors also confirmed that the licensee has
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a schedule for having all the fire stops repaired within a reasonable period of time. The
inspectors also noted that this issue affects Unit 1 and was being addressed by the
licensee's corrective action program as identified in CR 98-0432. The inspectors
concluded that the failure to install qualiTied 3-hour rated cable tray fire stops is a
violation of the licensee's approved fire protection program as described in the UFSAR.
This Severity Level IVviolation is being treated as a non-cited violation, consistent with
Section VII.B.1.a of the NRC Enforcement Policy, and is identified as NCV 50-389/
1999-08-04, Incorrect Cable Tray Fire Stop Assembly. This item is closed.

Closed VIO 335/98-14-10: Inadequate Fire Protection Procedures. This item involved
the failure of the licensee to assure that ventilation system support functions would be
capable of providing the process cooling necessary to permit the operation of hot
shutdown control panel room equipment used for safe-shutdown functions.

The inspectors reviewed documentation associated with CR 98-0941, initiated for this
issue, the Unit 1 post-fire safe shutdown procedures, and PC/M 99010, Revision 2. The
inspectors determined that the Unit 1 procedure 1-ONP-100.02, Control Room
Inaccessibility, was revised in September,1998, to add Appendix L to provide the
ventilation system line up for the ventilation system to provide ventilation to the hot
shutdown control panel room. The licensee completed PC/M 99010 which rerouted the
power supply cables for the hot shutdown control panel ventilation system fans out of the
cable spreading room and through the "B'witchgear room to ensure habitability of the
hot shutdown control panel room as required for a fire in the cable spreading room. The
inspectors conducted an independent walkdown of the hot shutdown control panel room
ventilation system fans'ower supply cable routing in the "B" switchgear room and
verified that the cables were not routed'into the cable spreading room. The inspectors
concluded that the corrective actions associated with this item have been satisfactorily
completed. This violation is closed.

R4

R4.1

Staff Knowledge and Performance in Radiation Protection and Chemistry

Chemist Sam le Observations (71750)

P4

The inspectors observed chemistry technicians draw and analyze samples of the reactor
coolant system and two boric acid makeup tanks. The technicians effectively used
procedures while performing the samples and analyses. Good knowledge was
displayed with respect to plant equipment and sampling. techniques. Analysis results
were evaluated by the technicians which verified Technical Specification requirements
were satisfied. The technicians confirmed that no adverse chemistry trends were in
progress.

Staff Knowledge and Performance in EP

P1.1 Emer enc Pre aredness Drill (71750)

On December 2, the inspectors participated in a quarterly emergency plan drill
conducted by the licensee that also involved state and local officials. During this drill, the
inspector observed that the simulator operating crew did not implement several required
steps of emergency operating procedure 2-EOP-10, Station Blackout, in a timely
manner. Specifically, the operating crew delayed or failed to implement important
actions intended to mitigate extended station blackout conditions without informing
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S1

emergency response organization management in the Technical Support Center (TSC).
Better coordination between the TSC and the simulator operating crew could have
ensured adequate resources were assigned to accomplish these actions. The
inspectors brought these drill performance problems to the attention of Operations
management and Emergency Preparedness supervision to incorporate into their lessons
learned. Condition Report 99-2463 was initiated to address the issue.

Conduct of Security and Safeguards Activities

S1.2 Access Authorization

Ins ection Sco e 81700

b.

The licensee's processes and corrective actions for granting contractors and employees
unescorted access identified in Condition Report 99-1555 were reviewed.

Observations and Findin s

On August 24, 1999, the licensee entered incorrect drug test results for two contract
employees into the Nuclear Employee Personnel Access computer database. On
August 25, 1999, one individual was granted unescorted access and entered the
protected area. The individual was granted. access to both protected and vital areas, but
oIily accessed the protected area. Approximately 41 minutes after the individual gained
entry, the licensee discovered the error. The individual's badge was temporarily
suspended, pending receipt of the correct drug test result. The other individual was not
granted unescorted access. Negative drug test results for both individuals were received
on August 28, 1999, and the licensee entered the error into the Safeguard Event Log.

The licensee's Physical Security Plan, Section 1.3, requires the licensee to screen.all
individuals in accordance with the provisions of the Nuclear Division Access
Authorization Program and those individuals are subject to the company's Fitness for
Duty Program. Additionally, the Physical Security Plan commits that all elements of
Regulatory Guide 5.66, Access Authorization Program for Nuclear Power Plants, have
been implemented to satisfy the requirements of 10 CFR 73.56. The Regulatory Guide
endorses Nuclear Management Resources Council (NUMARC) 89-01, Industry
Guidelines for Nuclear Power Plant Access Authorization Programs, with additional
clarifications. The provisions of NUMARC 89-01 require individuals applying for
unescorted access to have satisfactorily passed pre-access drug and alcohol tests.'his
Severity Level IVviolation is being treated as a Non-Cited Violation consistent with
Section VII.B.1.a of the NRC Enforcement Policy, and is identified as NCV 50-335,
50-389/99-08-05, Failure to Obtain a Negative Drug Test Result Prior to Granting an
Individual Unescorted Access. This violation is in the licensee's corrective action
program as CR 99-1555.

c. Conclusions

One NCV was identified for the licensee's failure to obtain a negative drug test result for
one individual prior to granting unescorted access.
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Status of Security Facilities and Equipment

Devitalization of Vital Areas Durin SL1-16 Refuelin Outa e (71750)

One of the resident inspectors observed a security door propped open to the Unit 1 vital
electrical switchgear room during the last Unit 1 refueling outage to support a
maintenance activity. The inspector observed that the expected security compensatory
measures were not in place. Licensee personnel were questioned about the condition.
Security personnel informed the inspector that this area, and numerous other Unit 1 vital
areas, had been devitalized per procedure since the beginning of the outage. Although
allowed by the Physical Security Plan and security procedures, the action of devitalizing
these sensitive areas did not include management notification or concurrence.

Once informed of the situation, licensee management directed that applicable vital areas
be revitalized immediately. Condition Report 99-1973 was written to review plant
procedures and re-examine the practice of devitalizing vital areas, especially when it is
not needed to support outage activities. Normal key-card access was in effect for the
devitalized areas with exception of the switchgear room mentioned above. However,
security was not responding to all alarms associated with the devitalized area access
doors. There was no evidence that unauthorized personnel entered vital areas
inappropriately. Review of the Physical Security Plan and discussions with regional and
NRC headquarters security personnel determined that the licensee's actions did not
represent a violation of regulatory requirements. As part of the corrective actions,
Security procedures were revised to require Senior Managements'uthorization prior to
devitalizing any vital areas to ensure that the process is only used when necessary. The
inspectors concluded that the licensee's actions were prompt and effective to prevent
recurrence.

V. Mana ement Meetin s and Other Areas

X1 Exit Meeting Summary

The inspectors presented the inspection results to members of licensee management at
the conclusion of the inspection on January 5, 2000. Interim exit meetings were held on
December 3, December 10, 1999, and January 7, 2000 to discuss the findings of Region
based inspectors. The licensee acknowledged the findings presented.

The inspectors asked the licensee whether any materials examined during the inspection
should be considered proprietary. No proprietary information was identified.
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PARTIALLIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

C. Bible, Site Engineerin'g Manager
G. Bird, Protection Services Manager
W. Bladow, Maintenance Manager
R. De La Espriella, Site Quality Manager
W. Guldemond, Operations Manager
C. Ladd, Operations Supervisor
W. Lindsey, Training Manager
A. Stall, St. Lucie Plant Vice President
E. Weinkam, Licensing Manager
R. West, St. Lucie Plant General Manager

Other licensee employees contacted included office, operations, engineering, maintenance,
chemistry/radiation, and corpor'ate personnel.

INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED

IP 41500:
IP 61726:
IP 62707:
IP 71001:
IP 71707:
IP 71750:
IP 81700:
IP 92901:
IP 92904:

~oened

Training and Qualification Effectiveness
'urveillanceObservations

Maintenance Observations
Licensed Operator RequaliTication Program Evaluation
Plant Operations
Plant Support Activities
Physical Security Program for Power Reactors
Followup - Plant Operations
Followup - Plant Support

ITEMS OPENED CLOSED AND DISCUSSED

50-335,389/99-08-01 NCV Inadequate Program Implementation For Revising Emergency
Operating Procedures (Section 03.1)

50-335,389/99-08-02 NCV Appendix R Cable Separation Problems Inside Containment
(Section F8.4)

50-335,389/99-08-03 URI PORV Cabling May Not be Protected from Hot-Shorts Inside
Containment (Section F8.8)

50-389/99-08-04 NCV Incorrect Cable Tray Fire Stop Assembly (Section F8.12)

50-335,389/99-08-05 NCV Failure to Obtain Negative Drug Test Result Prior to Granting an
Individual Unescorted Access (Section S1.2)
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50-335,389/99-08-01 NCV Inadequate Program Implementation For Revising Emergency
Operating Procedures (Section 03.1)

50-335/99-07-00 LER Manual Reactor Trip Due to Low Steam Generator Levels During
Start Up (Section 08.1)

50-389/99-06-00 LER Subcritical Reactor Trip Due To Inadvertent MSIV Opening
(Section 08.2)

50-389/99-06-01 LER Subcritical Reactor Trip Due To Inadvertent MSIV Opening
(Section 08.2)

50-335/99-06-00 LER Turbine/Reactor Trip Due To Ruptured Turbine Low Bearing Oil
Trip Diaphragm (Section 08.3)

50-335,389/2515-142 TI

50-335,389/98-14-01 VIO

50-335,389/98-14-02 VIO

Draindown During Shutdown And Common-Mode Failure (NRC
Generic Letter 98-02)'(Section E8.1)

Failure to Follow Combustible Control Procedures to Manage the
Use and Temporary Storage of Transient Combustibles in
Safety-Related Areas (Section F8.1)

Failure to Maintain the Fire Fighting Strategies to Reflect the
Requirements of the Approved Fire Protection Program and
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R (Section F8.2)

50-335,389/99-08-02 NCV Appendix R Cable Separation Problems Inside Containment.
(Section F8.4)

50-335/99-05

50-335/99-09

LER Pressurizer Pressure Instrumentation Cable Separation Outside
Appendix R Design Bases (Section F8.4)

LER Appendix R Exemption Request K1 Not Met Resulting in Plant
Outside Design Bases (Section F8.4)

50-335,389/98-201-07 URI Failure of the Fire Protection Program and the Post-Fire
Safe-Shutdown Analysis to Demonstrate Compliance with
Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 (Section F8.4)

50-335,389/98-201-08 URI Fire Barriers not Qualified to Meet Plant Licensing Basis
Requirements (Section F8.5)

50-335,389/98-04 LER Emergency Lighting OutsideAppendix R Design Basis(Section
F8.7)

50-335,389/98-05 LER Conditions Identified Outside Appendix R Design Basis (Section
F8.8)



50-335,389/98-073
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LER Fire Protection SSA Re-Verification Identified Potential PORV and
2A EDG Cable Failure Modes (Section F8.9)

50-335,389/97-06-14 IFI UFSAR to be Revised to Provide Justification for the Unsprinkled
Enclosures in the Cable Spreading Room (Section F8.10)

50-335,389/97-06-15 VIO Failure to Correct Mechanical Fire Barrier Penetration Seal
Discrepancies in a Timely Manner (Section F8.11)

50-335,389/97-08

50-389/97-04

50-389/99-08-04

50-335/98-14-10

LER Inoperable Mechanical Fire Penetrations Outside Appendix R
Design Basis (Section F8.11)

LER Incorrect Original Cable Tray Fire Stop Assembly Outside
Appendix R Design Basis (Section F8.12)

NCV Incorrect Cable Tray Fire Stop Assembly (Section F8.12)

VIO Inadequate Fire Protection Procedures (Section F8.13)

50-335,389/99-08-05 NCV Failure to Obtain Negative Drug Test Result Prior to Granting an
Individual Unescorted Access (Section S1.2)

Discussed

50-335,389/99-09-01 IFI Followup Of SAT Weaknesses (Section 05.2)

50-335,389/98-14-07 EEI Failure to Implement and Maintain in Effect Provisions of the NRC
Approved Fire Protection Program as Described in the UFSAR
and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R, Sections III.G.1.a and III.L.7
(Section F8.3)

50-335,389/98-201-09 URI Fire Mitigation System Does not Meet Plant Licensing Basis
Requirements/Commitments or Minimum Industry Codes and
Standards for Systems Design and Testing (Section F8.6)
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December 13, 1999

Florida Power and Light Company
ATTN: Mr. T. F. Plunkett

President - Nuclear Division
P. O. Box 14000
Juno Beach, FL 33408-0420

SUBJECT: NRC INTEGRATED INSPECTION REPORT 50-335/99-07, 50-389/99-07

Dear Mr. Plunkett:

On November 13, 1999, the NRC completed an inspection at your St. Lucie 1 and 2 reactor
facilities. The enclosed report presents the results of that inspection.

During the inspection period, your conduct of activities was generally characterized by well
controlled reactor startups and effective operator responses to emergent conditions. Several
examples were noted in which maintenance activities were conducted outside the authorized
scope of work.

Based on the results of this inspection, the NRC has determined that three violations of NRC
requirements occurred. These violations are being treated as non-cited violations (NCV),
consistent with Section VII.B.1.a of the Enforcement Policy. The NCVs are described in the
subject inspection report. Ifyou contest the violations or severity level of these NCVs, you
should provide a response within 30 days of the date of this inspection report, with the basis for
your denial, to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk,
Washington DC 20555-0001, with copies to the Regional Administrator, Region II, the Resident
Inspector at your facility, and the Director, Office of Enforcement, United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington DC 20555-0001.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter and its
enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room (PDR).

Sincerely,

(Original signed by
Leonard D. Wert)

Leonard D. Wert, Chief
Reactor Projects Branch 3
Division of Reactor Projects

Docket Nos. 50-335, 50-389
License Nos. DPR-67, NPF-16

Enclosure: Inspection Report Nos. 50-335/99-07, 50-389/99-07

cc w/encl: (See page 2)



cc w/encl:
J. A. Stall
Vice President
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
6351 South Ocean Drive
Jensen Beach, FL 34957

Douglas Anderson
County Administrator
St. Lucie County
2300 Virginia Avenue
Ft. Pierce, FL 34982

R. G. West
Plant General Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
Electronic Mail Distribution

E. J. Weinkam
Licensing Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
Electronic Mail Distribution

John Gianfrancesco, Manager
Administrative Support 8 Special Projects
Florida Power 8 Light Company
Electronic Mail Distribution

Mark Dryden
Administrative Support 8 Special Projects
Florida Power 8 Light Company
Electronic Mail Distribution

Rajiv S. Kundatkar
Vice President - Nuclear Engineering
Florida Power 8 Light Company
Electronic Mail Distribution

M. S. Ross, Attorney
Florida Power 8 Light Company
Electronic Mail Distribution

William A. Passetti
Bureau of Radiation Control
Department of Health
Electronic Mail Distribution

Joe Myers, Director
Division of Emergency Preparedness
Department of Community Affairs
Electronic Mail Distribution

J. Kammel
Radiological Emergency

Planning Administrator
Department of Public Safety
Electronic Mail Distribution
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION II

Docket Nos: 50-335, 50-389
License Nos: DPR-67, NPF-16

Report Nos: 50-335/99-07, 50-389/99-07

Licensee: Florida Power 8 Light Co.

Facility: St. Lucie Nuclear Plant, Units 1 & 2

Location: 6351 South Ocean Drive
Jensen Beach, FL 34957

Dates: October 3 - November 13, 1999

Inspectors: T. Ross, Senior Resident Inspector
D. Lanyi, Resident Inspector
G. Warnick, Resident Inspector
G. Kuzo, Regional Inspector (Section R1.1 - R1.3, R2.1, R3.1,

R7.1 and R7.2)
G. Salyers, Regional Inspector (Section P1.1)

Approved by: L. Wert, Chief
Reactor Projects Branch 3
Division of Reactor Projects
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

St. Lucie Nuclear Plant, Units 1 & 2
NRC Inspection Report 50-335/99-07, 50-389/99-07

This integrated inspection included aspects of licensee operations, engineering, maintenance,
and plant support. The report covers a 6-week period of resident inspection. In addition, it
includes the results of regional inspections by Emergency Preparedness and Radiological
Controls specialists.

~Oerations

~ An inadvertent draindown of the refueling water tank to the reactor vessel and refueling
cavity occurred during the refueling outage. A valve stroke test established a flowpath
which resulted in a violation of an equipment clearance supporting valve maintenance. A
non-cited violation was identified. The event investigation conducted by the licensee
was thorough in identifying the root causes and developed appropriate corrective actions
to prevent recurrence (Section 01.2).

Operations conducted the reactor coolant system draindown in a controlled manner
according to applicable procedures, with one signiTicant exception. Operations
management had decided to implement a temporary change for establishing midloop
conditions which restricted allowable shutdown cooling system flowrates too tightly.
During the draindown, operators were unable to maintain shutdown cooling flow within
the band required by the temporary change. A non-cited violation was identified (Section
01.3).

Both Unit 1 startups were well controlled and managed. Control room operators were
consistently alert for any indications of abnormal equipment performance and attentive to
all annunciator alarms. Communications, peer checking, and control room command
were excellent (Section 01.4).

Following an automatic reactor trip of Unit 1, operators completed the standard post trip
and reactor trip recovery actions per the emergency operating procedures. All safety
equipment operated as expected. The root cause was determined to be a defective
diaphragm in the turbine trip block (Section 01.5).

The operators manually tripped Unit 1 in accordance with procedures when the 1A
Steam Generator level dropped below the Steam Generator Low Level Pre-trip Alarm
setpoint. The low level was caused by a steam flow/feed flow mismatch when operators
became distracted during the conduct of a routine shift turnover. Operations supervision
had allowed crew turnover to begin even though plant parameters were not stabilized
following a recent increase in power to above the point of adding heat (Section 01.6).

The Unit 2 high pressure safety injection system operability and configuration were
appropriate to support plant operations. The system engineer was knowledgeable of
system status and properly monitoring the system under the maintenance rule program.
Material condition and housekeeping of the high pressure safety injection system were
acceptable (Section 02.3).





Maintenance

During reactor protection system channel A troubleshooting activities, an Instrumentation
and Control supervisor decided to take additional voltage readings of channel B which
were not authorized by the existing work order. This action resulted in the inadvertent
actuation of three separate channel B reactor protection system trip signals. Other
examples of failures to limitwork activities to within the authorized work scope had
occurred previously. A non-cited violation was issued for inadequate corrective actions
to prevent recurrence (Section M4.2).

~En ineerin

The licensee's assessment in response to Generic Letter 98-02, Loss of Reactor Coolant
Inventory and Associated Potential for Loss of Emergency Mitigation Functions While in
a Shutdown Condition, identified potential draindown paths where flow could be
redirected from the shutdown cooling system. Engineers performed a thorough
assessment to identify all vulnerabilities and analyze the potential impact on the ability of
the shutdown cooling system and the emergency core cooling system to perform their
design functions. Corrective actions have been implemented which provide adequate
administrative controls, procedures, and training to preclude inadvertent manipulation of
valves associated with the potential draindown paths (Section E8.1).

Plant Su ort
E I

The licensee's emergency preparedness program and response capabilities were
maintained in a state of operational readiness. Additionally, changes to the Emergency
Preparedness program met commitments, NRC requirements, and did not affect the
licensee's overall state of preparedness. Minor procedure and equipment issues were
identified (Section P1.1).

Radiological controls and monitoring for low-level radioactive waste processing/storage
areas and effluent processing activities were implemented effectively and maintained in
accordance with Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Technical Specification, and
10 CFR Part 20 requirements. Occupational worker doses were within administrative
and regulatory limits. The onsite storage and disposal of solid radioactive waste was
managed effectively (Section R1.1).

Licensee staff demonstrated appropriate knowledge of procedures and proficiency in
completing a waste monitor tank liquid eNuent release. Overall, the liquid eNuent
release was implemented effectively. For 1999, effluent radionuclide concentrations and
resultant projected offsite doses to members of the public were within regulatory limits
and design objectives (Section 1.2).

Processing, packaging, and shipment of radioactive waste for disposal met 10 CFR
Parts 20, 61, and 71, and 49 CFR Parts 170-1 89 requirements (Section R1.3).

The radiological environmental monitoring program for sampling airborne and surface
water radionuclides, and for monitoring direct radiation was implemented in accordance
with the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual speciTications (Section R2.1).





The 1998 Annual ENuent Release Report and Annual Radiological Environmental
Monitoring Report were submitted in accordance with Technical Specifications and
documented results demonstrated gaseous and liquid effluent processing and
subsequent releases met established regulatory limits and did not significantly impact the
surrounding environs (Section R3.1).

Licensee actions for radiation protection condition report issues associated with
radioactive waste and effluent processing and releases, chemistry, and transportation
were appropriate and completed in a timely manner (Section R7.1).

Counting-room Quality Control activities were implemented appropriately and verified the
accuracy of radionuclide analytical measurement instrumentation (Section R7.2).





Summa of Plant Status

Unit 1 began the period in a refueling outage (SL1-16). On October 16, 1999, operators
commenced reactor startup. Achieving full power was delayed until October 21 due to problems
with the digital electro-hydraulic control system. On October 29, Unit 1 experienced an
automatic reactor trip from full power when the main turbine tripped due to low bearing oil
pressure. The reactor was restarted on October 30, but was manually tripped from 3% power
due to low steam generator water level. Operators returned the reactor to full power on October
31. Unit 1 remained at full power for the rest of the report period.

Unit 2 operated at essentially full power for the report period.

01 Conduct of Operations

01.1 General Comments (71707, 40500)

Using Inspection Procedure 71707, the inspectors conducted frequent reviews of
ongoing plant operations. In general, the conduct of operations was professional and
safety-conscious. However, inconsistent implementation of the corrective action
program was noted. Several condition reports (CRs) were not initiated in a timely
manner. 'The quality group had identified six instances during the outage where
significant problems were not entered into the corrective action program in a timely
manner. Even though CRs were subsequently initiated for each of these instances,
these CRs did not address the broader concern of personnel failing to promptly identify
and document plant problems as part of the corrective action process. Subsequently,
the issues with problem identification and reporting were addressed in CR 99-2159. The
resident and regional inspectors noted several additional instances of untimely problem
identification and documentation. Problems were discussed with the responsible
Assistant Nuclear Plant Supervisor on the day of discovery. However, Operations did
not enter them into the corrective action program until many days later and only after the
inspectors questioned their status.

01.2 Inadvertent Unit 1 Reactor Vessel Refill

The inspector reviewed the circumstances surrounding an inadvertent draindown of the
refueling water tank (RWT) to the reactor vessel and refueling cavity on October 4, 1999.
Plant procedures, system drawings, and operator logs were reviewed and interviews
with Operations personnel were conducted. A review of the root cause investigation and
corrective actions was also performed.

b. Observations and Findin s

The event occurred while Unit 1 was in Mode 6 during the performance of an American
Society of Mechanical Engineers Section XI valve stroke test. Operators performed a
stroke test on the 1A low pressure safety injection pump suction isolation valve which
unexpectedly completed a gravity feed flow path from the RWT back through the hot leg
suction piping to the reactor coolant system (RCS) for roughly 90 seconds.
Approximately 2400 gallons of water drained from the RWT to the RCS, raising level to



the reactor vessel flange (36') and then flowing into the refueling cavity. At the time of
this event, equipment clearance order (ECO) 1-99-09-328 was in place to support safety
injection system check valve work requiring Operations to maintain RCS level less than
33'10". The check valve work had not-progressed to.the point where the valve was
disassembled. Had the event occurred a short time later, reactor coolant could have
flooded into the maintenance work area.

Immediate corrective actions were implemented by Operations management to guide the
operators through the continuation of valve stroke tests. The investigation conducted by
the licensee was thorough and identified several root causes for the event and
appropriate corrective actions to prevent recurrence..

Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1.a requires that written procedures be established,
implemented, and maintained for the activities recommended in Appendix A of
Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2, February 1978, such as equipment control (locking
and tagging). The failure to properly maintain an equipment clearance order boundary
as directed by Administrative Procedure ADM-09.08, Operations In-Plant Equipment
Clearance Orders with respect to ECO 1-99-09-328 was in violation of TS 6.8.1.a. This
Severity Level IVviolation is being treated as a non-cited violation, consistent with
Section VII.B.1.a of the NRC Enforcement Policy, and is identified as NCV 50-335/99-07-
01, Violation of Equipment Clearance Order Boundary. This violation was addressed in
the licensee's corrective action program as condition report 99-1961.

P

Conclusions

An inadvertent draindown of the refueling water tank to the reactor vessel and refueling
cavity occurred during the refueling outage. A valve stroke test established a flowpath
which resulted in a violation of an equipment clearance supporting valve maintenance. A
non-cited violation was identified. The event investigation conducted by the licensee was
thorough in identifying the root causes and developed appropriate corrective actions to
prevent recurrence.

Im ro er Control of Shutdown Coolin Flow Durin Draindown to Unit 1 Midloo

707„

An inspector observed Operations conduct a draindown of the Unit 1 RCS to midloop
conditions in accordance with normal operating procedure 1-NOP-01.04, RCS Reduced
Inventory and Midloop Operations. The inspector reviewed TS and procedural
compliance, interviewed the operating crew members, and verified plant parameters
during the evolution.

Observations and Findin s

On October 5, Operations drained the Unit 1 RCS to establish midloop conditions for
removal of the steam generator nozzle dams. Overall, Operations conducted the RCS
draindown in a controlled manner according to applicable procedures, with one
significant exception. During the draindown, operators failed to maintain shutdown
cooling system (SDCS) flow within the band required by NOP-01.04.



Operating procedure NOP-01.04 provided detailed instructions for draining the RCS to
either the RWT via a low pressure safety injection (LPSI) pump minimum flow
recirculation line, or the hold-up tanks (HUT) via the SDC purification line. However, this
procedure contained numerous precautions (steps 4.27, 6.3, and 6.4) which stated that
"Draining via a LPSI pump minimum flow line when the reactor is in Mode 6, Refueling, is
not practical due to the small SDC flow operating range." On October 5, the Unit 1

reactor was in Mode 6 with reactor coolant level below the reactor vessel closure flange.
In this condition, the only drain path available per NOP-01.04 was to the HUTs via SDC
purification. But due to unforeseen circumstances the SDC purification line was not
available at the time that draining the RCS to midloop became critical path on the outage
schedule. In order to support the outage schedule, and proceed to midloop, the
Operations department decided to utilize an RWT flowpath which meant attempting to
control SDCS flow within 3000 to 3020 gpm while they were draining. Despite the very
tight flow band during reduced inventory conditions, Operations management was

. confident that SDCS flow could be controlled accordingly. Temporary change (TC) ¹99-
136 was then issued to NOP-01.04 to specifically allow using a LPSI pump minimum flow
recirculation line drain path in Modes 5 or 6.

During the actual draindown, which took about an hour, the inspector closely monitored
SDCS flow as indicated on the LPSI header to loop flow indicators required by NOP-
01.04. The total indicated flow observed by the inspector was constantly oscillating
between 2960 to 3000 gpm, with an apparent average flow of 2980 gpm. Not only was
this outside the band allowed by NOP-01.04 (3000-3020gpm), but indicated flow was at
times below the minimum RCS flow of 3000 gpm required by Technical Specification
(TS) 4.9.8.2. After discussing this situation with the responsible reactor control operator
(RCO), the inspector became convinced that the RCO was controlling SDCS flow as well
as he could considering instrumentation and flow control valve capabilities. The
procedural minimum flow of 3000 gpm was established to ensure adequate decay heat
removal and boron mixing; the upper limit of 3020 was to preclude inadvertent suction
line voiding. At no time did the inspector observe SDCS flow exceed the upper limit.

Even though the RCO did not consistently maintain RCS circulation (SDCS flow) at
greater than or equal to 3000 gpm, the slightly reduced flow did not adversely affect RCS
temperature. TS Action statements 3.9.8.2.a and b. allow the licensee one hour to
initiate corrective action to restore SDCS loop operation and/or operability. The
observed SDCS flow fluctuations that were below the TS limit never came close to
exceeding the one hour action statement.

The inspector discussed this incident with Operations management. The decision to
pursue issuance of TC ¹99-136 received considerable management attention since the
activity was on the outage critical path. Although the decision to utilize a 20 gpm flow
band was expedient, it proved to be impracticable. After further review, the licensee
determined that other resolutions were available, such as requesting engineering
support to evaluate broader SDC operating flow limits based upon actual RCS
conditions.

Technical Specification 6.8.1.a requires that written procedures be established,
implemented, and maintained for the activities recommended in Appendix A of
Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2, February 1978, such as instructions for operation of
the SDCS. The failure to maintain flow within the band as required by NOP-01.04 was in
violation of TS 6.8.1.a. This Severity Level IVviolation is being treated as a non-cited



violation, consistent with Section VII.B.1.a of the NRC Enforcement Policy, and is
identified as NCV 50-335/99-07-02, Failure To Maintain Required SDCS Flow During
Draindown To Midloop. This violation has been addressed in the licensee's corrective
action program as condition report (CR) 99-2050.

Conclusions

Overall, Operations conducted the RCS draindown in a controlled manner according to
applicable procedures, with one significant exception. Operations management had
decided to implement a temporary change for establishing midloop conditions which
restricted allowable SDC flowrates too tightly. During the draindown, operators were
unable to maintain SDC flow within the band required by the temporary change. A non-
cited violation was identified.

Unit 1 Reactor Startu s and Power Escalations

Inspectors observed the initial Unit 1 startup following SL1-16, and subsequent
escalation to full power operation. The inspectors also monitored Unit 1 restart activities
and escalation following the manual reactor trip on October 30.

Observations and Findin s

On October 16, an inspector observed the dilution to criticality and the initial attempt to
synchronize the turbine to the grid. The inspector verified that the licensee had certified
that all surveillances and prerequisites for Modes 2 and 1 as required by NOP 1-

0030122, Reactor Startup, were completed prior to entering those modes. The startup
was conducted in accordance with approved procedures and met Technical
Specification requirements.

The inspectors monitored control room activities during the staitup. Both the Assistant
Nuclear Plant Supervisor and Nuclear Plant Supervisor maintained command of the
control room. Extraneous personnel were kept out of the area, and the oncoming shift
was diverted to the Technical Support Center for the turnover pre-brief. Reactor
Engineering was observed to interact frequently with the Reactivity Manager and the
Reactor Control Operator. Reactivity manipulations were deliberately performed and the
expected response was verified by the operator and Reactor Engineering.

Power escalation was delayed several days due to a observed instability in the digital
electro-hydraulic control (DEHC) system. At several points, the operators noted that the
DEHC system was changing load without any input from the operators. The system was
placed in manual (around 15 percent power) so that Engineering and the vendor could
troubleshoot the problem. On October 18, the licensee determined that the controllers
were more sensitive at low power level. Once power was raised above approximately 20
percent, the DEHC system behaved as expected. Full power was achieved on October
21. The inspectors observed portions of the troubleshooting activity, and found that the
techniques being used were logical and well planned.

On October 30; an inspector also observed Unit 1 restart activities following the
automatic and manual reactor trips described in report Sections 01.5 and 01.6 below.
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The inspector monitored operator actions; equipment response and plant parameters
during main turbine/generator roll-up; and testing and synchronization to the grid. The
inspector also observed the transition from main feedwater (MFW) bypass control to the
MFW regulating valves. All of these activities were well controlled in accordance with
applicable operating procedures. Control room operators were consistently alert for any
indications of abnormal equipment performance, and attentive to all annunciator alarms.
Communications, peer checking, and control room command were excellent. Restart
activities were accomplished without incident in a methodical and deliberate manner.
Full power operation was achieved on October 31.

Conclusions

Both Unit 1 startups were well controlled and managed. Control room operators were
consistently alert for any indications of abnormal equipment performance and attentive to
all annunciator alarms. Communications, peer checking, and control room command
were excellent.

Unit 1 Automatic Reactor Tri

(717, 270 0»027

On October 29, following an automatic Unit 1 reactor trip from 100% power, an inspector
responded to the site to verify plant conditions, and evaluate licensee post trip recovery
actions. The inspector also interviewed operators on-shift during the trip, attended initial
Event Response Team (ERT) deliberations, and reviewed the post-trip report.

'bservationsand Findin s

The inspectors verified that the operators had stabilized the unit and were maintaining
Mode 3 conditions in preparation for restart. The operators had successfully conducted
the standard post trip actions and reactor trip recovery per their emergency operating
procedures. All safety equipment operated as expected, except for a minor problem with
resetting one channel of the auxiliary feedwater actuation system. Also, there were only
a few minor secondary system equipment problems during the event.

The root cause of the reactor trip was determined to be a tom diaphragm in the main
turbine trip block assembly. The diaphragm provided the interface between the trip block
and a sensing line for main turbine bearing oil pressure. The tom diaphragm caused a
leak and depressurization of the bearing oil sensing line which initiated a main turbine
trip due to the indication of low bearing oil pressure. The main turbine trip was
immediately followed by a reactor trip. Just prior to the main turbine and reactor trips,
operators had received alarm indication of low bearing oil pressure and promptly
dispatched the nuclear watch engineer to investigate the problem.

Subsequent investigations by the licensee and representatives from the turbine vendor,
identified an issue involving defective material. During the outage these diaphragms had
been replaced as part of routine maintenance. The replacement diaphragms were
veriTied to be the correct part. But after comparing the replacement diaphragm with the
old diaphragm, it became obvious that, they were made of different materials. The
previous diaphragm appeared to be considerably stronger, tougher, and thicker than the
new one. Further investigation by the vendor indicated that a new material supplier for





this part had been used since earlier this year. The vendor subsequently contacted
several other affected utility licensee's to warn them of a potential issue regarding
diaphragm failure due to defective materials. In addition, the licensee's Maintenance
Rule Coordinator transmitted operating experience information to all of his industry
counterparts.

All three potentially defective diaphragms associated with the main turbine trip block for
main bearing oil, turbine vacuum, and thrust bearing trips were replaced. All equipment
problems were appropriately dispositioned. The post trip review was completed and
restart authorized on October 30.

Conclusions

Following an automatic reactor trip of Unit 1, operators completed the standard post trip
and reactor trip recovery actions per their emergency operating procedures. All safety
equipment operated as expected. The root cause was determined to be a defective
diaphragm in the turbine trip block.

Unit 1 Manual Reactor Tri

Ins ection Sco e (71707, 92700 and 93702)

The inspector responded to a Unit 1 manual reactor trip that occurred on October 30,
1999. Operator logs were reviewed and interviews were conducted with licensee
personnel. Observations of the Event Response Team (ERT) investigation and a review
of the Post Trip Review Report were completed.

Observations and Findin s

The inspector responded to Unit 1 and assessed post trip plant conditions. Plant
conditions were found to be stable with all equipment functioning as designed.
Operators had manually tripped the reactor when the 1A steam generator (SG) level
dropped below the SG Low Level Pre-trip Alarm setpoint. This event occurred shortly
after reactor startup, just after Operations personnel had raised reactor power above the
point of adding heat and leveled out at approximately three percent power. At this point
a decision was made to conduct a normal shift turnover. The operator responsible for SG
level control became distracted, and failed to take proper action to mitigate a steam flow/
feed flow imbalance.

An ERT was assembled to perform the root cause analysis and post trip review. The
inspector observed the ERT root cause investigation, identification of contributing
causes, and development of corrective actions. The underlying cause for the event was
the supervisor's decision to perform crew turnover while plant parameters were not
completely stable. Crew turnover created a distraction for operators which resulted in a
lack of attention to detail regarding the 1A SG steam flow/feed flow mismatch. Short
term corrective actions included crew briefings regarding lessons learned from the event,
specific guidelines for control room turnover activities, and the creation of administrative
power limits when operating on the atmospheric dump valves with auxiliary feedwater in
service. The inspector determined the ERT root cause analysis to be thorough in
identifying root causes and developing corrective actions.





The inspector performed a review of Operating Procedure 0030119, Post Trip Review,
for completeness and procedural adherence. Several minor discrepancies were
identified and referred to the licensee for correction. Based on the ERT investigation and
short term corrective actions implemented, the Facility Review Group's recommendation
for unit restart was well supported.

Conclusions

02

02.1

The operators manually tripped Unit 1 in accordance with procedures when the 1A
Steam Generator level dropped below the Steam Generator Low Level Pre-trip Alarm
setpoint. The low level was caused by a steam flow/feed flow mismatch when operators
became distracted during the conduct of a routine shift turnover. Operations supervision
had allowed crew turnover to begin even though plant parameters were not stabilized
following a recent increase in power to above the point of adding heat.

Operational Status of Facilities and Equipment

General Plant Tours (71707)

General tours of safety-related areas were performed by the inspectors to examine the
physical condition of plant equipment and to verify that safety systems were properly
maintained and aligned. These general walkdowns included the accessible portions of
safety-related structures, systems, and components. Several minor equipment and
housekeeping problems identified by the inspectors were reported to the licensee for
resolution. Corrective actions were implemented to address these items.

02.2

Unit 1 reactor auxiliary building conditions were slowly improving following the SL1-16
refueling outage. Contaminated floor space recovery efforts have been delayed since
radiation levels in certain areas remain higher than pre-outage values. Operations and
Health Physics attempted to flush several radioactive systems to reduce radiation levels
to acceptable levels to allow recovery of contaminated floor space, but the flushing did
not produce acceptable results. The licensee is evaluating other dose reduction
alternatives to continue post-outage decontamination.

On October 14 and 15, after the initial RCS heatup and pressurization to normal
operating temperature and pressure in preparation for startup, inspectors conducted a
walk down of Unit 1 containment. Overall, the containment interior was clean, clear of
debris, and all loose equipment and tools had been removed or properly secured. There
were very few leaks and these were of a minor nature. The licensee promptly addressed
all of the minor housekeeping and equipment issues identified by the inspectors.

En ineered Safet Feature S stem Walkdowns (71707)
'he

inspectors used Inspection Procedure 71707 to walk down accessible portions of
the Unit 1 emergency diesel generators and the 1B low pressure safety injection system.
Equipment operability, material condition, and housekeeping were acceptable in all
cases. Several minor discrepancies were brought to the licensee's attention and were
corrected. The inspectors identified no substantive concerns as a result of these
walkdowns.



O23 En ineered Safet Feature S stem Walkdown - Hi h Pressure Safet In'ection S stem

(7 07)

The inspector performed a detailed walkdown of the Unit 2 high pressure safety injection
(HPSI) system. The HPSI system is risk significant and in the scope of 10 CFR 50.65,
The Maintenance Rule.

b. Observations and Findin s

As part of the engineered safety feature system review the inspector verified that system
configuration, including valves, breakers, and switches, was consistent with 2-NOP-
03.11, HPSI System Initial Alignment, and system piping and instrument drawings.
Technical Specifications (TS) and the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report were
reviewed for accuracy and consistency and found to be adequate. Recent surveillance
records were also reviewed for completeness and TS compliance. Equipment
operability, material condition, and housekeeping were observed to be acceptable.
Several minor deficiencies were identified by the inspector as a result of the system
review and were referred to the licensee for correction.

The inspector discussed various maintenance rule aspects of the HPSI system with the
system engineer and concluded that the system was being properly monitored under the
maintenance rule program.

Conclusions

The Unit 2 high pressure safety injection system operability and configuration were
appropriate to support plant operations. The system engineer was knowledgeable of
system status and properly monitoring the system under the maintenance rule program.
Material condition and housekeeping of the HPSI system were acceptable.

II. Maintenance

M1 Conduct of Maintenance

M1.1 Maintenance and Surveillance Observations

»6 'd

The resident inspectors observed all or portions of the following maintenance and
surveillance activities, including Work Orders (WO) and Operating Procedures (OP):

~ OP 1-0400050
~ WO 99018707

~ OP 2-1300055
~ OP 2-0400053
~ WO 98023789

~ OP 2-2200050B

Periodic Test of the Engineered Safety Features
Replacement of Control Element Drive Mechanism Control
System Cabinet Power Supply
Purge Valve Leak Rate Test
Engineered Safeguards Relay Test
Task 01 - Letdown Control Valve LCV-2110Q Boric Acid Leak;
Task 1A - Replace E/P-2110Q in support of Task 01
2B Emergency Diesel Generator Periodic Test
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~ WO 99015663 2A/2B Auxiliary Feedwater Cross-tie Valve Preventative
Maintenance

~ OP 1-1210051 Wide Range Nuclear Instrumentation Channel A Functional Test

b. Observations Findin s and Conclusions

Work was performed consistent with the established work control processes.
Maintenance supervision was closely involved in the work activities. The tasks were
competently performed by knowledgeable workers actively using the work packages and
procedures. The inspectors also observed that work activities were properly
documented. Additionally, problems encountered during the performance of the work
activities were appropriately resolved and/or condition reports were written.

M1.2

M4

M4.1

M4.2

The inspectors observed significant portions of the Periodic Test of the Engineered
Safety Features. This complex evolution required the coordination of multiple
organizations performing various functions to successfully complete the test. Allsections
observed were conducted in a controlled manner by personnel who were familiar with
procedural requirements. Operations personnel were conscientious as they anticipated
expected alarms and changing plant conditions. Adequate supervisory oversight was
evident throughout all departments involved with the testing evolution.

Modification and Testin Of Unit 1 Main Feedwater Isolation (62707 and 37551)

The inspector reviewed the Plant Change/Modification (PC/M) package, PC/M 99-101,
that installed a feedwater pump trip on a Main Steam Isolation Signal and its associated
work packages. Additionally, the inspector observed some of the post maintenance
testing performed on the system. The PC/M was installed as part of a corrective action
to a potential containment over-pressurization scenario (see Inspection Report 50-335,
389/99-03 Section E8.2 and LER 335/1 998-009). Allwork was completed by qualified
and knowledgeable plant personnel. The work packages were well documented and
complete. Testing of the new trips were completed in accordance with the package
requirements, and the system operated as intended. Drawing change notifications had
been submitted as required.

Maintenance Staff Knowledge and Performance

Main Steam Isolation Si nal Switch Failure (61726 and 62707)

After refueling, with Unit 1 in Mode 3, Operations was testing the Main Steam Isolation
Signal (MSIS) when the B MSIS failed to actuate on a manual initiation. Operations then
attempted another manual initiation two minutes later. This initiation was successful. A
work order was issued to investigate the spurious problem. The inspector observed a

portion of the troubleshooting and reviewed the completed work order. Overall, the
troubleshooting was well organized and within the defined work scope. I8 C quickly
identified an intermittent contact failure in the manual initiation switch. The switch was
replaced and retested satisfactorily.

Inadvertent Actuation of the B Channel of the Reactor Protection S stem
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On October 4, an !8C supervisor and technician were troubleshooting abnormal
indications on the A channel of the reactor protection system (RPS) Thermal Margin/
Low Pressure (TM/LP) Trip on Unit 2. During the troubleshooting, the supervisor
decided to compare voltage readings from the A channel inputs with those from the
unaffected B channel. When he connected the digital volt meter to the B RPS cabinet,
the high power, TM/LP, and local power density channel B trips were received. These
trips cleared immediately when the digital volt meter was removed. The inspector
reviewed the incident with l8C management, the supervisor, and the Assistant Nuclear
Plant Supervisor (ANPS). The inspector reviewed the operability assessment prepared
by Engineering. Additionally, the inspectors reviewed the previous history of examples
of work conducted outside the authorized scope.

Observations and Findin s

The A TM/LP channel had been placed out of service several shifts earlier due to erratic
behavior by the TM/LP setpoint. I8 C installed monitoring equipment on the channel A
TM/LP inputs in accordance with Work Order 99017465. Later, for reasons he could not
fullyexplain, the supervisor decided to check voltages on the B TM/LP inputs. This was
done outside of the work scope of the package, which did not authorize any work outside
ofchannelA. Additionally, hedidnotinformtheANPS. Assoonashisdigitalvoltmeter
was connected to RPS channel B, it immediately caused B channel trips for high power,
TM/LP, and local power density. Realizing his error, the supervisor promptly removed
the digital volt meterandthetrips cleared. Hetheninformed the ANPS. The RPS was
restored, and two Condition Reports (99-1944 and 1945) were generated.

A similar issue had been previously documented in NRC Inspection Report 50-335,
389/99-04 (NCV 50-389/99-04-04). In this case, l8 C personnel also exceeded the
scope of their approved work package during control element assembly drive motor
control system troubleshooting. Condition Report 99-1246 documented that the
corrective action for that violation was a departmental stand down meeting to ensure all
18C personnel understood the requirements for working within the scope of approved
work orders.

Criterion XVI of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50, Corrective Action, states that for significant
conditions adverse to quality, measures shall be taken to assure that the cause of the
condition is determined and corrective action taken to preclude repetition: The failure to
take adequate corrective actions to preclude l&C personnel from working outside the
authorized work order scope of the RPS Channel A was in violation of Criterion XVI of
Appendix B to 10 CFR 50. This Severity Level IV violation is being treated as a non-
cited violation, consistent with Section VII.B.1.a of the NRC Enforcement Policy, and is
identified as NCV 50-389/99-07-03, Inadequate Corrective Action To Prevent Working
Outside Authorized Work Order Scope. This violation is in the licensee's corrective
action system as CR 99-1944.

Two other recent examples of unauthorized work were identified: 1) On August 30, while
Unit 1 was at 90% power, two mechanical maintenance (MM) supervisors attempted to
open the 4A main feedwater (MFW) Heater Alternate Drain Valve (LCV-11-18A2) without
using a work order or notifying Operations and 2) On November 5, the Unit 1 Assistant
Nuclear Plant Supervisor allowed operators to swap around two annunciator cards in an
attempt to troubleshoot alarm N-44 (Fuel Pool Pump Motors/Overload) which had been
locked-in for over a week. Although these work activities did not directly involve safety



related equipment, there was a potential to impact plant operations. The inspector
discussed the details of these examples with the licensee. The inspector also expressed
concern that several other similar instances had occurred earlier this year that indicated
a broader problem regarding the control of maintenance work at St. Lucie. In response
to this concern, the corrective action supervisor initiated CR 99-2269 to address an
adverse trend of plant personnel working outside the scope of an approved work order.
In order to fully address the implications of CR 99-2269, the licensee planned to
assemble a cross-functional team that would evaluate the generic aspects, determine
the underlying causes, and develop corrective actions.

Conclusions

M8.1

During RPS channel A troubleshooting activities, an l8C supervisor decided to take
additional voltage readings of RPS channel B which were not authorized by the existing
work order. This action resulted in the inadvertent actuation of three separate channel B

reactor protection system trip signals. Other examples of failure to limitwork activities to
within the authorized work scope had occurred previously. A non-cited violation was
issued for inadequate corrective actions to prevent recurrence.

Miscellaneous Maintenance Issues (92902)

Closed LER 50-335/99-04: Main Steam Safety Valves Surveillance Outside Technical
Specification Requirements. The main steam safety valve surveillance failures were
attributed to setpoint drift and appropriately evaluated to have a low safety significance.
The inspector reviewed the licensee's cause and safety analyses, and concluded that
the findings as stated in the LER were reasonable. Corrective actions to restore
compliance with Technical Specifications were completed during the SL1-16 refueling
outage. This LER is closed.

E1

E1.1

ES

E8.1

Conduct of Engineering

Auxilia Feedwater Pum Bearin Measurements (37551)

The inspector reviewed the response to Condition Report 99-0988 regarding the proper
method to measure thrust bearing free play on the Unit 1 Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
motors. The inspector determined that Engineering's evaluation was thorough and
technically adequate.

Miscellaneous Engineering Issues

NRC Generic Letter 98-02 Res onse Review

(Tl 251

An Inspector completed a review of the licensee's response to Generic Letter (GL)
98-02, Loss of Reactor Coolant Inventory and Associated Potential for Loss of
Emergency Mitigation Functions While in a Shutdown Condition. Corrective actions
implemented to address the reactor coolant system drain down vulnerabilities identified
were also reviewed for adequacy and completeness.
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, Observations and Findin s

12

The licensee's assessment identified six potential drain down paths where flow could be
redirected from the SDC system for Unit 1, and four for Unit 2. These potential drain
down paths were examined by the inspector through drawing reviews, interviews with
engineers, and component and piping walkdowns. Additionally, plant system drawings
were reviewed to identify any other potential drain down paths that might have been
overlooked. Engineers responsible for this review had performed a thorough
assessment to identify all vulnerabilities and analyze the potential impact on the ability of
the SDC system and the ECCS to perform their design functions.

Once susceptibilities to the common-cause failure described in GL 98-02 were identified,
the licensee initiated Plant Manager Action Items (PMAls) for Operations, Training, and
Procedures to review the engineering assessment. This review was conducted to verify
that adequate training and procedures existed to preclude inadvertent manipulation of
valves during operation in Mode 4 which could create the ECCS and SDC system
problems described above. The inspector also completed a more detailed review of the
licensee's response for Unit 1 during the SL1-16 Refueling Outage when the SDC
system was placed in operation. Plant operating and administrative procedures were
found to provide adequate controls to preclude inadvertent manipulations of valves
associated with the drain down paths identified. The inspector reviewed operator lesson
plan 0802208, Outage Tasks and Outage Related Events, as part of verifying
implementation of PMAI corrective actions. This lesson plan was revised to include a
review of GL 98-02 and the drain down flow paths that engineering identified for each
unit. Using the revised lesson plan, adequate training was then provided to the
operators to understand the susceptible flow paths, and the administrative and
operational controls in place to minimize the potential for human factor contributors to the
initiation of a drain down event.

Conclusions

The licensee's assessment in response to Generic Letter 98-02 identified potential drain
down paths where flow could be redirected from the shutdown cooling system.
Engineers performed a thorough assessment to identify all vulnerabilities and analyze
the potential impact on the ability of the shutdown cooling system and the emergency
core cooling system to perform their design functions. Corrective actions have been
implemented which provide adequate administrative controls, procedures, and training to
preclude inadvertent manipulation of valves associated with the potential draindown
paths.

IV Plant Su ort

P1

P1.1

Conduct of Emergency Preparedness (EP) Activities

Review of EP Pro ram

Using Inspection Procedure 82701, Operational Status of the Emergency Preparedness
Program, the inspector reviewed the EP program to determine whether the licensee's
emergency response capability was maintained in a state of operational readiness.
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Additionally, the inspectors assessed whether changes to the program since the last
such inspection met commitments, NRC requirements, or adversely affected the

,

licensee's overall state of preparedness.

Observations and Findin s
U

The inspector reviewed the current revision to the Emergency Plan, Revision 36, and
determined that the changes did not decrease the effectiveness of the Plan. The
revision was submitted to the NRC within 30 days of the effective date in accordance
with regulatory requirements. The inspector verified that the Emergency Plan and/or
Emergency Plan Implementing Procedures (EPIPs) in the Control Room, Emergency
Operations Facility (EOF), Technical Support Center (TSC), and Operational Support
Center (OSC) were the latest revisions. While reviewing the EPIPs, the inspector noted
minor formatting and editorial errors. The licensee initiated procedure changes to correct
the errors.

The inspector toured the EOF, TSC and OSC and operationally tested communications
equipment, data retrieval systems, and inventoried emergency supply cabinets. All
telephones and fax machines tested satisfactorily. Both the EOF and TSC were
equipped with Emergency Response Data Acquisition Display System (ERDADS)
terminals and dose assessment computers. The inspector operationally tested ERDADS
and observed that the video display resolution was poor and that the data displayed was
difficultto read. The licensee acknowledged the inspector's observation. However, the
inspector noted that the licensee used status poster boards to track vital plant
parameters, equipment status, and sequences of events when the EOF and TSC were
operational.

Emergency supply cabinets in the OSC and TSC contained the required inventory of
materials. *Additionally, based on the review of 1999 records, the inspector determined
that facility, communication, and equipment surveillances for the TSC, OSC, and EOF
were performed in accordance with procedures.

The licensee performed bi-weekly silent tests and an annual full activation of the Prompt
Notification System (PNS). The licensee had updated the PNS to permit computer
based monitoring and testing. The inspector interviewed two technicians responsible for
the testing and maintenance of the sirens and noted an apparent inconsistency. The
technicians stated that the sirens were tested at 22,000 hertz (above the normal hearing
range) and the Technical Documentation stated that the sirens were tested at 1200
hertz, (well within the auditable hearing range). The licensee initiated a Condition Report
to determine the actual siren frequency during the bi-weekly testing. The siren-system
quarterly performance data for the last 26 bi-weekly silent tests indicated an overall
system operability of 99.96 percent, exceeding the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) acceptance criterion of 90 percent.

The EP program had two changes in organization and management control since the
last inspection: (1)The Emergency Preparedness Department was transferred from the
Training Manager to the Security Supervisor. The Security Supervisor's title was
changed to Protection Services Manager; and (2) A new Supervisor was assigned to
Emergency Preparedness. The inspector did not identify any performance issues with
the EP program as a result of these transitions.
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The licensee continued to maintain Emergency Response Organization (ERO) training in
accordance with Section 7, Maintaining Emergency Preparedness, of the Emergency
Plan, and EPIP 12, Maintaining Emergency Preparedness - Radiological Emergency
Plan Training. The inspector reviewed four lesson plans and the associated
examinations. The lesson plans were well-organized and the subject matter content was
appropriate for the position being taught. The examinations were well-written and
adequately challenging for the position. The inspector randomly sampled the training
records of approximately ten ERO members and verified that they had received the
required training for their position as specified in EPIP-12 and that their training was
current. Additionally, the licensee conducted quarterly drills in addition to an annual
exercise which provided for satisfactory training and annual participation by key ERO
personnel.

The inspector reviewed the Emergency Preparedness Functional Area Audit, QSL-EP-
99-03. The audit was thorough in addressing the areas required in 10 CFR 50.54(t).
The audit identified one strength, two weaknesses, and two opportunities for
improvements. The identified issues were placed in the licensee's corrective action
program.

Conclusions

The licensee's emergency preparedness program and response capabilities were
maintained in a state of operational readiness. Additionally, changes to the EP program
met commitments, NRC requirements, and did not affect the licensee's overall state of
preparedness.

Radiological Protection and Chemistry Controls

Conduct of Radiolo ical Protection and Chemist Controls

Radiological controls associated with radioactive effluent processing and release, solid
radioactive waste processing/storage, and radioactive material storage areas were
reviewed. During tours of radiologically controlled areas (RCA), the inspectors evaluated
general housekeeping, radiological monitoring, postings, and physical controls for high
radiation areas (HRAs) and locked-high radiation areas (LHRAs) associated with
radioactive effluent, material, and solid waste processing and storage.

Procedural guidance and established radiological controls were compared against
applicable sections of the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), Technical
Specifications (TS), and 10 CFR Part 20 and Part 50 requirements.

a

Observations and Findin s

Radiological housekeeping practices and surface contamination levels within the
auxiliary building and radioactive waste/material processing and storage areas were
acceptable, with RCA unrestricted areas maintained radiologically clean and uncluttered.
Area postings and container labels were maintained in accordance with the associated
access controls or radiological conditions. High and locked-high radiation areas were
controlled appropriately.
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Doses for occupational workers involved in radioactive waste processing and effluent
release activities were within regulatory requirements. As of November 4, 1999,
occupational doses resulting from worker exposure to external and internal radioactive
sources were small fractions of regulatory limits. The maximum 1999 year-to-date
(99YTD) worker total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) was 1197 millirem (mrem). For
personnel contamination events (PCE) recorded and evaluated by the licensee, resultant
dose estimates were small fractions of administrative and 'regulatory limits.

The inspectors toured and reviewed controls for onsite equipment decontamination, solid
radioactive waste processing and storage, effluent processing facilities. No concerns
were identified for the dry active waste (DAW) processing conducted in the Unit 1 (U1)
drumming room, equipment decontamination activities in the Unit 2 cask wash area, and
storage of elevated dose rate materials in a shielded cask located in the U1 cask wash
area. The licensee was effectively processing and disposing of solid radioactive waste
generated. As of November 4, 1999, approximately 6050 cubic feet (ft') of radioactive
waste was stored onsite. The material included 610 ft'fresins, 140 ft'ffilters, 600

ft'f

metals, and 4400 ft'fdry active waste (DAW).

Conclusions

Radiological controls and monitoring for low-level radioactive waste processing/storage
areas and effluent processing activities were implemented effectively and maintained in
accordance with UFSAR, TS, and 10 CFR Part 20 requirements. Occupational worker
doses were within administrative and regulatory limits. The onsite storage and disposal
of solid radioactive waste was managed effectively.

Radioactive Effluent Processin Anal sis and Release

Licensee activities for a November 3,1999 Waste Monitor Tank liquid effluent release
were evaluated through direct observation and evaluation of pre-release sampling,
quantitative radionuclide analyses, release processing, and system valve'lineups
conducted by chemistry technicians and operations personnel. Equipment operability,
procedural adequacy, and staff proficiency were evaluated. Offsite dose projections for
1999 year-to-date (YTD) effluent releases were reviewed.

License program guidance, actions, and results were evaluated against applicable
sections of 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50, TS, Offsite Dose Calculation
Manual (ODCM), and approved procedural requirements.

Observations and Findin s

Chemistry technicians demonstrated appropriate knowledge of procedural requirements
and proficiency in completing assigned tasks. Technicians conducting pre-release
sampling and radionuclide analyses were knowledgeable of equipment and procedures.
The inspectors veriTied that two equipment operability concerns identified, a marginal
source check response for liquid waste discharge monitor (R-6627) and a low release
pressure for the 1A waste monitor pump, did not affect the results of the effluent release.
Licensee representatives issued condition reports 99-2211 and 99-2228 to track and
resolve the identified equipment and procedural issues.
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For 1999, radionuclide concentrations and resultant offsite doses from effluent releases
were small fractions of 10 CFR Part 20, ODCM and 49CFR 190 limits. Further, the
projected doses were small fractions of the radioactive effluent design objectives
specified in Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50.

Conclusions

Licensee staff demonstrated appropriate knowledge of procedures and proficiency in
completing a Waste Monitor Tank liquid effluent release. Overall, the liquid effluent
release was implemented effectively. For 1999, effluent radionuclide concentrations and
resultant projected offsite doses to members of the public were within regulatory limits
and design objectives.

Radioactive Waste and Material Trans ortation Activities

Ins ection Sco e (86750)

Radiation protection (RP) program activities associated with characterization, packaging,
and transportation of radioactive waste for subsequent burial were reviewed. For
selected shipments made between June 1, through November 1, 1999, implementing
procedures, quality control (QC) records, and shipping paper and supporting
documentation were reviewed and evaluated for accuracy and completeness.

Program guidance and implementation were evaluated against 10 CFR Parts 20, 61, and
71, and Department of Transportation (DOT) 49 CFR Parts 170-189 regulations.

Observations and Findin s

Licensee procedural guidance met applicable regulatory requirements. The 10 CFR
Part 61 radionuclide analyses met or exceeded guidance specified in the Final Waste
ClassiTication and Waste Form Technical Position Paper dated May 1983. For the
radioactive waste shipments reviewed, documentation was accurate and complete.

Conclusions

Processing, packaging, and shipment of radioactive waste for disposal met 10 CFR
Parts 20, 61, and 71, and 49 CFR Parts 170-189 requirements.

Status of Radiation Protection and Chemistry Equipment

Radioactive Environmental Monitorin Pro ram Instrumentation and Sam le Collection

Ins ection Sco e (84750)

The inspector accompanied a contractor field technician during collection of selected
Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program (REMP) samples specified in the
ODCM. Particulate and iodine airborne sampling equipment operability and distribution
of thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD) at specific ODCM sample locations were
evaluated and reviewed. Procedural adequacy, equipment location and operability, and
contractor staff proficiency were evaluated during observations of particulate filter,
charcoal cartridge, and surface water sample collections.
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Equipment location and sampling procedures were evaluated against applicable sections
of the UFSAR, ODCM, and approved procedures.

Observations and Findin s

Airborne sampling equipment for particulate and iodine radionuclides was installed
appropriately, operational, and flow calibrations were maintained in accordance with
approved procedures. Housekeeping within airborne sampling equipment sheds was
acceptable, particulate filters were maintained clean prior to change-out, charcoal
cartridges had not exceeded their expiration dates, and current procedure guidance was
implemented.

Conclusions

The radiological environmental monitoring program for sampling airborne and surface
water radionuclides, and for monitoring direct radiation was implemented in accordance
with the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual specifications.

R3

R3.1

Radiological Protection and Chemistry Documents

Radiolo ical Effluent and Environmental Monitorin Re orts

The inspector reviewed and discussed the 1998 Radioactive Effluent Release Report
and the 1998 Annual Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program Report submitted
in accordance with TS 6.9.1.7 and 6.9.1.8, respectively.

Observations and Findin s

For 1998, liquid and gaseous effluent radionuclide concentrations were significantly less
than 10 CFR Part 20 limits, and projected doses were significantly below ODCM limits
and design objectives listed in Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50. The ENuent Report did not
identify significant changes to radioactive waste treatment systems, new dose calculation
locations as a result of the land-use census, or eNuent monitors as out-of-service for
more than 30 days.

The Radiological Environmental Monitoring Report did not identify any long-term
increasing trends in radionuclide concentrations for media sampled with the majoiity of
results reported as less than the specified lower limit of detection. The interlaboratory
comparison program was implemented effectively and results were acceptable.

Conclusions

The 1998 Annual Effluent Release Report and Annual Radiological Environmental
Monitoring Report were submitted in accordance with TS and documented results
demonstrated gaseous and liquid eNuent processing and subsequent releases met
established regulatory limits and did not significantly impact the surrounding environs.
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Quality Assurance in Radiation Protection and Chemistry Activities

Radiation Protection and Chemist Condition Re orts

The inspectors reviewed details and status of ten Condition Reports (CR) documented
for radioactive solid waste processing/storage, effluent processing and release,
transportation, and chemistry program activities. The reviewed condition reports
documented issues identified during selected Quality Assurance Audits conducted
between June 1998 and June 1999.

Identified issues and licensee actions were evaluated against TS, and 10 CFR Parts 20
and 50.

b. Observations and Findin s

Licensee actions for issues identified in the reviewed CRs were prioritized, tracked and
dispositioned appropriately. Completed actions were technically correct, appropriate and
completed in a timely manner.

Conclusions

R7:2

Licensee actions for radiation protection condition report issues associated with
radioactive waste and effluent processing and releases, chemistry, and transportation
were appropriate and completed in a timely manner.

Effluent Release ualit Control QC Activities (84750, 86750)

a The inspectors reviewed implementation of the effluent monitoring program Quality
Control (QC) activities to meet the intent of Regulatory Guide (RG) 4.15, Revision 1,
February 1978. Reviewed activities included laboratory methods for liquid and airborne
sample preparation and processing, Lower Limit of Detection (LLD) capabilities for
gaseous effluent measurements, and implementation and results for selected counting
room analytical radionuclide measurement system QC performance activities.

b. Observations and Findin s

The counting room instrumentation QC program was implemented in accordance with
approved procedures. No significant concerns nor negative trends were identified for the
gamma spectroscopy and liquid scintillation counting systems'C performance data.
Reviews of sampling and analysis times for selected gaseous effluent purge release
permit samples verified that LLDs specified in the ODCM were met.

Conclusions

Counting-room Quality, Control activities were implemented appropriately and verified the
accuracy of radionuclide analytical measurement instrumentation.
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S1 Conduct of Security Activities

S1.1 Central and Seconda Alarm Stations (71750)

Inspectors routinely monitored security personnel staffing and activities in the Central ~

Alarm Station (CAS) and Secondary Alarm Station (SAS). Security supervisors
responsible for manning CAS and SAS were alert and extremely attentive to their duties.
They were consistently aware and very knowledgeable of security equipment and
system status, especially any degraded conditions that warranted compensatory
measures. Their command and control of security guards on patrol, and their close knit
cooperation between the CAS and SAS, were exemplary. Almost continuous oversight
of CAS/SAS activities on dayshift was provided by a Security management
representative.

V. Mana ement Meetin s and Other Areas

X1 Exit Meeting Summary

The inspectors presented the inspection results to members of licensee management at
the conclusion of the inspection on November 16, 1999. An interim exit meeting was
held on November 5, 1999 to discuss the findings of Region based inspections. The
licensee acknowledged the findings presented.

The inspectors asked the licensee whether any materials examined during the inspection
should be considered proprietary. No proprietary information was identified.

PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee

C. Bible, Site Engineering Manager
G. Bird, Protection Services Manager
W. Bladow, Maintenance Manager
R. De La Espriella, Site Quality Manager
W. Guldemond, Operations Manager
C. Ladd, Operations Supervisor
A. Stall, St. Lucie Plant Vice President
E. Weinkam, Licensing Manager
R. West, St. Lucie Plant General Manager

Other licensee employees contacted included office, operations, engineering, maintenance,
chemistry/radiation, and corporate personnel.

INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED

IP 37551:
IP 40500:

IP 61726:
IP 62707:

Onsite Engineering
Effectiveness of Licensee Controls in Identifying, Resolving, and Preventing
Problems
Surveillance Observations
Maintenance Observations
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IP 71707 Plant Operations
IP 71750: Plant Support Activities
IP 82701: Operational Status of the Emergency Preparedness Program
IP 83750 Occupational Radiation Exposure
IP 84750: Radioactive Waste Treatment, and Effluent and Environmental Monitoring
IP 86750: Solid Radioactive Waste Management and Transportation of Radioactive

Materials
IP 92700: Onsite Followup of Written Reports of Nonroutine Events at Power Reactor

Facilities
IP 92902: Followup - Maintenance
IP 93702: Prompt Onsite Response to Events at Operating Power Reactors
Tl 2515/142: Draindown During Shutdown and Common-Mode Failure (NRC Generic Letter

98-02)

ITEMS OPENED AND CLOSED

~Oened

50-335/1999-07-02 NCV Failure To Maintain Minimum Required SDCS Flow During
Draindown to Midloop (Section 01.3)

50-335/1999-07-01 NCV Violation of Equipment Clearance Order Boundary (Section 01.2)

50-389/1 999-07-03 NCV

Closed

Inadequate Corrective Action To Prevent Working Outside
Authorized Work Order Scope (Section M4.2)

50-335/1999-07-01 NCV Violation of Equipment Clearance Order Boundary (Section 01.2)

50-335/1999-07-02 NCV Failure To Maintain Minimum Required SDCS Flow During
Draindown to Midloop (Section 01.3)

50-389/1 999-07-03 NCV Inadequate Corrective Action To Prevent Working Outside
Authorized Work Order Scope (Section M4.2)

50-335/1999-04-00 LER Main Steam Safety Valves Surveillance Outside Technical
Specification Requirements (Section 08.1)
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EA 99-251
November 1, 1999

Florida Power and Light Company
ATTN: Mr. T. F. Plunkett

President - Nuclear Division
P. O. Box 14000
Juno Beach, FL 33408-0420

SUBJECT: NRC INTEGRATED INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 50-335/99-06, 50-389/99-06

Dear Mr. Plunkett:

On October 2, 1999, the NRC completed an inspection at the St. Lucie 1 and 2 reactor facilities.
The enclosed report presents the results of that inspection.

During the inspection period, your conduct of activities at the St'. Lucie facilitywas generally
characterized by safety conscious operations, strong implementation of inservice testing
activities, and good coordination between different licensee work groups..

Based on the results of this inspection, the NRC has determined that three violations of NRC
requirements occurred. These violations are being treated as non-cited violations (NCV),
consistent with Appendix C of the Enforcement Policy. The NCVs are described in the subject
inspection report. Ifyou contest the violations or severity level of these NCVs, you should,
provide a response within 30 days of the date of this inspection report, with the basis for your
denial, to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington DC
20555-0001, with copies to the Regional Administrator, Region II, the Resident Inspector at your
facility, and the Director, Office of Enforcement, United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington DC 20555-0001.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter and its
enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room (PDR).

Sincerely,

( Original signed by L. Wert )

Leonard D. Wert, Chief
Reactor Projects Branch 3
Division of Reactor Projects

Docket Nos. 50-335, 50-389
License Nos. DPR-67, NPF-16

Enclosure: Inspection Report Nos. 50-335/99-06, 50-389/99-06

cc w/encl: (See page 2)

pQ-o c. ic-
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J. A. Stall
Vice President
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
6351 South Ocean Drive
Jensen Beach, FL 34957

Douglas Anderson
County Administrator
St. Lucie County
2300 Virginia Avenue
Ft. Pierce, FL 34982

R. G. West
Plant General Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
Electronic Mail Distribution

. E. J. Weinkam
Licensing Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
Electronic Mail Distribution

John Gianfrancesco, Manager
Administrative Support 8.Special Projects
Florida Power 8 Light Company
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Mark Dryden
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION II

Docket Nos: 50-335, 50-389
License Nos: DPR-67, NPF-16

Report Nos: 50-335/99-06, 50-389/99-06

Licensee: Florida Power 8 Light Co.

Facility: St. Lucie Nuclear Plant, Units 1 8 2

Location: 6351 South Ocean Drive
Jensen Beach, FL 34957

Dates: 'August 22 - October 2, 1999

Inspectors: T. Ross, Senior Resident Inspector
D. Lanyi, Resident Inspector
G. Warnick, Resident Inspector
B. Crowley, Regional Inspector (Section M1.5, M1.6)
W. Gleaves, NRR Project Manager (Section E4.1)
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R. Reyes, Resident Inspector, Turkey Point (Section M1.1)
J. Zeiler, Senior Resident Inspector, Vogtle (Sections 01.3 and

M1.2)

Approved by: L. Wert, Chief
Reactor Projects Branch 3
Division of Reactor Projects
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

,St. Lucie Nuclear Plant, Units 1 8 2
NRC Inspection Report 50-335/99-06, 50-389/99-06

This integrated inspection included aspects of licensee operations, engineering, maintenance,
and-plant support. The report covers a 6-week period of resident inspection; in addition, it
includes the results of inspections by resident inspectors from other sites, a regional radiation
specialist, an NRR project manager, and regional inservice inspection specialist.

~os rations

~ Operations performed well during several signiTicant operating evolutions. Operators
conducted these evolutions following procedures in a methodical and well controlled
manner. Conservative decision making and close control of plant conditions was
demonstrated. Good communications, command and control, and peer checking were
consistently used by Operations personnel. Complications that occurred during the
evolutions were handled properly. Operations management oversight and supervisory
command of the evolutions was evident at all times. (Section 01.2).

Refueling activities observed were performed well and in accordance with procedural
requirements. Minor grid/rod damage to a new fuel assembly occurred during movement
from the new fuel storage rack to the spent fuel pool that necessitated offsite repairs.
A thorough root cause analysis of the event was performed and appropriate corrective
actions were implemented. Reactor core reload verification activities accurately

'onfirmedthe intended fuel load for Cycle 16. (Section 01.3).

Maintenance

Overall, contractor and licensee personnel were proficient during refueling outage
maintenance on the 18 emergency diesel generator. Procedures were present at the
work location and provided sufficient detail and guidance for the assigned work. A non-
cited violation was identified when contractor personnel failed to follow maintenance
procedures during leakage testing of the engine power assembly valves. (Section M1.2).

Contractor personnel were knowledgeable with their freeze seal equipment and its
operation, but were not familiar.with licensee procedures or maintenance practices.
Consequently, they did not adhere to several procedural requirements. A non-cited
violation was identified. (Section M1.3).

Inservice Inspection activities were being performed in accordance with requirements
with strong licensee direction and oversight of contract personnel. Overall, the licensee's
inservice inspection program was considered to be a strength. (Section M1.5).

Enrntneerinq

Extensive fuel sipping, inspection, and testing efforts were completed to identify the
source of minor Unit 1 fuel leakage. Responsible licensee and contractor personnel
were knowledgeable and performed their activities in accordance with applicable
procedures. Close coordination was evident among the refueling team, Reactor
Engineering, and the fuel sipping team. Alleffected fuel assemblies were either-
discharged or repaired. The root cause analysis was thorough, detailed and
comprehensive. Long-term actions were proposed to improve future fuel performance.
(Section E1.1).



Amendment 12 to the St. Lucie, Unit 2, Updated Final Safety Analysis met the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.71 and 10 CFR 50.59, including the timeliness requirements
for submission of this amendment to the NRC (Section E4.1).

Radiological controls were maintained and implemented in accordance with the Updated
Final Safety Analysis Report, Technical Specifications, license conditions, and
10 CFR Part 20 requirements. Occupational worker doses were within administrative
and regulatory limits (Section R1.1).

As Low As Reasonably Achievable. program activities and initiatives for the Unit 1

refueling outage were conducted in accordance with approved procedures and were
effective in reducing dose expenditures. The 1999 year-to-date dose expenditures met
the reduced cumulative year-to-date exposure budget targets for the site and Unit 1

refueling outage activities (Section R1.2).



Re ort Details

'Summa of Plant Status

Unit 1 operated at full power until August 23 when a manual reactor trip was initiated by
Operations personnel in response to increasing condenser back pressure. The unit was
restarted on August 26 following repairs to a failed gland seal steam pressure regulator. Full
power was reestablished on August 31. The unit remained at full power until September 12,
when power was reduced to 68 percent for main steam safety valve testing. On September 13,
Unit 1 was shutdown to begin the SL1-,16 refueling outage. This outage continued for the
remainder of the report period.

Unit 2 operated at full power until September 14, when power was reduced to 33 percent due to
the expected approach of Hurricane Floyd. After the threat of Hurricane Floyd had passed, unit
power was slowly increased and restored to essentially 100 percent by the end of
September 15. The unit remained at full power for the rest of the report period.

01 Conduct of Operations

01.1 General Comments (71707)

Using Inspection Procedure 71707, the inspectors conducted frequent reviews of
ongoing plant operations. In general, the conduct of operations was professional and
safety-conscious; specific events and noteworthy observations are detailed in the
sections below.

01.2 Si nificant 0 eratin Evolutions

During the inspection period the inspectors witnessed a number of important operating
evolutions, as follows:

Unit 1 manual reactor trip
Unit 1 restart and power escalation after the trip
Unit 1 shutdown for SL1-16
Unit 2 downpower to 33 percent due to Hurricane Floyd
Unit 1 cooldown and transition to the Shutdown Cooling System

The inspectors directly observed control room activities and plant parameters during the
conduct of significant aspects of these evolutions. The inspectors also interviewed
responsible Operations personnel and reviewed applicable documentation.

b. Observations and Findin s

On August 23, reactor operators manually tripped Unit 1 in accordance with off-normal
procedure (ONP) 1-0610031, Loss of Condenser Vacuum. An inspector responded
immediately to the control room and observed the implementation of emergency
operating procedures EOP-01, Standard Post Trip Actions, and EOP-02, Reactor Trip
Recovery. Operators performed the required actions of these procedures in a
methodical and well controlled manner. Plant conditions were stabilized and all
equipment operated as expected except for'two non-safety related problems. Power



from the auxiliary transformer to the 1A1 6.9 Kilovoltbus did not automatically transfer,
, resulting in a loss of power for the 1A main feedwater (MFW) pump, and the 1A1 and
1B2 reactor coolant pumps. 'ondensate recirculation valve (FCV-12-1) failed to open.
These complications were properly handled by the operators. Strong command and
control and clear communications were observed throughout the event. Section 08.2 of
this report also addresses the trip. The bus transfer problem was attributed to a loose
connection in the transfer circuitry. The licensee corrected the loose connection and
recirculation valve problems.

On August 26, 1999, the inspectors verified restart readiness by reviewing completion of
the official signoff copies of Administrative Procedure AP-0010728, Unit Restart
Readiness, General Operating Procedure 1-GOP-302, Reactor Plant Heatup - Mode 3 to
Mode 2, and'1-GOP-201, Reactor Plant Startup - Mode 2 to Mode 1. The inspectors
also verified proper implementation of selected prerequisites and precautions contained
in these procedures; attended a comprehensive pre-evolution brief for restart; and
observed a well controlled and orderly approach to criticality. During reactor startup,
operators were very attentive to plant parameters, consistently used peer checking and
three part communications, and followed their procedures closely. Operations
management oversight and supervisory command of the evolution was evident at all
times. Additional operator staffing and reactor engineering support was also provided
throughout the startup. Full power operation was not achieved until August 31 due to
several secondary system equipment problems which caused delays. Overall,
Operations personnel performed very well. Section 04.1 of this report addresses one
minor exception. Conservative decision making and close control of plant conditions
was demonstrated by Operations during the entire startup and power escalation
evolution.

On September 13, 1999, the inspectors observed the shutdown of Unit 1 for the SL1-16
refueling outage. Evolutions observed included portions of the turbine downpower,
reactor trip, and reactor trip recovery. Following the unit trip, operators followed
procedures to successfully implement post trip actions and perform the trip recovery for
plant stabilization. All safety related equipment performed as designed following the
reactor trip. Three minor equipment problems associated with non-safety related
components occurred and were documented on a condition report.,

On September 14, the licensee declared an Unusual Event for a hurricane warning in
accordance with the Emergency Plan. Unit 2 commenced a downpower in advance of
Hurricane Floyd so that the unit could be promptly taken off-line ifthe approaching
hurricane posed a threat to the site. Operations personnel ramped down Unit 2 from 100
percent to 33 percent power using appropriate procedures. Management directed
Operations to maintain power at 33 percent as periodic updates received from the
National Hurricane Center were evaluated for potential risk to the licensee controlled
area. Hurricane Floyd proceeded north of the plant without posing a reasonable threat,
consequently the unit was returned to full power, reaching 100 percent late on
September 15. Inspectors observed major portions of the evolutions taking place on
September 13 and 14. Overall, the performance of the operators during the Unit 1

shutdown and the Unit 2 downpower was professional and safety conscious.

During September 14 through 16, 1999, the inspectors observed Operations cool down
the reactor coolant system (RCS) from Mode 3 to Mode 5 in accordance with Normal
Operating Procedure (NOP) 1-0030127, Reactor Plant Cooldown - Hot Standby To Cold





Shutdown. During this cooldown, the inspectors paid particular attention to the alignment
and initiation of the shutdown cooling system (SDCS) which was accomplished in
accordance with the newly issued 1-NOP-03.05, Shutdown Cooling. The normal
Operations outage crew was augmented by a special group of operators from Planning
and Coordination. This group was dedicated to the preparation and establishment of
'shutdown cooling operations (see also report Section 01.4). Overall, the RCS
cooldown, including SDCS operation, were conducted without any significant equipment
or human performance problems. Cold shutdown conditions were established in a safe
and deliberate manner consistent with procedural and TS requirements.

Conclusions

Operations performed well during several significant operating evolutions. Operators
conducted these evolutions following procedures in a methodical and well controlled .

manner. Conservative decision making and close control of plant conditions was
demonstrated. Good communications, command and control and peer checking were
consistently used by Operations personnel. Complications that occurred during the
evolutions were handled properly. Operations management oversight and supervisory
command of the evolutions was evident at all times.

Unit 1 Refuelin Activities

The inspectors observed portions of the major activities associated with Unit 1 refueling,
such as movement of new fuel to the spent fuel pool (SFP), reactor vessel dis'assembly,
control element assembly unlatching, fuel shuffle, and reactor core verification. The
inspectors also reviewed the circumstances surrounding a damaged new fuel assembly,
including the root cause analysis and engineering disposition.

Observations and Findin s

All activities observed were performed in accordance with procedural requirements.
Consistent use of three part communications to ensure accuracy during the refueling
procedure implementation was-observed. Appropriate supervisory oversight was evident
during all fuel movements. Refueling activities were successfully completed without any
significant problems.

On September 1, 1999, a new fuel assembly received localized damage (crimped
support grid and several bowed rods) during movement from the new fuel storage (NFS)
area to the SFP. As the assembly was being lifted from its NFS rack, a foreign material
exclusion (FME) cover became wedged between the assembly and rack, causing
damage. These FME covers were normally placed on top of each new fuel assembly,
and were removed before an assembly could be lifted from the rack. However, for
unknown reasons, one of these FME covers had somehow become lodged in the
assembly. Whentheassemblywas raised, localized damage occurred. Health physics
and reactor engineering personnel immediately verified that fuel rod integrity was
maintained. The damaged assembly was subsequently returned'to the fuel
manufacturer for repairs.



Inspectors interviewed the personnel involved and performed detailed walkdowns of the
NFS area to fully understand the circumstances surrounding the incident. The
inspectors also closely examined the damaged fuel assembly and FME cover to assess
the extent and condition of damage. The root cause analysis conducted by the licensee
was thorough, and consistent with observations and conclusions made by the inspectors.
Licensee immediate and longterm corrective actions were also reviewed and considered
appropriate.

An inspector also reviewed core reload verification activities immediately following the
completion of core loading. This review included a review of portions of the reactor
engineering core verification tape. Both reactor engineering and quality control

*

personnel independently determined that all assemblies and assembly inserts were
loaded in their designated core reload location per the reshuNe plan. Based on review
of the verification tape and associated core reload documentation, the inspector

"

determined that the licensee reloaded the core in accordance with their official reactor
core map.

Conclusions

01.4

Refueling activities observed were performed well and in accordance with procedural
requirements. — Minor grid/rod damage to a new fuel assembly occurred during movement
from the new fuel storage rack to the spent fuel pool that necessitated offsite repairs.
A thorough root cause analysis of the event was performed and appropriate corrective
actions were implemented. Reactor core reload ve'rification activities accurately
confirmed the intended fuel load for Cycle 16.

Unit 1 Reduced Invento and Mid-loo 0 erations and Reactor Coolant S stem Refill
(71707)

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's preparations for entering Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) reduced inventory and mid-loop conditions, and verified that they met all
the recommendations of Generic Letter 88-17. Additionally, the inspectors observed the
entry into reduced inventory and mid-loop conditions, focusing on the controls in place to
maintain adequate core cooling during this time period. The actual RCS drain down, and
subsequent refill, were accomplished by a special Planning and Coordination group from

,Operations. This group of senior reactor operators and reactor operators were
'edicated to support tlie normal operating crew by taking responsibility, for conducting

certain critical evolutions, such as reduced inventory, midloop, and refill. They were able
to focus completely on preparing for and implementing the more critically risk sensitive

'lantevolutions without being distracted by outage activities. This also enabled the
regular operating crew to direct their attentions to handling other outage demands.

The Planning and Coordination group did an excellent job controlling RCS drain down
and refill. They integrated well with the regular operating crew and accomplished
reduced inventory and midloop operations without incident. All procedural

requirements'or

entry into mid-loop were met and all administrative controls were in place prior to
beginning the evolution. Supervisory command and control, and operator attentiveness,
were very apparent during all RCS level changes.



- Operational Status of Facilities and Equipment

02.1 General Plant Tours (71707)

Frequent plant tours were conducted by the inspectors to examine the physical condition
of plant equipment and to verify that safety systems were properly maintained and
aligned. Overall material condition was good. Several, minor equipment and
housekeeping problems were identified and referred to the licensee for resolution. The
licensee either immediately corrected these items or placed them in their corrective
action program for resolution.

02.2 S stem Walkdowns (71707)

The inspectors used Inspection Procedure 71707 to walk down accessible portions of
the following systems:

Unit 1 Hydrogen Analyzer/Recombiner
Unit 1 Auxiliary Building Ventilation
Unit 1 and Unit 2 Seismic Monitoring
Unit 1 Safety Injection Tanks
Unit 2 Condensate Storage Tank

Equipment operability, material condition, and housekeeping were acceptable in all
cases. Several minor discrepancies were brought to the licensee's attention and were
corrected or placed into their corrective action program. The inspectors identified no
substantive concerns as a result of these walkdowns.

Operator Knowledge and Performance04

04.1 Inadvertent Cooldown Due to Placin Blowdown in Service (71707 and 93702)

On August 24, Unit 1 was in Mode 3 with only two reactor coolant pumps operating due
to the loss of the 6900 volt 1A1 bus (see 01.2). Some work had just been completed on
the steam generator blowdown system. Chemistry requested that Operations restore
blowdown at as high a rate as possible. Operations returned the system to service in
accordance with procedure OP 0-0830021, Blowdown System Operation, and increased
blowdown flow to approximately 110 gallons per minute per side. The additional heat
removal caused by the increased blowdown coupled with the reduced heat input due to
the two reactor coolant pumps being secured caused the'ressurizer level to shrink 2 to
3 percent. The 8 charging pump automatically started on low pressurizer level.
Operators properly reduced blowdown to 50 gallons per minute which terminated the
cooldown.

The inspector discussed the incident with several operators and Operations
management. The inspector determined that many of the operators and most
management personnel had been aware of the potential for a cooldown to occur with the
two reactor coolant pumps secured. An NRC inspector had heard the Operations
Supervisor remind some shift personnel of the potential problem the day before.
However, the information had not been adequately promulgated to all of the operating
crew members. The inspector discussed this incident with Operations management.
Condition Report 99-1967 was written to address the issues. At the end of the report



and other secondary system equipment problems that occurred after the trip. Proposed
long-term corrective actions appeared appropriate, and generic implications for Unit 2
were addressed. This LER is considered closed.

II. Maintenance

Conduct of Maintenance

M1.1 Maintenance and Surveillance Observations

6 62 6 2

The resident inspectors. observed all or portions of the following maintenance and
surveillance activities, including Work Orders (WO), Operating Procedures (OP), Normal
Operating Procedures (NOP), I&C Procedures (ICP), and Maintenance Procedures
(M/MSP):

~ 1-NOP-02.22
~ WO 99014347
~ OP 1-0700050

. ~ ICP 1-1400052

~ WO 99017465
~ WO 99015263
~ WO 99014524
~ WO 99015395
~ 1-MSP-08.07
~ 1-M-0015
~ OP 1-0410025

~ WO 99017682
~ WO 99000480
~ WO 99010103

~ OP 2-2200050B
~ OP.1-2200050A
~ WO 98016172
~ OP 0-1630026

Boric Acid Batching and Transferring
Safety Injection Tank Level And Pressure Functional Test
Auxiliary Feedwater Periodic Test
Engineered Safeguards Actuation Signal - Channel Functional
Test
Unit 2 Thermal Margin Low Pressure Troubleshooting
Unit 2 Pressure Controller for Atmospheric Steam Dump Valve
Unit 2 Engineering Safeguards Monthly Test
Unit 2 Linear Power Range Calibration
Main Steam Safety Valve Setpoint Surveillance
Reactor Vessel Maintenance - Sequence of Operations
Stroke Testing of the Safety Injection Tank Discharge and Safety
Injection Loop Check Valves
Trip Circuit Breakers 2 and 6 Spurious Opening
Auxiliary Feedwater Piping Support Modifications
Calibration of 2B Component Cooling Water Temperature
Controller
2B EDG Periodic Test
1A EDG Periodic Tests
Snubber Functional Testing
Inspection, Reconstitution, and Replacement of Fuel or Fuel
Related Components

b. Observations Findin s and Conclusions

All observed maintenance work activities and surveillance testing were performed in
accordance with work instructions, procedures, and applicable clearance controls.
Safety-related maintenance and surveillance testing evolutions were properly planned
and executed. Licensee personnel demonstrated knowledge of administrative and
radiological controls. Surveillance tests of safety-related equipment were consistently
performed in a deliberate manner in close communication with the main control room.
Overall, operators, technicians, and journeymen were observed to be knowledgeable,
experienced, and trained for the tasks performed.



Additional maintenance and surveillance activities are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

Emer enc Diesel Generator 1B Preventive Maintenance

(627D7)

The inspector observed portions of preventive maintenance on the 1B emergency diesel
generator (EDG) performed by the licensee under WOs 99001273, 99005883, and
98023528. The maintenance scope included the majority of the 18-month, and portions
of the 36-month, 72-month, and 12-year vendor recommended and approved preventive
maintenance on the mechanical and electrical components of the EDGs.

Observ'ations and Findin s

The inspector determined that contractor and licensee personnel were sufficiently skilled
to perform the assigned tasks. Procedures were present at the work location and
provided sufficient detail and guidance for the intended activities.

The inspector observed one instance where personnel failed to follow maintenance
procedures during leakage testing of the 1B1 engine power assembly valves. Step
6.3.7.F of mechanical maintenance procedure 1-MMP-59.06, EDG 12 Year Preventive
Maintenance, required that each power assembly valve seat must hold vacuum for a
minimum of three minutes. The inspector observed contractor diesel mechanics vacuum
testing the valves for only.two minutes. When questioned about this difference, the
mechanics indicated that they were aware that the procedure stated three minutes;
however, since a note proceeding this step stated that'the valves had to be repaired if
vacuum did not hold for two minutes, the mechanics'upervisor, who was also a
contractor,'had allowed vacuum testing for only two minutes. The inspector brought this
to the attention of the licensee maintenance supervisor, at which time, testing was
allowed to continue using the three minute criteria until the issue could be resolved by
engineering. As a result of the engineering review, a procedure change was,
implemented to revise the acceptance time from three to two minutes. The inspector
reviewed the diesel vendor manual and determined the change was acceptable since the
vendor manual did not specify an actual leakage time acceptance criteria. The manual
contained a note that the valves needed to be worked only if they failed to hold vacuum
for at least two minutes.

The consequences from the failure to follow procedure were minimal; however, the
inspector was concerned that the contractor supervisor failed to take proper corrective
action (e.g., revise the procedure), or notify the'licensee, when he decided to deviate
from the established acceptance criteria.

Technical'Specification 6.8.1.a requires that the procedures recommended in
Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2, including Section 9 (procedures for
performing maintenance), be established, implemented, and maintained. Contrary to
this requirement, as described above, during the performance of Unit 1 emergency
diesel generator preventive maintenance, maintenance contractors failed to properly
implement procedural requirements. This Severity Level IVviolation is being treated as a
non-cited violation (NCV), consistent with Appendix C of the NRC Enforcement Policy,
and is identified as NCV 50-335/99-06-01, Failure of Contractors To Follow Emergency
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07.1

08

08.1

period, the Operations Supervisor was in the process of adding a precaution to the
procedure to preclude future occurrences of this incident.

Quality Assurance in Operations

ualit Control and uaiit Assurance Surveillances Durin SL1-16
I
II

During SL1-16, the quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) group was actively
involved in monitoring all aspects of ongoing outage activities. QNQC auditors and
inspectors were mobilized to continually review, observe and inspect a broad range of
outage activities. The results of these QNQC efforts were reported via "Daily Quality
Summary" sheets that were distributed or made available to all levels of management
and supervision. The inspectors reviewed the Daily Quality Summary reports almost
every day. Numerous findings and observations were generated on a daily basis that
provided excellent, real-time feedback regarding the conduct of outage work. The scope
of QNQC findings and observations were comprehensive and provided timely, detailed
insights into the progress and quality of outage activities. Corrective actions were taken
to promptly address each QNQC finding, either by immediately fixing the problem, or
through condition reports, plant work orders, or lessons-learned.

Miscellaneous Operations Issues

Closed LER 50-389/99-003: Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Suction Header
Leaks Result in Both ECCS Trains Inoperable and Technical Specification 3.0.3 Entry.
(92901)

The event associated with the subject LER was described in Inspection Report 50-
389/99-02. The LER satisfied the requirements of 10 CFR 50.73. Corrective actions
discussed in the LER have restored ECCS integrity and established adequate methods
to detect future problems until ECCS header replacement takes place during the SL2-12
refueling outage. As part of the corrective actions, the licensee'visually inspects the
ECCS suction headers of Units 1 and 2 on a monthly basis. The inspectors verified
implementation of this corrective action by inspecting the headers on both units and
reviewing licensee documentation. During the walk-down inspections, the inspectors
noted that the piping welds and adjacent base material were coated on both units and no
evidence of leaks were noted. The licensee monthly inspections for the month of
September were documented on WOs 99014466 01 and 99014465 01 for Unit 1 and
WOs 99014469 01 and 99014470 01 for Unit 2. This LER is closed.

08.2 Closed LER 50-335/99-003: Manual Scram Due to Loss of Conden'ser Vacuum.
(92901)

On August 23, 1999, Unit 1 was manually tripped from 100 percent power due to loss of
main condenser vacuum. The loss of vacuum was caused by a malfunctioning pilot
valve to the turbine gland seal steam pressure regulating valve for the number 2 low
pressure turbine. Operators promptly identified the degraded main condenser vacuum
conditions and responded according to applicable Off-normal and Emergency Operating
Procedures (see report Section 01.2). All safety-related equipment operated as
designed. An inspector reviewed the completed post trip report and attended the
Facility Review Group meeting for restart held on August 25. The inspectors verified
that appropriate repairs, and functional tests, were implemented to correct the root cause





Diesel Generator Maintenance Procedures. This violation was addressed in the
licensee's corrective action program as Condition Report 99-1870.

Conclusions

Overall, contractor and licensee personnel were proficient during refueling outage
maintenance on the 1B emergency diesel generator. Procedures were present at the
work location and provided sufficient detail and guidance for the assigned work. A non-
cited violation was identified when contractor personnel failed to follow maintenance
procedures during leakage testing of the engine power assembly valves.

Freeze Seals In Unit 1 Safet In ection Pi in

Ins ection Sco e(62707)

An inspector observed licensee attempts to establish two.freeze seals in safety injection
(Sl) piping as part of an Equipment Clearance Oider boundary. The inspector walked
down the freeze seal equipment setup, reviewed the applicable general maintenance
procedure O-GMP-10, Freeze Seals, including associated data sheets, and interviewed
responsible personnel.

Observations and Findin s

On September 24, 1999, an inspector monitored licensee and contractor efforts to
establish two freeze seals in Unit 1 Sl piping. At the time the inspector arrive'd, freeze
seal operations were already in progress. However, the licensee and contractor had
encountered some difficultyestablishing the appropriate frost line and temperature ~

characteristics for confirming that a solid freeze plug had been established. As they
attempted to discern the nature of the problem, the inspector identified several other
problems associated. with personnel and equipment performance, as listed below:

~ Contractors were not recording oxygen levels in the piping penetration room as
required by step 6.2.6 and Appendix D of 0-GMP-10;

~ Inadequate pressure. relief capability was provided contrary to Precaution 4.6 and
step 6.1.2.6 of 0-GMP-10 and,

~ Numerous personnel safety hazards (e.g., leaking nitrogen hoses, lack of
personnel protective equipment, etc.);

Although the contractor personnel appeared to be knowledgeable with their freeze seal
equipment and its operation, they were not very familiar with licensee procedures or
maintenance practices. Not only was this their first time at St. Lucie, but almost all of
their prior freeze seal experiences were at non-nuclear facilities. The inspector
discussed the issues listed above, and other related topics with the licensee
maintenance supervisor responsible for freeze seal activities during SL1-16. Condition
Report 99-1901 was initiated to address the inspector concerns. Furthermore, the
licensee supervisor conducted a critique of freeze seal operations and developed a
detailed list of lessons learned to apply prior to the upcoming Unit 2 outage. The
contractor's failure to follow the provisions of 0-GMP-10 was a violation of regulatory
requirements to implement procedures for safety-related maintenance activities per
TS 6.8.1.a. This Severity Level IVviolation is being treated as a non-cited violation
(NCV), consistent with Appendix C of the NRC Enforcement Policy, and is identified as
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NCV 50-335/99-06-03, Failure of Contractors To Follow Procedures Associated With
Freeze Seal Activities. This violation was addressed in the licensee's corrective action
program as Condition Report 99-1901.

c. Conclusions

Contractor personnel were knowledgeable with their freeze seal equipment and its
operation, but were not familiar with licensee procedures or maintenance practices.
Consequently, they did not adhere to several procedural requirements. A non-cited
violation was identified.

M1.4 Unit 1 Refuelin and Refuelin Machine Pre arations (60710 and 62707)

The inspector observed portions of the refueling machine preparations for fuel handling.
Additionally, the inspector verified that all prerequisites were adequately completed in
accordance with Operations Procedure OP 1-1630024, Refueling Machine Operation.
The operating personnel understood the operation of the refueling machine,and were
knowledgeable of the procedure prerequisites and the time sensitive nature of many of
the steps.

The inspector also observed portions of the fuel movement activities. AII participants
were thoroughly briefed and methodically performed the process in accordance with all
applicable procedures. Although several minor difficulties occurred during the evolution,
the refueling team promptly identified and corrected the cause. The inspector verified
that all appropriate prerequisites were reperformed as required whenever core
alterations were halted. Overall, the refueling process was completed by competent
personnel in a professional manner.

M1.5 Inservice Ins ection

The inspectors evaluated implementation of the licensee's inservice inspection (ISI)
progr'am by observing in-process work activities and review of selected'procedures and
records. The observations, procedures and records were compared to the Technical
Specifications (TS), the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), and the
applicable code (ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI, 1989 Edition, with
no Addenda). Portions of the following in-process ISI nondestructive examinations
(NDE) were observed:

~ Liquid Penetrant (PT) examination of the following welds:

- ISO 01-039-B, Weld Nos. SI-112-1-SW-7, SI-112-1-SW-8, SI-112-1-SW-9, Sl-
139-1-SW-1, SI-1 39-1-SW-2 and SI-143-FW-3
- ISO 01-029, Weld Nos. RC-162-FW-1 and 10-509B

The inspectors also reviewed completed PT inspection records for welds Sl-112-
1-SW-1, SI-112-1-SW-2, SI-112-1-3, SI-112-1-4, SI-112-1-5, SI-112-1-6, SI-112-
FW-2, and Sl-112-2-SW-1 on ISO 01-039-B.
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~ Visual (VT) examination of the following Pipe Supports:

- ISO 01-100-B, Support CC-998-11
- ISO 01-105-B, Support CC-28-11
- ISO 01-105-A, Support CC-28-1
- ISO 01-039-B, Supports Sl-868-1295 and SIH-49

~ VT examination of Pipe Flange Bolting for Flow Element FE-3321 on ISO 01-
039-B

~ Ultrasonic (UT) examination of the following welds:

- ISO 01-039-B, Weld Nos. SI-112-1-SW-2, -4, -5, and -6
- ISO 01-061-A, Weld Nos, SI-219-1-SW-2, SI-210-FW-1, SI-208-1-SW-1,
SI-208-1-SW-2, and SI-208-FW-1

Eddy Current (ET) examination of Steam Generator (SG) Tubes

The inspectors observed ET data acquisition for a sample of tubes for SGs A and
B. In addition, the inspection program for the current outage was discussed with
licensee personnel and compared with TS requirements.

The inspectors also reviewed the ASME Section XI repair and replacement (RSR)
documentation for replacement of Refueling Cavity Isolation Valves and compared the
documentation with the requirements of ASME Section XI. The documentation reviewed
included: R&R Checklist and Traveler SL-1-15-051; and Weld Travelers, Weld
Inspection Reports, and radiographic film for Welds 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, and 2004
on Work Order 99003195 01.

b. Observations and Findin s

During observation of,the above in-process ISI activities, the inspectors found that:
detailed instructions and procedures were in place and were being followed by
knowledgeable and'qualified inspection personnel; approved and calibrated inspection
equipment was being used; inspections were being'performed in accordance with
applicable Code requirements; program changes, including appropriate approval of code
relief requests, were being controlled; and examination results were being properly
evaluated and corrective actions taken as required. Plans and schedules for the current
inspection period were in accordance with the approved ISI program. Qualified and
knowledgeable licensee personnel provided strong direction and oversight of contract
personnel performing ISI examinations. R8 R activities complied with ASME Section XI
requirements.

The current ET inspection of SG tubes was the first inspection since the new SGs were
installed. The outage program specified inspection of greater than 50% of the tubes in
each SG in accordance with EPRI PWR Steam Generator Examination Guidelines
TR-107569-VIR5 and NEI 97-06, Steam Generator Program Guidelines. This sample
was in excess of the inspection sample required by TS. As of September 24, 1999,
greater than 50% of the sample had been examined and evaluated with no pluggable
tubes identified.
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c. Conclusions
1

ISI activities were being performed in accordance with requirements with strong licensee
direction and oversight of contract personnel. Overall, the licensee's ISI program was
considered to be a strength.

M1.6 Flow Accelerated Corrosion FAC (Unit 1) (49001)

The inspectors reviewed the FAC program procedures and observed portions of UT
thickness measurements and/or grid layout for the following components:

14HD40-P-9-19
14HD40A-E-1341
14HD40A-E-11-30
14HD39-T-1-58
14HD39-T-1-5M

The inspectors also reviewed computer radiography results for the following
components:

2B83-E-1340
2842-E-6-31

Compliance with program procedure requirements, including evaluation and disposition
of inspection results, was verified. The inspectors found that a detailed FAC program
was in place and was being implemented in accordance with procedural requirements by
knowledgeable licensee personnel.

M2 Maintenance and Material Condition of Facilities and Equipment

M2.1 Hurricane Flo d Pre arations (62707 and 93702)

The inspectors observed hurricane preparations that commenced September 13, 1999
as Hurricane Floyd threatened the Florida coastline. Preparations were conservatively
initiated well in advance per Administrative Procedure 0005753, Revision 25A, Severe
Weather Preparations. The licensee placed the SL1-16 refueling outage on hold and
utilized available resources to complete site preparations. Inspectors performed
riumerous facility tours to assess site preparedness and found that procedural
requirements had been satisfied. Despite the significant activity and equipment
associated with the beginning of the Unit 1 outage, preparations were satisfactorily
completed to ensure personnel and equipment safety.





III. En ineerin

Conduct of Engineering

Fuel Si in and Ultrasonic Testin 0 erations

Ins ection Sco e (60710 and 37551)

The inspectors observed fuel sipping operations, ultrasonic testing (UT) and inspections
of spent fuel from Unit 1. The inspectors also interviewed responsible contractor and
licensee personnel regarding resolution of identified spent fuel assembly leakers.

Observations and Findin s

After the Unit 1 manual reactor trip of August 23 (Section 01.2), the chemistry
department noted indications that one or more fuel rods were leaking most probably from
a twice-burned assembly. Reactor coolant iodine activity had been slowly trending
upwards during fuel cycle 15, but spiked from about 1E-3 to 5.2 E-2 microcuries/milliliters
(uci/ml) immediately following the reactor trip. Although this level of activity remained
well below the TS limit (i.e., 1.0 uci/ml), the licensee took appropriate actions consistent
with ADM-14.01, Failed Fuel Action Plan. The decision was made to locate the leaking
fuel rod(s) by contracting with the fuel vendor to sip, and examine as necessary, every
fuel assembly during SL1-16 refueling operations. The fuel handling machine was
subsequently modified to sip each fuel assembly while it was being transferred to or from
the fuel upender. The inspector observed the preparations and operation of the fuel
sipping equipment. The contractors were knowledgeable and performed their activities
in accordance with their procedures. The inspector observed close coordination among
the refueling team, Reactor Engineering, and the fuel sipping team.

During fuel shuffle operations, the licensee identified eight spent fuel assemblies that
exhibited indications of minor leakage. Of the eight suspect assemblies, seven were
S-type assembles, thrice-burned and from the periphery of the core next to the shroud.
These assembles were ultimately discharged to the spent fuel pool. Only one assembly
(i.e, T-01) was twice-burned, located partially on the periphery, and planned to be re-
used during fuel cycle 16. Subsequent UT, visual inspection and eddy current testing of
the eight assemblies confirmed five leaking fuel rods, one of which was in T-01. This fuel
rod was replaced with an inert rod, and the assembly was returned to the core. The root
cause of the leaking fuel rods was determined to be clad perforation due to grid-rod
fretting, and except for the T-01 assembly, typical of past industry experience regarding
failed fuel rods in thrice-burned, peripheral assemblies. The cause of the T-01 fuel rod
failure was considered by the licensee to be more indicative of an unique, isolated grid-
rod defect caused by a loose or weakened grid cell from manufacturing. Overall, the
licensee concluded that the expected level of future Unit 1 fuel rod failures would remain
well below regulatory limits, be isolated to high burnup assemblies located against the
shroud, and would not pose a significant risk. As for Unit 2, there was currently no
indication of fuel failure. Although the Unit 2 reactor design was similar to Unit 1, the fuel
used in Unit 2 was designed by a different fuel fabricator which has not experienced the
same kind of limited failures. The engineering disposition and root cause analysis of the
Unit 1 fuel leakers was documented in CR 99-1597.
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Conclusions

Extensive fuel sipping, inspection, and testing efforts were completed to identify the
source of minor Unit 1 fuel leakage. Responsible licensee and contractor personnel
were knowledgeable and performed their activities in accordance with applicable
procedures. Close coordination was evident among the refueling team, Reactor
Engineering, and the fuel sipping team. Alleffected fuel assemblies were either
discharged or repaired. The root cause analysis was thorough, detailed and
comprehensive. Long-term actions were proposed to improve future fuel performance.

Auxilia Feedwater Dischar e Pi in Modifications (37551)

An inspector completed a review of Plant Change/Modification (PC/M) 98088 involving
pipe support modifications to the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) system that was
implemented during the SL1-16 Refueling Outage. Condition reports generated in 1996
documented the condition of having actual temperature and pressure higher than the
design values in the AFW discharge piping to the main feedwater headers due to internal
system leakage. Consequently, the AFW piping has been reanalyzed for the design and
operating pressure and temperatures present in the system. The engineering package
associated with the PC/M described a thorough evaluation of system conditions and the
need for pipe support modifications to satisfy the higher loads associated with the
increased temperature and pressure.. The PC/M contained the information necessary to
provide justification for modifications to the AFW system and updates to the associated
system documents.

Engineering Support of Facilities and Equipment

En ineerin Su ort in Res onse to 1A Emer enc Diesel Generator Issues (37551)

The 1A emergency diesel generator (EDG) experienced multiple failures prior to and
after undergoing its 18-month preventive maintenance work. The inspectors discussed
these failures with engineering and observed troubleshooting efforts to restore the EDG's
operability. There were several different issues that arose during the maintenance
period. Prior to taking the EDG out of service, the licensee performed the 24-hour load
run. The performance of the EDG was normal except that the start time slightly
exceeded the Technical Specification limit of ten seconds. At first the licensee believed
that the slow time was due to the operator use of stop watches. A subsequent fast start
confirmed the original start time. The inspectors spoke with several members of the
engineering team to discuss the probable causes. The information gathered by the
engineering team was appropriate and the technical decisions appeared to be sound.

After the EDG maintenance was completed, the inspector observed portions of the post
maintenance testing. Several other equipment problems occurred during this testing. In
each case, the inspector discussed the problems with the engineers. The inspector
determined that the engineers properly evaluated the issues and provided timely advice
to the maintenance organizations.
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'2.2 Risk Assessment Team Performance (37551)

An inspector observed the Risk Assessment Team (RAT) perform an independent
review of the outage schedule and higher risk activities to ensure that the Key Safety
Functions were maintained. This review was performed per Administrative Procedure
0010526, Outage Schedule Safety Review. The various RAT members asked probing
questions focusing on safety to minimize the risk associated with outage activities.
These risk insights were provided to licensee management and incorporated into the
outage schedule where appropriate. The RAT worked together to conduct a thorough
review of the outage schedule and make recommendations for schedule changes when
shutdown risk could be reduced.

E4

E4.1

Engineering Staff Knowledge and Performance

Amendment12to the St. Lucie Unit 2 0 dated Final Safet Anal sis Re ort

By letter dated June 12, 1999, Florida Power and Light (FPL) submitted amendment 12
to the St. Lucie, Unit 2, Updated Final Analysis Report (UFSAR) in accordance with 10
CFR 50.71(e). On June 7, 1999, FPL submitted a report of 10 CFR 50.59 changes to
the FSAR for St. Lucie, Unit 2, which covered the same period as the UFSAR
amendment. This report is required by 10 CFR 50.59(b)(2) and contains a brief
description and summary of safety evaluations for changes, tests, and experiments
approved during the period. The Nuclear Reactor Regulation project manager (PM)
performed an in-office audit of the UFSAR amendment and the 50.59 report to verify
compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.71.

On a sampling basis, the PM compared the changes described in the UFSAR
amendment to documents in the official NRC records (amendments to the operating
license, staff letters transmitting safety evaluations, annual 10 CFR 50.59 reports
submitted by the licensee, inspection reports, licensee letters, etc.). The PM confirmed
that changes contained in the amendment complied with the change scope specified by
10 CFR 50.71.

ES

E8.1

The PM concluded that amendment 12 to the St. Lucie, Unit 2, UFSAR met the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.71. The PM also concluded that FPL met the timeliness
requirements for submission of this amendment to the NRC as required by 10 CFR
50.71(e), and that FPL satisfied requirements relating to the timeliness and content of the
10 CFR 50.59 report.

Miscellaneous Engineering Issues

Closed LER 50-389/1999-002-00: SG ECT Error Causes Operation with a Condition
Prohibited by Technical Specification. (92903)

The Licensee Event Report (LER) reported that Unit 2 had operated two cycles
(January 5, 1996 to November 9, 1998) with an indicated flaw in excess of Technical
Specification limits for.one tube of the 2B steam generator. This tube had been plugged
during the previous refueling outage (SL2-11). However, a post-outage review of
historical steam generator eddy current test data discovered that the tube should have
been plugged two refueling outages earlier (SL2-9). The lead review team (contracted to
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Florida Power and Light) had made this same determination during SL2-11, but failed to
inform the licensee.

The licensee performed an analysis'for the event and determined that the causes were
deficiencies in the data analysis guidelines and inadequate analyst training. Additionally,
the guidelines that were used by the analyst failed to instruct the lead analysts to report
their finding to the licensee. The licensee captured the error in Condition Report
99-0337 and completed all corrective actions in March.

Technical Specification 4.4.5.0 states that each steam generator shall be dern'onstrated
operable by performance of the required augmented inservice inspection program.
Technical Specification 4.4.5.4.a.6 requires all steam generator tubes that have defects
in excess of 40 percent of the wall thickness be plugged prior to the steam generator
being returned to service. Contrary to the above, on March 12, the licensee identified
that a tube in the 2B steam generator operated during two fuel cycles with a 47 percent
through wall wear indication. This Severity Level IVviolation is being treated as a
Non-Cited Violation (NCV), consistent with Appendix C of the NRC Enforcement Policy,
and is identified as NCV 50-389/99-06-02, Failure to Repair Steam Generator Tube that
Exceeded TS Plugging Limits. This LER is considered closed.

IV. Plant Su ort

Radiological Protection and Chemistry Controls

Conduct of Unit 1 Refuelin Outa e Radiolo ical Protection Controls

(8 750)
f

During Radiological Control Area (RCA) tours, the inspectors observed work activities in
'

progress, discussed procedural and Radiation Work Permit (RWP) requirements with
workers, and verified selected radiation survey results. Radiological controls and
housekeeping practices for the Unit 1 (U1) and Unit 2 (U2) auxiliary buildings, the U1
reactor building, and specific RCA locations/buildings used for radioactive material
decontamination and storage, solid radioactive waste processing and storage, and
laundry activities were observed and evaluated. Personal dosimetry use, air-sanipling,
area postings, container labels, housekeeping, and controls for high radiation areas and
locked-high radiation areas were reviewed and evaluated.

The implementation and results of radiation, protection activities were compared against
applicable sections of the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), Technical
Specifications (TS), and 10 CFR Part 20.

Observations and Findin s

Workers and Health Physics technicians were knowledgeable of radiological conditions
and RWP requirements. Radiological controls for routine and outage activities, including
HP coverage, required protective clothing, personnel dosimetry use, and air sampling
were implemented'in accordance with established procedures. High radiation areas and
locked-high radiation areas were controlled appropriately. In general, housekeeping
practices and contamination controls were acceptable, with RCA unrestricted areas
maintained radiologically clean and uncluttered.



As of September 31, 1999, occupational doses resulting from worker exposure to
external and internal radioactive sources were small fractions of regulatory limits. The
maximum 1999 year-to-date (99YTD) worker total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) was
780 millirem. The 92 personnel contamination events (PCE) recorded and evaluated by
the licensee had exceeded the licensee's established 99YTD target of 56 events. For
the PCEs documented, 17 of the 92 events involved potential radioactive material
intakes and the remainder were associated with skin or extremity exposures resulting
from surface or "hot particle" contaminations.. Of the skin or extremity exposures, only
three exposure evaluations resulted in an initial assignment of dose to the subject
worker. Inspector review of approximately 30 documented PCEs verified the dose
evaluations were conducted in accordance with approved procedures. The evaluations
were technically correct based on conservative exposure times and quantitative source
term determinations;- The resultant dose estimates were small fractions of administrative
and regulatory limits. Licensee representatives initiated condition report (CR) number
99-1831 to review potential causes for the unplanned increase in PCEs during the
current U1 outage.

Conclusions

Radiological controls were maintained and implemented in accordance with UFSAR, TS,
license conditions, and 10 CFR Part 20 requirements. Occupational worker doses were
within administrative and regulatory limits.

As Low As Reasonabl Achievable ALARA Pro ram Im lementation

The.licensee's As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA)program,implementation for
the U1 cycle 16 refueling outage (RFO16) activities were reviewed and evaluated. The
review included shutdown cooling and reactor coolant system clean up initiatives for
radioactive source-term reduction..ln addition, expo'sure reduction initiatives, work
planning, dose estimates, and resultant cumulative doses were evaluated for the
following high dose rate or high cumulative exposure tasks: removal and installation of
pressurizer steam space nozzles, removal and 'replacement of reactor coolant pump
seals, steam generator eddy current testing and tube plugging, and removal and
installation of the 18 foot (') elevation cavity drain valves.

The ALARAprogram implementation and results were evaluated against applicable
sections of 10 CFR Part 20 and approved procedures.

Observations and Findin s

Licensee management had established aggressive reductions in dose budget
expenditures and was implementing ALARAprogram initiatives in accordance with their
ALARAprogram guidance. For calender year 1999, the licensee budgeted
approximately 195 person-rem for all site operations, with 175 person-rem allocated to
RFO16 outage activities. This compares to the previous best dose expenditure of

, approximately 268 person-rem reported during a year which included routine Unit 1

refueling outage activities. Further, the 175 person-rem allocated to the current RFO 16
outage was not adjusted to include approximately 29 person-rem of emergent work
associated with pressurizer maintenance activities. As of September 30, 1999, the site
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expended approximately 122 person-rem relative to the 121 rem cumulative exposure
target for that date. For RFO16 activities, the 106 person-rems expended was slightly
above the 104 person-rem target but included the ongoing emergent pressurizer work.

C.

For the reviewed high dose and dose rate tasks, ALARAprogram activities were
implemented in accordance with program guidance and, in general, with specific
initiatives developed by the responsible dose reduction teams. The shutdown cooling
and chemically induced burst evolutions followed by extended cleanup resulted in
minimal introduction of crud into the steam generators and established reactor coolant
clean-up cobalt-58 concentrations to less than the established goal of 5 E-2 microcuries
per milliliter. Dose budgets for steam generator activities, and cavity drain valves met
expected goals. The reactor coolant pump maintenance activities exceeded the initial
budgeted dose due to scheduling changes which resulted in changes to several of the
proposed dose reduction team initiatives. Other unexpected dose expenditures, e.g., re-
cutting of additional piping associated with the pressurizer maintenance activities, were
identified and documented for review, evaluation and development of lessons learned by
responsible ALARAprogram personnel and management.

Conclusions

R4.1

R7

R7.1

Licensee ALARAprogram activities and initiatives for the U1 RFO16 were conducted in
accordance with approved procedures and were effective in reducing dose expenditures.
The 1999 year-to-date dose expenditures met the reduced cumulative year-to-date
exposure budget targets for the. site and U1 RFO activities.

Staff Knowledge and Performance in Radiation Protection and Chemistry

Effluent Grab Sam les (71750)

On August 31, 1999, an inspector observed chemistry technicians perform gaseous and
particulate sampling on plant process monitors. Samples were satisfactorily per'formed
per Chemistry Operating Procedure COP-65.02, Effluent Grab Sampling. Adequate,
communications occurred with control room operators to'administratively control the
technical specification related process monitoring equipment. Contamination controls
were properly utilized by chemistry personnel throughout the sampling process.
Chemistry technicians were knowledgeable of the sampling process and requirements
while using good techniques to perform the grab samples.

Quality Assurance in RP 8 C Activities (83750, 84750)

Review of Condition Re orts associated with Radiation Protection activities

a. Ins ection Sco e

Details and results of the selected Condition Reports (CR) associated with U1 RFO.16
radiation protection activities were reviewed and evaluated.

Identified issues and licensee actions were evaluated against TS, 10 CFR Part 20 and
procedural requirements.
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, b. Observations and Findin s
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Licensee actions for issues identified in the reviewed CRs were dispositioned
appropriately. Completed actions were technically correct, appropriate, and completed
in a timely manner.

Conclusions

Licensee actions for issues identiTied in condition reports associated with radiation
protection activities were appropriate and completed in a timely manner.

V. Mana ement Meetin sand OtherAreas

X1 Exit Meeting Summary

The inspectors presented the inspection results to members of licensee management at
the conclusion of the inspection on October 5, 1999. Interim exit meetings were held on
September 24, 1999 and October 1, 1999 to discuss the findings of Region based
inspectors.'he licensee acknowledged the findings presented.

The inspectors asked the licensee whether any materials examined during the inspection
should be considered proprietary. No proprietary information was identified.

PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

'icensee

C. Bible, Site Engineering Manager
W. Bladow, Maintenance Manager
R. De La Espriella, Site Quality Manager
W. Guldemond, Operations Manager
C. Ladd, Operations Supervisor
W. Lindsey, Training Manager
A. Stall, St. Lucie Plant Vice President
R. Wade, Business Systems Manager
E. Weinkam, Licensing Manager
R. West, St. Lucie Plant General Manager

Other licensee employees contacted included office, operations, engineering, maintenance,
chemistry/radiation, and corporate personnel.



IP 37551:
IP 49001:
IP 60710:
IP 61726:
IP 62700:
IP 62707:
IP 71707:
IP 71750:
IP 73753:
IP 83750:
IP 84750:
IP 92901:
IP 92903:
IP 93702:

20

INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED

Onsite Engineering
Inspection of Erosion/Corrosion Programs
Refueling Activities-
Surveillance Observations
Maintenance Program Implementation
Maintenance Observations
Plant Operations
Plant Support Activities
Inservice Inspection
Occupational Radiation Exposure
Radioactive Waste Treatment, and Effluent and Environmental Monitoring
Followup - Plant Operations
Followup - Engineering
Prompt Onsite Response to Events at Operating Power Reactors

~Oened

50-335/99-06-01

50-389/99-06-02

50-335/99-06-03

Closed

50-335/99-06-01

50-389/99-06-02

50-335/99-06-03

50-389/99-003

50-335/99-003

50-389/99-002

ITEIIS OPENED AND CLOSED

NCV Failure of Contractors to Follow Emergency Diesel
Generator Maintenance Procedures.- (Section M1.2)

NCV Failure to Repair Steam Generator Tube that Exceeded TS
Plugging Limits. (Section E8.1)

NCV Failure of Contractors to Follow Procedures Associated
With Freeze Seal Activities. (Section M1.3)

NCV Failure of Contractors to Follow Emergency Diesel
Generator Maintenance Procedures. (Section M1.2)

NCV Failure to Repair Steam Generator Tube that Exceeded TS
Plugging Limits (Section E8.1)

NCV Failure of Contractors To Follow Procedures Associated
With Freeze Seal Activities. (Section M1.3)

LER Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Suction Header
Leaks Result in Both ECCS Trains Inoperable and
Technical Specification 3.0.3 Entry. (Section 08.1)

LER Manual Scram Due To Loss Of Condenser Vacuum.
(Section 08.2)

LER SG ECT Error Causes Operation'with a Condition
Prohibited by Technical Specification (Section E8.1)
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March 9, 2000

Florida Power and Light Company
ATTN: Mr. T. F. Plunkett

President - Nuclear Division
P. O. Box 14000
Juno Beach, FL 33408-0420

SUBJECT: NRC INTEGRATED INSPECTION REPORT 50-335/00-01, 50-389/00-01

Dear Mr. Plunkett:

On February 12, 2000, the NRC completed an inspection at your St. Lucie 1 and 2 reactor

facilities. The enclosed report presents the results of that inspection.

During the inspection period, safety-conscious plant operations were observed. Within the

scope of the inspection, violations or.deviations were not identified.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter and its .

enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room (PDR).

Sincerely,

/R/

Docket Nos. 50-335, 50-389
License Nos. DPR-67, NPF-16

Leonard D. Wert, Chief
Reactor Projects Branch 3
Division of Reactor Projects

Enclosure: Inspection Report 50-335/00-01, 50-389/00-01

cc w/encl: (See page 2)
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cc w/encl:
Rajiv S. Kundalkar
Plant Vice President
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
6351 South Ocean Drive
Jensen Beach, FL 34957

Douglas Anderson
County Administrator,
St. Lucie County
2300 Virginia Avenue
Ft. Pierce, FL 34982

R. G. West
Plant General Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
Electronic Mail Distribution

E. J. Weinkam
Licensing Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
Electronic Mail Distribution

John Gianfrancesco, Manager
Administrative Support 8 Special Projects
Florida Power 8 Light Company
Electronic Mail Distribution

Mark Dryden
Administrative Sup'port 8 Special Projects
Florida Power 8 Light Company
Electronic Mail Distribution

J. A. Stall
Vice President - Nuclear Engineering
Florida Power 8 Light Company
Electronic Mail Distribution

I

M. S. Ross, Attorney
Florida Power 8 Light Company
Electronic Mail Distribution

William A. Passetti
Bureau of Radiation Control
Department of Health
Electronic Mail Distribution

Joe Myers, Director
Division of Emergency Preparedness
Department of Community Affairs
Electronic Mail Distribution

J. Kammel
Radiological Emergency

- Planning Administrator
Department of Public Safety
Electronic Mail Distribution
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION II

Docket Nos: 50-335, 50-389
License Nos: DPR-67, NPF-16

Report Nos: 50-335/00-01, 50-389/00-01

Licensee: Florida Power & Light (FPL)

Facility: St. Lucie Nuclear Plant, Units 1 8 2

Location: 6351 South Ocean Drive
Jensen Beach, FL 34957

Dates January 2 - February 12, 2000

Inspectors: T. Ross, Senior Resident Inspector
D. Lanyi, Resident Inspector
G. Warnick, Resident Inspector

Approved by: L. Wert, Chief
Reactor Projects Branch 3
Division of Reactor Projects

Enclosure



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

St. Lucie Nuclear. Plant, Units 1 8 2
NRC Inspection Report 50-335/00-01, 50-389/00-01

This integrated inspection included aspects of licensee operations, engineering, maintenance,
and plant support. The report covers a 6-week period of resident inspection.

~oeratinne

Operator responses to alarms and equipment issues were generally prompt, and there
was a high level of awareness of plant conditions. Communications were thorough
(Section 01.1).

Maintenance

Maintenance and testing were performed consistent with established work control
processes, procedures, and instructions. (Section M1.1)

~En ineerin

Maintenance Rule implementation addressing the Unit 2 Reactor Protection System
(a)(1) category recovery was appropriate (Section E1.1).

~ . The licensee's program to control locked high and very high radiation areas was well
implemented. Locked areas were verified daily and keys were appropriately controlled
(Section R1.1).



Re ort Details

Summa of Plant Status

Both units operated at essentially full power for the entire report period.

- 01

01.1

Conduct of Operations

Routine Conduct of 0 erations Reviews (71707)

02.1

08

08.1

Using Inspection Procedure 71707, the inspectors performed routine reviews of plant
operations which included plant tours, shift turnovers, log reviews, response to emergent
problems, implementation and interpretation of Technical Specifications, daily meetings,
and control room observations. The inspectors noted operator response to annunciator
alarms and equipment issues was generally prompt. The operating crew demonstrated
a high level of awareness of existing plant conditions and ongoing plant activities.

Operations shift turnover meetings were thorough. Good communications and
interactions were observed during the meetings. A questioning attitude was noted on the
part of non-licensed operators while discussing plant operation and status issues.

The inspectors observed several non-licensed operators perform their plant tours. The
non-licensed operators routinely identified deficiencies and communicated them to the
control room. On several occasions, the inspectors questioned the operators on the
status of plant equipment, specifically tagged equipment. The operators were
knowledgeable of the status of the equipment and overall plant status.

Operational Status of Facilities and Equipment

General Tours and lns ections of Safet S stems (71707)

General tours of safety-related areas were performed by the inspectors to observe the
physical condition of plant equipment and structures. In addition, the inspectors
conducted specific walkdowns of selected, risk significant safety systems - Unit 1

boration flowpath; both units'ital 125 volt direct current distribution systems, and the
Unit 2 Low Pressure Safety Injection System. These systems were verified to be

properly aligned and maintained. Several minor deficiencies were noted by the
inspectors. The licensee immediately corrected the deficiencies or placed them in their
corrective action program.

Miscellaneous Operations Issues (92901)

Closed Licensee Event Re ort 50-335/98-002-01: Containment Isolation Signal
Bistable in Bypass Results in a Condition Prohibited by Technical Specification. This
revision to the Licensee Event Report corrected a typographical error regarding the date
of a mode change. The issue was previously discussed in Inspection Report
50-335,389/98-12. No other new information about the event was reported. This item is
closed.



II. Maintenance

NI1 Conduct of INaintenance

M1.1 Maintenance Work Order and Surveillance Observations (61726, 62707)

The inspectors observed portions of the following maintenance and surveillance
activities, including Plant Work Orders (PWO), Operations Procedures (OP), Operations
Support Procedures (OSP), and Mechanical Maintenance Procedures (MMP):

OP 1/2 - 0700050
OP 2-0410050

OP 2-0420050

1-OSP-100.15
MMP-01.08

OP 1610020

Various PWOs

OP 2-2200050A

Auxiliary Feedwater Periodic Test
High Pressure Safety Injection / Low Pressure Safety
Injection Periodic Test
Containment Spray and Iodine Removal System - Periodic
Test
Remote Shutdown Monitoring Monthly Channel Check
Reactor Vessel Surveillance Capsule Preparation for
Shipment
Receipt and Handling of New Fuel and Control Element
Assemblies
Unit 2 Emergency Core Cooling System Critical
Maintenance Management Outage
2A Emergency Diesel Generator Periodic Test

The inspectors observed that the maintenance and testing were performed consistent
with established work control processes, procedures and instructions. Maintenance
supervision and Engineering were closely involved in the work activities. Briefings
conducted prior to the initiation of work activities were satisfactorily completed in
accordance with Operations procedural guidance. The tasks were performed by
knowledgeable workers who actively used applicable work packages and procedures.
The inspectors observed that work activities were properly documented.

III. En ineerln

E1 Conduct of Engineering

E1.1 Maintenance Rule As ects of the Unit 2 Reactor Protection S stem (37551)

The inspector reviewed the work history, applicable condition reports, and system status
reports for the Unit 2 Reactor Protection System. Additionally, the inspector spoke with
Engineering personnel about the system. Over the last few months, the Unit 2 Reactor
Protection System has experienced multiple unrelated failures and significant out of
service time. During the last quarter of 1999, three of the four channels exceeded their
allowed maintenance rule unavailability goals. The licensee appropriately placed this
system into the (a)(1) category of the maintenance rule. The inspector reviewed the
recovery plan to address the issues that contributed to the unreliability of the system and
found the plan to be reasonable.
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E8.1

Miscellaneous Engineering Issues (92903)

Closed Licensee Event Re ort 50-335/1999-008: As Found Cycle 15 Pressurizer
Safety Valve Setpoint Outside Technical Specification Limits. This Licensee Event
Report described the discovery that two of the three pressurizer safety valves exceeded
their Technical Specification setpoints after removal from the plant during the last Unit 1.

refueling outage for in-service testing required by Technical Specification 4A.3. The as
found settings for two of the removed safety valves were 3.0 percent high and 4.0
percent low, which were outside the Technical Specification tolerance limit of+/- 1.0
percent. The licensee performed a cause determination and implemented corrective
actions for the adverse conditions according to American Society of Mechanical
Engineers code requirements. The cause of the failed tests were setpoint drift and
mishandling of the valves during removal or transportation. The inspector reviewed the
licensee's cause determination and safety analyses and concluded that the licensee's
actions, as stated in the Licensee Event Report, were reasonable and complied with
Technical Specification requirements. This item is closed.

IV. Plant Su ort

R1

R1.1

P4

P4.1

S2

S2.1

Radiological Protection and Chemistry Controls

Locked Hi h Radiation Controls (71750)

The inspector reviewed the licensee's program to control locked high and very high
radiation areas, and verified that the licensee was complying with this program. Overall,
the program was well implemented. All locked areas were being verified daily, and keys
were being appropriately controlled.

Staff Knowledge and Performance in EP

Emer enc Pre aredness Drill (71750)

The inspector participated and observed an Emergency Preparedness drill conducted by
the licensee on January 26. Generally, the licensee's performance met all of their goals.
The inspector observed several emergency response organization performance issues,
one of which involved a lack of operator attention to important annunciator alarms in the
simulator. These issues were also identified by the licensee and incorporated as critique
items. Inspection Report 50-335,389/99-08 contained similar observations regarding
operator performance during the previous drill. None of the issues would have caused
significant delays in protecting the plant from damage or ensuring public safety. The
inspector verified that the licensee had also placed these deficiencies into the corrective
action program.

Status of Security Facilities and Equipment

Protected Area Fence Walkdown (71750)

The inspector performed a routine walkdown of the protected area security fence. The
areas observed were found to be in good condition and free of openings in excess of
regulatory guidelines. Isolation zones were free of obstructions. Lighting levels were
adequate.





i V. Mana ement Meetin sand OtherAreas

X1 Exit Meeting Summary

The inspectors presented the inspection results to members of licensee management at
the conclusion of the inspection on February 14, 2000. The licensee acknowledged the
findings presented.

'he inspectors asked the licensee whether any materials examined during the inspection
should be considered proprietary. No proprietary information was identified.

PARTIALLIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee

C. Bible, Site Engineering Manager
W. Bladow, Maintenance Manager
R. De La Espriella, Site Quality Manager
W. Guldemond, Operations Manager
R. Kundalkar, St. Lucie Plant Vice President
C. Ladd, Operations Supervisor
W. Lindsey, Training Manager
A. Stall, Engineering Vice President
E. Weinkam, Licensing Manager
R. West, St. Lucie Plant General Manager

Other licensee employees contacted included office, operations, engineering, maintenance,
chemistry/radiation, and corporate personnel.

INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED

IP 37551:
IP 61726:
IP 62707:
IP 71707:
IP 71750:
IP 81700:
IP 92901:
IP 92903:

Onsite Engineering
Surveillance Observations
Maintenance, Observations
Plan't Operations
Plant Support Activities
Physical Security Program for Power Reactors
Followup - Plant Operations
Followup - Engineering

ITEMS OPENED CLOSED AND DISCUSSED

Closed

50-335/98-002-01

50-335/99-008-00

LER Containment Isolation SignaI Bistable in Bypass Results in a
Condition Prohibited by Technical Specification. (Section 08.1)

LER As Found Cycle 15 Pressurizer Safety Valve Setpoint Outside
Technical Specification Limits. (Section E8.1)
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March 9, 2000

Florida Power and Light Company
ATTN: Mr. T. F. Plunkett

President - Nuclear Division
P. O. Box 14000
Juno Beach, FL 33408-0420

SUBJECT: NRC INTEGRATED INSPECTION REPORT 50-335/00-01, 50-389/00-01

Dear Mr. Plunkett:

On February 12, 2000, the NRC completed an inspection at your St. Lucie 1 and 2 reactor
facilities. The enclosed report presents the results of that inspection.

During the inspection period, safety-conscious plant operations were observed. Within the
scope of the inspection, violations or deviations were not identified.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter and its
enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room (PDR).

Sincerely,

/R/

Docket Nos. 50-335, 50-389
License Nos. DPR-67, NPF-16

Leonard D. Wert, Chief
Reactor Projects Branch 3
Division of Reactor Projects

Enclosure: Inspection Report 50-335/00-01, 50-389/00-01

cc w/encl: (See page 2)
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FPL

cc w/encl:
Rajiv S. Kundalkar
Plant Vice President
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
6351 South Ocean Drive
Jensen Beach, FL 34957

R. G. West
Plant General Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
Electronic Mail Distribution

Douglas Anderson
County Administrator
St. Lucie County
2300 Virginia Avenue
Ft. Pierce, FL 34982

E. J. Weinkam
Licensing Manager
St. Lucie Nuclear Plant
Electronic Mail Distribution

John Gianfrancesco, Manager
'Administrative Support 8 Special Projects
Florida Power 8 Light Company
Electronic Mail Distribution

Mark Dryden
Administrative Support 8 Special Projects
Florida Power 8 Light Company
Electronic Mail Distribution

J. A. Stall
Vice President - Nuclear Engineering
Florida Power 8 Light Company
Electronic Mail Distribution

M. S. Ross, Attorney
Florida Power 8 Light Company
Electronic Mail Distribution

William A. Passetti
Bureau of Radiation Control
Department of Health
Electronic Mail Distribution

Joe Myers, Director
Division of Emergency Preparedness
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION II

Docket Nos: 50-335, 50-389
License Nos: DPR-67, NPF-16

Report Nos: 50-335/00-01, 50-389/00-01

Licensee: Florida Power 8 Light (FPL)

Facility:

1

Location:

Dates:

Inspectors:

St. Lucie Nuclear Plant, Units 1 & 2

6351 South Ocean Drive
Jensen Beach, FL 34957

January 2 - February 12, 2000

T. Ross, Senior Resident Inspector
D. Lanyi, Resident Inspector
G. Warnick, Resident Inspector

Approved by: L. Wert, Chief
Reactor Projects Branch 3
Division of Reactor Projects
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

St. Lucie Nuclear Plant, Units 1 8 2
NRC Inspection Report 50-335/00-01, 50-389/00-01

This integrated inspection included aspects of licensee operations, engineering, maintenance,
and plant support. The report covers a 6-week period of resident inspection.

~Oerattons

Operator responses to alarms and equipment issues were generally prompt, and there
was a high level of awareness of plant conditions. Communications were thorough
(Section 01.1).

Maintenance

Maintenance and testing were performed consistent with established work control
processes, procedures, and instructions. (Section M1.1)

Engineering

~ Maintenance Rule implementation addressing the Unit 2 Reactor Protection System
(a)(1) category recovery was appropriate (Section E1.1).

~ The licensee's program to control locked high and very high radiation areas was well
implemented. Locked areas were verified daily and keys were appropriately controlled
(Section R1.1).
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Re ort Details

Summa of Plant Status

Both units operated at essentially full power for the entire report period.

01 Conduct of Operations

01.1 Routine Conduct of 0 erations Reviews (71707)

Using Inspection Procedure 71707, the inspectors performed routine reviews of plant
operations which included plant tours, shift turnovers, log reviews, response to emergent
problems, implementation and interpretation of Technical Specifications, daily meetings,
and control room observations. The inspectors noted operator response to annunciator
alarms and equipment issues was generally prompt. The operating crew demonstrated
a high level of awareness of existing plant conditions and ongoing plant activities.

Operations shift turnover meetings were thorough. Good communications and
interactions were observed during the meetings. A questioning attitude was noted on the
part of non-licensed operators while discussing plant operation and status issues.

The inspectors observed several non-licensed operators perform their plant tours. The
non-licensed operators routinely identiTied deficiencies and communicated them to the
control room. On several occasions, the inspectors questioned the operators on the
status of plant equipment, specifically tagged equipment. The operators were
knowledgeable of the status of the equipment and overall plant status.

02 Operational Status of Facilities and Equipment

02.1 General Tours and Ins ections of Safet S stems (71707)

General tours of safety-related areas were performed by the inspectors to observe the
physical condition of plant equipment and structures. In addition, the inspectors
conducted specific walkdowns of selected, risk significant safety systems - Unit 1

boration flowpath; both units'ital 125 volt direct current distribution systems, and the
Unit 2 Low Pressure Safety Injection System. These systems were veriTied to be
properly aligned and maintained. Several minor deficiencies were noted by the
inspectors. The licensee immediately corrected the deficiencies or placed them in their
corrective action program.

08 Miscellaneous Operations Issues (92901)

08.1 Closed Licensee Event Re ort 50-335/98-002-01: Containment Isolation Signal
Bistable in Bypass Results in a Condition Prohibited by Technical Specification. This
revision to the Licensee Event Report corrected a typographical error regarding the date
of a mode change. The issue was previously discussed in Inspection Report
50-335,389/98-12. No other new information about the event was reported. This item is
closed.





II. Maintenance

M1 Conduct of Maintenance

M1.1 Maintenance Work Order and Surveillance Observations (61726, 62707)

The inspectors observed portions of the following maintenance and surveillance
activities, including Plant Work Orders (PWO), Operations Procedures (OP), Operations
Support Procedures (OSP), and Mechanical Maintenance Procedures (MMP):

OP 1/2 - 0700050
OP 2-0410050

OP 2-0420050

1-OSP-100.15
MMP-01.08

OP 1610020

Various PWOs

OP 2-2200050A

Auxiliary Feedwater Periodic Test
High Pressure Safety Injection / Low Pressure Safety
Injection Periodic Test
Containment Spray and Iodine Removal System - Periodic
Test
Remote Shutdown Monitoring Monthly Channel Check
Reactor Vessel Surveillance Capsule Preparation for

- Shipment
Receipt and Handling of New Fuel and Control Element
Assemblies
Unit 2 Emergency Core Cooling System Critical
Maintenance Management Outage
2A Emergency Diesel Generator Periodic Test

The inspectors observed that the maintenance and testing were performed consistent
with established work control processes, procedures and instructions. Maintenance
supervision and Engineering were closely involved in the work activities. Briefings
conducted prior to the initiation of work activities were satisfactorily completed in
accordance with Operations procedural guidance. The tasks were performed by
knowledgeable workers who actively used applicable work packages and procedures.
The inspectors observed that work activities were properly documented.

III. En ineerin

E1 Conduct of Engineering

E1.1 Maintenance Rule As ects of the Unit 2 Reactor Protection S stem (37551)

The inspector reviewed the work history, applicable condition reports, and system status
reports for the Unit 2 Reactor Protection System. Additionally, the inspector spoke with
Engineering personnel about the system. Over the last few months, the Unit 2 Reactor
Protection System has experienced multiple unrelated failures and significant out of
service time. During the last quarter of 1999, three of the four channels exceeded their
allowed maintenance rule unavailability goals. The licensee appropriately placed this
system into the (a)(1) category of the maintenance rule. The inspector reviewed the
recovery plan to address the issues that contributed to the unreliability of the system and
found the plan to be reasonable.
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E8

E8.1

- 'Miscellaneous Engineering Issues (92903)

Closed Licensee Event Re ort 50-335/1999-008: As Found Cycle 15 Pressurizer
Safety Valve Setpoint Outside Technical Specification Limits. This Licensee Event
Report described the discovery that two of the three pressurizer safety valves exceeded
their Technical Specification setpoints after removal from the plant during the last Unit 1

refueling outage for in-service testing required by Technical Specification 4.4.3. The as
found settings for two of the removed safety valves were 3.0 percent high and 4.0
percent low, which were outside the Technical Specification tolerance limit of +/- 1.0
percent. The licensee performed a cause determination and implemented corrective
actions for the adverse conditions according to American Society of Mechanical
Engineers code requirements. The cause of the failed tests were setpoint drift and
mishandling of the valves during removal or transportation. The inspector reviewed the
licensee's cause determination and safety analyses and concluded that the licensee's
actions, as stated in the Licensee Event Report, were reasonable and complied with
Technical Specification requirements. This item is closed.

IV. Plant Su ort

R1

R1.1

Radiological Protection and Chemistry Controls

Locked Hi h Radiation Controls (71750)

P4

The inspector reviewed the licensee's program to control locked high and very high
radiation areas, and verified that the licensee was complying with this program. Overall,
the program was well implemented. All locked areas were being verified daily, and keys
were being appropriately controlled.

Staff Knowledge and Performance in EP

P4.1 Emer enc Pre aredness Drill (71750)

The inspector participated and observed an Emergency Preparedness drill conducted by
the licensee on January 26. Generally, the licensee's performance met all of their goals.
The inspector observed several emergency response organization performance issues,
one of which involved a lack of operator attention to important annunciator alarms in the
simulator. These issues were also identified by the licensee and incorporated as critique
items. Inspection Report 50-335,389/99-08 contained similar observations regarding
operator performance during the previous drill. None of the issues would have caused
signiTicant delays in protecting the plant from damage or ensuring public safety. The
inspector verified that the licensee had also placed these deficiencies into the corrective
action program.

S2

S2.1

Status of Security Facilities and Equipment

Protected Area Fence Walkdown (71750)

The inspector performed a routine walkdown of the protected area security fence. The
areas observed were found to be in good condition and free of openings in excess of
regulatory guidelines. Isolation zones were free of obstructions. Lighting levels were
adequate.
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V. Mana ement Meetin s and Other Areas

X1 Exit Meeting Summary

The inspectors presented the inspection results to members of licensee management at
the conclusion of the inspection on February 14, 2000. The licensee acknowledged the
findings presented.

'he inspectors asked the licensee whether any materials examined during the inspection
should be considered proprietary. No proprietary information was identified.

PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee
h

C. Bible, Site Engineering Manager
W. Bladow, Maintenance Manager
R. De La Espriella, Site Quality Manager

, W. Guldemond, Operations Manager
R. Kundalkar, St. Lucie Plant Vice President
C. Ladd, Operations Supervisor
W. Lindsey, Training Manager
A. Stall, Engineering Vice President
E. Weinkam, Licensing Manager
R. West, St. Lucie Plant General Manager

Other licensee employees contacted included office, operations, engineering, maintenance,
chemistry/radiation, and corporate personnel.

INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED

IP 37551:
IP 61726:
IP 62707:
IP 71707:
IP 71750:
IP 81700:
IP 92901:
IP 92903:

Onsite Engineering
Surveillance Observations
Maintenance Observations
Plant Operations
Plant Support Activities
Physical Security Program for Power Reactors
Followup - Plant Operations
Followup - Engineering

ITEIIS OPENED CLOSED AND DISCUSSED

Closed

50-335/98-002-01
l

50-335/99-008-00

LER Containment Isolation Signal Bistabie in Bypass Results in a
Condition Prohibited by Technical Specification. (Section 08.1)

LER As Found Cycle 15 Pressurizer Safety Valve Setpoint Outside
Technical Specification Limits. (Section E8.1)


